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SIGNTINGS 

I trust all ofyou ‘inquiring minds” have been watching the 
ongoing series, SIGHTINGS on your intrepid televisions. What 
thought you of the last episode regarding the “search for life 
in outer-space’-i.e., intelligent life! Remember all those 
nice SET1 systems installed at amassive expenditure and you 
were told they were to search for communications with aliens? 
This was a few years back and QomehovrS they have been 
scrapped!?! Why do you suppose the scrapping occurred? Do 
you, however, realize that ‘private’ funds from several MA- 
JOR corporations have continued the operation to a scaled- 
down extent? Let’s examine EXACTLY what happened! Now, 
get THIS ONE, however: THE NAME OF THIS CORPORATE/ 
GOVERNMENT PROJECT IS: PROJECT PHOENm 

Number one-the set-up was A LIEI So, understanding as 
much, the facade was no longer NECESSARY AFTER the 
hook-up of the GRID system for frequency control of your life 

(Please see THIS WORLD’S ‘REALITY” PLAY, p.43 ) 
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Police 
ou 

Chiefs’ Con 
tlines ‘Plans 

“Legal” Implement 
10/20/94 RICK MARTIN 

ALBUQUERQUE, NM-In a precisely deliv- 
ered speech which followed the day after Presi- 
dent Clinton’s [see page 81 of last week’s 
CONTACT], Attorney General Janet Reno ad- 
dressed the International Association of Chiefs 

olice [IACP] Conventian. Bestowing abun- 
dant honor and praise for state and local law 
enforcement efforts, Reno stated, “You have 
been there when it counts. You have been 
there in the most difficult times.” Reno of- 
fered hope and encouragement stating, “The 
police are giving people confidence in govern- 
ment. They are the glue.” 

Reno then went on to outline five key areas 
of concern or focus for the coming year, namely: 
protecting police from attacks; making the 
asset-forfeiture program work-‘together we’ll 
make the asset-forfeiture program work for 
you*; working on anti-violence initiatives, es- 
pecially for youth; devising an effective do- 
mestic narcotics strategy; and implementing 
the Crime Act ‘the right way”. 

Stressing that, “Now is no time to rest on 
our laurels,” Reno stressed the importance of 
implementing the Crime Bill right away. “We 
must not, we can not, and we will not tolerate 
delay,” Reno said. 

The Attorney General cited some of the 
major aspects to the Crime Act including: 
*three strikes and you’re out”, money for 
100,000 new officers, prison and ‘boot camp” 
construction and more. But she added, “None 
of it would make a difference if the new law 
isn’t put into action quickly.” Echoing the 
President’s words, Reno likewise revealed the 
Achilles heel of the Crime Bill and ban on 
assault weapons-namely, seeing to it that 
Congress makes the funds available over the 
next year to IMPLEMENT these measures. 

Immediately following Janet Reno was FBI 
Director Louis Freeh, former U.S. District Court 
judge, ex-prosecutor and former FBI agent. 
Freeh lost no time in reiterating concerns over 
drugs and violence in America. Freeh said, 
“These outrageous statistics have been fueled 
by guns and drugs.” Adding, ‘Our enemies 
aren’t stupid; they understand they can 
achieve their goals by acquiring market shares 
(turf) ,* he said. *The quest for market shares 
and new..territories has brought drug gangs to 
places once thought to be immune.~ 

Freeh assured those assembled that there 
will not be a merger of the FBI with the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, and went on to 
say that their working relationship was 
‘complements.@@. 

Director Freeh stated that he has moved 

ference 
To 
Control 

600 agents from desk jobs to working cases with respect for constitutional and fundsmen- 
and has implemented the hiring of 436 new tal human rights.” The real agenda of this 
agents, the first hired since 1992. He spoke of year’s conference seems far more ominous, 
the congressional bill passed 10 days ago with individual seminar topics such as: Cellu- 
called “Digital Telephony Act of 1994” which lar telephone wiretaps: essential to drug or- 

reater leeway for phone tapping by law 
enforcement agencies, including the FBI. 

ganization targeting [Editor’s note: Let mejump 
in here briefzy to remind you also that some of 

In a predictable approach, Freeh fell back the radio frequencies being utilized in the re- 
on quoting crime statistics, stating that there 
has been a 371% increase in crime since 1970, 

cent buildup of the massive cellular felephone 

In justifying his travels abroad on behalf of 
nefwork also have a direct effect on the brain 
and can be utilized for covert mind-control ac- 

the FBI, Freeh stated, in a very revealing tiuities; doesn’t that add an interesting spin to 
comment, ‘We must recognize the disappear- 
ante of borders.= Please remember, this is the 

this subject, considering WHO is involved and 
how Yrusfworthy” they are toward the welfare 

Federal Bureau of Investigation-it does not of we-the-peoptel 1; Waco: Lessons learned; 
say the International Bureau of Investigation. 
Further justifying, Freeh said, “We have vital 

Crisis media management; Local agency inter- 
action with the Department of Justice; So sue 

law enforcement issues at stake” and ‘there me: Legal Advice on areas of high liability; 
can be no doubt about the trans-national Avoiding civil liability when the abusive spouse 
nature of crime in the 1990s.” 

“These international countries have asked 
is a police officer; The impact of urban crime 
on suburban and rural jurisdictions; Pro-ac- 

for our assistance,’ Freeh said, referring to tive media strategy; Successful techniques for 
his trip to nine Eastern European countries investigating/countering bias and hate crimes; 
during the summer to discuss mutual law Financial crimes; How to feature a fugitive on 
enforcement concerns. America’s Most Wanted; International polic- 

While the cover-sheet on the press release ing: Thinking locally and acting globally, etc. 
concerning this IACP conference states: While entering the workshop on Bias and 
“Throughout its existence, the IACP has been Hate Crimes, there was literature placed on 
devoted to the cause of crime prevention and the seats for those attending. The material 
the fair and impartial enforcement of laws consisted of: a photocopied newspaper article; 

Before talking about crime to a room full of polka chiefs, President Cllnton was dubbed “Amerka’s Chief” with a jacket presented to him 
by the international Association of Chiefs of Polke on Monday. 
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aquestionnaire/trainingguide concerning law 
enforcement’s response to hate crime; and 
then the primary tool, namely a thick, slick 40- 
page booklet titled, 1994 Hate Crimes Laws- 
A Comprehensive Guide [A publication of the 
Anti-Defamation League (A.D.L.)). Among 
those mentioned in this seminar for investiga- 
tions was what was referred to as “The White 
Patriot Party”. The FBI representative present 
stated that due to the 1st Amendment, cur- 
rent investigations in this particular area of 
“terrorism” are sparse and must be initiated 
by the Justice Department. There are cur- 
rently only 26 ongoing investigations nation- 
ally. Hate crimes are pursued under Title 18, 
Sections241,245,247,248 and42 USC 3631. 
There are currently 32 states which have 
passed hate crime legislation. Hate crimes 
were paralleled with ‘domestic terrorism”. 

In another seminar on terrorism, some 
new and alarming definitions were put forth. 
These new definitions of terrorists include: 
Skinheads; Tax Protestors; the Unorganized 
Militia; and those opposed to NAFTA! No, that 
is not a misprint. Interestingly enough, these 
individual seminars were all tape recorded 
and tapes made available-all, that is, except 
this session and another on Waco: Lessons 
learned, and perhaps others now censored. 

The seminar on financial crimes revealed 
the incredible progress made by law enforce- 
ment in the area of financial tracking. Specifi- 
cally, FinCEN (Financial Crimes Enforcement 
Network) has been assigned a central role for 
the Treasury Department. The tentacles of 
FinCEN were clearly outlined with charts on 
the overhead projector-put in place and re- 
moved so quickly as to barely register in the 
mind. These charts were “eyes on@” and 
included Project Gateway among others. I CSXI 

say that the charts reflected an elaborate rela- 
tionship with all confidential banking institu- 
tions, Interpol, various national and interna- 
tional agencies including any and at1 data- 
bases on any given individual. This linkage 
can be with all master computer systems and 
the appearance of its effectiveness can only be 
described by one word: awesome. 

With thousands of Police Chiefs, FBI, Se- 
cret Service, Justice Department and other 
representatives present, one thing was abun- 
dantly clear: These were and are men of 
integrity, honor, and bravery-they only lack 
one thing, knowledge. When asked point- 
blank: Do YOU know about Executive Order 
12919 and its transferring of authority to 
FEMA, invariably the law enforcement repre- 
sentative asked had never heard of it. These 
well meaning, well-trained men and women, 
quite simply, do not have all of the information 
about what is taking place and what they are 
involved in implementing., And how could 
they become fully informed in a system de- 
signed to inform only on a ‘need to know 
basis”. 

So what have we here? We have an open 
‘locking-down” of the New World Order plans 
for total control. We the people are not part of 
the Elite’s plans except as subservient to their 
wishes. Oaths of loyalty to the Constitution me 
fine when those taking the oath understand 
their meaning, but when the officers involved 
do not know the 4th Amendment [the right to 
privacy and security against unreasonable 
searches and seizures; search wary-ants] from 
the 7th Amendment [right to trial by juq]- 
we’ve got some real problems. 

*My people are destroyed for lack of 
knowledge.” [nosea 4.6) 

United States Department 
of the Treasury 

FinCEN 
Financial Crimes 

Enforcement Network 

State and Local 
Agencies 

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 
(FinCEN) was established by the U.S. Depart- 
ment of the Treasury in April 1990 as a multi- 
agency, multi-source financial intelligence and 

malytical network. 
FinCEN’s MISSION - FinCEN serves as the 

Jnited States Government’s central source for 
;ystematic identification, collation and analysis of 
inancial and other information,to assist in the 
nvestigation of money laundering and other 

inancial crimes and to aid in the formulation of 
enforcement and regulatory policy to combat 
;uch crimes. 

In order to fully comprehend the important role 
=inCEN plays in law enforcement, it is first nec- 
sssary to understand the significance of financial 
crimes and, in particular, the process by which 
illicit proceeds are laundered. With the possible 
exception of crimes of passion and certain violent 
crimes, most criminal acts are committed for one 
reason - profit. 

Since the profit motive is the driving force 
behind most criminal activity, the identifica- 
tion, seizure, and forfeiture of the profits or 
proceeds generated by the criminal activity is 
one of the key elements required to cause the 
disruption, and ultimate cessation, of those 
criminal activities. 

Normally, the greater the profit, the more 
sophisticated the financial manipulations neces- 
sary to conceal the criminal roots of that profit. 
Therefore, the profits, often in the form of curren- 
cy, become a vulnerable point upon which law 
enforcement agencies can focus their attack. Fin- 
CEN collects, accesses and disseminates finan- 
cial crimes intelligence information, as well as 
coordinating information, which supports, assists 
and unifies investigations aimed at the financial 
side of criminal organizations. Additionally, infor- 
mation is often provided by FinCEN which may 

assist in proving substantive criminal or civil 
offenses (in addition to money laundering). + 
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FinCEN was designed to bring together, in 
one location, the information and expertise pos- 

sessed by a wide range of agencies involved in 
the investigation of financial crimes and the regu- 

lation of financial institutions. By creating this 

‘synergy” of people and information, FinCEN’s 

intelligence analysis reports reflect an 

increasingly insightful, sophisticated and mean- 
ingful work product. 

FinCEN’s staff includes criminal investigators 
and/or intelligence analysts from U.S. Customs, 
IRS, DEA, U.S. Secret Service, FBI, U.S. Postal 
Inspection Service, BATF, DCIS, U.S. Marshals 
Service, and U.S. Probation. In addition to the 
agents and analysts who are on long term detail 
from their respective agencies, FinCEN main- 
tains a permanent staff of intelligence research 
specialists and automated data processing 
experts. 

FinCEN’s information sources fall into three 
(3) broad categories; Law Enforcement, Financial 
and Commercial Databases. 

Law Enforcement Databases - FinCEN’s prin- 
cipal tool for access and exchange of law 
enforcement information is the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU), which is a written agree- 
ment outlining the details of database access, 
dissemination authority, etc. While the number 
of MOU’s is constantly growing, FinCEN cur- 
rently maintains MOU’s with fourteen (14) Fed- 
eral agencies (with several in the final stages of 
completion) and all 50 states, and the District of 
Columbia. Through the information sharing 
authority contained within these MOU’s, Fin- 
CEN accesses individual law enforcement data- 
bases, such as automated case indices files, 

&s well as “gateway” databases, which may be 
comprised of any number of subsystems. 

-- 

Treasury Financial Database - The data in the 
Treasury Financial Database is gleaned from 
reports that are required to be filed pursuant to 
the Bank Secrecy Act and include the Currency 
Transaction Report (CTR); Report of Internation- 
al Transportation of Currency or Monetary Instru- 
ments (CMIR); Currency Transaction Report by 
Casinos (CTRC); and Reports of Foreign Bank 
and Financial Accounts (FBAR). 

In addition, FinCEN may access data from the 
Reports of Cash Payments Over $10,000 
Received in a Trade or Business (IRS Form 
8300) which is required to be filed by the Internal 
Revenue Code.’ 

Commercial Databases - FinCEN procures 
access to a variety of commercially maintained 
databases which are valuable in locating individ- 
uals, determining asset ownership and establish- 
ing links between entities. Examples of the type 
of information these databases provide include 
nationwide automated telephone directories (i.e., 
“crisscross”), address change information, 
demographic and census information, corporate 
ownership and corporate officers, records of real 
estate purchase/sale transactions, Uniform 
Commercial Code (UCC) filings, and other court- 
house records. 

These commercial sources of information, 
along with the data from the Federal Agencies 
and the financial database, form the foundation 
information sources for FinCEN analysis. 
’ FinCEN access to IRS Form 8300 is temporaril suspended 
due to lapse of legislative authority. Renewal of his authority Y 
is anticipated sometime in the near future. 

FinCEN also maintains its own databases 
which log and track inquiries made to FinCEN. 
They include the results of intelligence analysis 
by FinCEN agents/analysts and contains data 
generated during the analytical process. 

FinCEN utilizes its databases in the sharing 
of information with its client agencies. For 
example, in cases where FinCEN receives a 
request from two different agencies on the 
same criminal entity, it will provide, in a secure 

: 
b. 
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manner, the catalyst for both agencies to coop- 
erate and share data. The fostering of coopera- 
tion in this way often saves resources, 
enhances overall enforcement and has already 
been proven to be one of the cornerstones of 
FinCEN’s success. 

FinCEN currently produces two broad cate- 
gories of analytical work products for its client 
agencies: tactical support products and strategic 
analysis products. 

Tactical Support Products - The FinCEN tacti- 
cal support work product is designed to provide 
information and leads on criminal organizations 
and activities which are presently under investi- 
gation by law enforcement agencies. Additional- 
ly, FinCEN’s tactical section may: (1) provide 
analytical assistance to regulatory agencies, (2) 
productively identify previously undetected crimi- 
nal organizations and activities so that criminal 
investigations can be initiated, and (3) assist 
agencies in the identification of assets for 
seizure and forfeiture purposes in support of 
ongoing investigations. FinCEN’s tactical work 
product is tailored to the individual request and 
may range from a “single subject” basic search 
of databases not readily accessible to the 
requester to assisting in the initiation of cases 
through a detailed, “in-depth” link analysis of 
major criminal organizations. 

The initial contact point for state/local agen- 
cies seeking tactical assistance is the desig- 
iated state coordinator (see list on page 7). 
FinCEN is continuously progressing toward a 
nore highly automated, paperless environ- 
ment. Requests and reports may be transmit- 
:ed via fax or electronic mail depending on the 
Jrocedures that are established with the partic- 
Jar agency. 

Strategic Analysis - FinCEN also studies finan- 
:ial crimes and money laundering with a bent 

toward the “big picture,” as well as the future. 
The Office of Strategic Analysis (OSA) is respon- 
sible for collecting, processing, analyzing and 

developing intelligence on the emerging trends, 
patterns and issues elated to the proceeds of 
illicit activities. Examples of some of the areas of 
study include: the analysis of the flow of currency 
to and from Federal Banks; the examination of 
the CTR exemption procedure to determine if it is 
being exploited by the criminal element; a review 
of the extent and ways money transmitters and 
currency exchange businesses are being utilized 
for money laundering; and preparation of threat 
assessments in support of State level anti-money 
laundering legislation. 

The OSA has a Branch responsible for staying 
informed of international events and their poten- 
tial effect on money laundering. Client law 
enforcement agencies will be kept abreast or cur- 
rent trends in the money laundering area through 
FinCEN’s quarterly publication entitled Update. 

While Update is an “Official Use Only” publi- 
cation, FinCEN also publishes Trends, a similar 
quarterly designed for the private sector, financial 
institutions, etc. Additionally, OSA issues a wide 
range of special reports studies, and threat 
assessments. Availability varies by the classifica- 
tion of the report and type of requester. Inquiries 
should be in writing and should be directed to the 
attention of the Assistant Director, Office of 
Strategic Analysis. 
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FinCEN’s priorities may vary somewhat with 
the policy of the current administration and U. S. 
Treasury Department. Based on the policies in 
effect at the time FinCEN was created, FinCEN 
has placed a very great emphasis upon nar- 
cotics-related financial crimes. However, FinCEN 
also routinely develops intelligence relating to the 
financial side of all criminal activity (i.e., financial 
institutions fraud, commercial crimes, tax eva- 
sion, etc.). 

FinCEN’s analytical work product will greatly 
assist law enforcement agencies in identifying 
potential criminal violations and violators within 
their respective jurisdictions. For example, Fin- 

apprehending fugitives by attempting to locate 
their whereabouts through commercitil systems 
and other data. FinCEN has been structured to 
be flexible and responsive to the needs of law 
enforcement, as well as to overall national policy, 
and intends to be on the “leading edge” in devel- 
oping and providing the most valuable financial 
crimes intelligence. 

However, FinCEN does not have unlimited 
resources and, for thid ‘reason is often forced to 
determine how it will prioritize its work. FinCEN is 
mainly interested in supporting criminal investiga- 
tions of money laundering and other financial 
crimes. FinCEN does not ordinarily do work in 
support of purely civil cases, unless they arise 
directly out of criminal cases (e.g., asset forfei- 
ture based on criminal conviction). 

FinCEN State/Local Coordinators 
Alabama 
Department of Public Safety 
Phone #: (205) 260-l 170 

Alaska State Troopers, 
Department of Public Safety 
Phone #: (907) 243-8916 

Arizona 
Department of Public Safety, 
Criminal Investigation 
Research Unit 
Phone #: (602) 223-2089 

.Arkansas State Police, 
Criminal Investigation Division 
Phone #: (501) 221-0210 

California Department of Justice, 
Financial Investigations Section 
Phone #: (916) 227-4005 

Cqlorado Bureau of Investigation, 
Crane Information Cent&f 
Phona #: (303) 2394222 

Connecticut Chief State’s 
Attorney’s Office, Division of 
Criminal Justice 
Phone #: (203) 265-2373 

Delaware 
State Police Intelligence Unit 
Phone #: (302) 739-5996 

District of Columbia 
Washington, Metropolitan 
Police Department 
Phone #: (202) 727-1544 

Florida Department of law 
Enforcement, DCHnvestigative 
Analysis Bureau 
Phone #: (904) 488-0586 

Georgia 
Bureau of Investigation 
Phone #: (404) 244-2554 

Hawaii Attorney General’s 
Office, Criminal Justice 
Division 
Phone #: (808) 586-1160 

Idaho Department of Law 
Enforcement. Financial 
Investigations & Discovery 
Unit 
Phone #: (208) 884-7120 

Illinois State Police. Division of 
Criminal Investigation /Intelligence 
Bun+u 
Phone #: (217) 524-5138 

Indiana State Police 
Phone #: (317) 232-7796 

Iowa Department of Public 
Safety, lntelllgence Bureau 
Phone #: (515) 281-7013 

Kansas Bureau of lnvestigatlon 
Phone& (913) 296-8200 

Kentucky State Police. 
Intelligence Section 
Phone #: (502) 227-8708 

Louisiana State Police, 
Intelligence & Investigation 
Support Section 
Phone #: (504) 925-6213 

Maine State Police, 
Criminal Intelligence Umt 
Phone #: (207) 624-8787 

Maryland State Police, 
Bureau of Drug Enforcement 
Phone #: (410) 290-0873 

Massachusetts State Police, 
intelligence Section 
Phone #: (617) 566-4500, x306 

Michigan State Polfce 
Phone #: (517) 336-6637 

Minnesota Bureau of Criminal 
Apprehension. Special 
Investigation Unit 
Phone #: (612) 642-0610 

Mississippi 
Bureau of Narcotics 
Phone #: (601) 359-1570 

Missouri Highway Patrol, 
Division of Drug & Crime 
Control 
Phone #: (314) 751-3452 

Montana Department of 
Justice 
Phone #: (406) 444-2967 

Nebraska State Patrol 
Phone #: (402) 479-4947 

Nevada Division of 
Investigation 
Phone #: (702) 687-4412l3337 

New Hampshire State Police, 
Special Investigations Unit 
Phone #: (603) 271-2663 

New Jersey Attorney General’s 
Office, Division of Criminal 
Justice 
Phone #: (609) 984-6500 

Hew Mexico Department of 
Public Safety, Special 
investigations Division 
Phone #: (505) 841-4660 

This newest innovation, administered jointly by 
FinCEN and the IRS Detroit Computing Center, 
provides designated state coordinators with 
direct on-line electronic access to the Treasury 
Financial Database (described on page 2). Infor- 
mation is further enhanced by matching the 
query data to FinCEN’s internal index and data 

from other states. 

If you believe that FinCEN products could 
assist you in a financial crimes investigation, you 
may wish to submit a FinCEN request through 
your designated State Coordinator (see list in fol- 
lowing section). 

New York State Department of 
Law (NY City, Nassau & Suffolk 
Counties) 
Phone #: (212) 416-8750 

New York State Police (Upstate 
New York), Bureau of Criminal 
Investigation 
Phone #: (518) 457-1995 

New York District Attorney’s 
Office, Organized Crime rlar- 
cotics Unit 
Phone #: (212) 335-9701 

North Carolina State Bureau of 
Investigation, Criminal 
Intelligence Section 
Phone #: (919) 6624500 

North Dakota Attorney General’s 
Office, Bureau of Criminal 
Investigation 
Phone #: (701) 239-7126 

Ohio Bureau of Criminal 
Identification & Investigation, 
Financial Investigation Unit 
Phone #: l-800-282-3784 

Oklahoma Slate Bureau 01 
Investigation 
Phone #: (405) 848-6724 

Oregon State Poise, Criminal 
Investigation Division 
Phone #: (503) 378-3720, x4416 

Pennsylvania Attorney 
General’s Office, Bureau of 
Narcotics Investigation 
Phone #: (717) 783-2600 

Puerto Rico Organized Crime 
Bureau 
Phone # (809) 7292178 

Rhode Island Attorney General’s 
Office, Deputy to the Attorney 
General for Law Enforcement 
Phone I#: (401) 274-4400 

South Carolina 
Law Enforcement Division 

Phone #: (803) 896-7151 

South Dakota Division of 

Criminal Investigation 
Phone #: (605) 773-3331 

Tennessee Bureau of Investiga- 
tion, Cnminal Intelligence Unit 

Phone #: (615) 741-0430 

TexasAttorney-s-9 
FiiClimseDii 

Phone #: (512) 463-3088 

Utah Department of Public 

Safety 
Phone #: (801) 284-6223 

Vermont State Police, 
Criminal Division 
Phone #: (802) 284-6223 

Virginia State Police, Support 
Services Division, Criminal Intel- 

ligence Section 
Phone #I: (804) 323-2020 
(24-hr HOTLINE) 

Washington State Patrol, 
Special Narcotics Enforcement 
Unit 
Phone #I: (208) 586-2494 

West Virginia State Police, 
Bureau of Criminal lnvestigatioi 

Phone #: (304) 558-2600 
l-800-642-9076 (in-state only) 

Wisconsin Department of 
Justice, Division of Narcotics 

Enforcement 
Phone #: (608) 287-1333 

Wyoming Division of Criminal 

Investigations 
Phone #: (307) 777-7184 

FinCEN Operations Center 
Telephone Number: 

(703) 905-3508 

FAX: 
(703) 9053526 

Address: 
Department of the Treasury 

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 
2070 Chain Bridge Road 

Suite 200 
Vienna, Virginia 22182 

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1994-0-379275 
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PROJECT GATEWAY 
The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) each, are recorded in Treasury’s Financial Database. Gateway 

has been assigned the central role for Treasury Department gives state enforcemat agencies (often acting for local agen- 
counter-money laundering policies. FinCEN is responsible ties within the state) direct electronic access to that infoxma- 
for drafting regulations and exercising oversight relating to tion. Gateway automatically matches subject data from the state 
reporting and record keeping provisions of the U.S. Bank case with FiiCEN’s files, including case subject data captured 
Secrecy Act. FinCEN also serves as the United States through Gateway queries made by other states. The result is a 
Government’s central source for the systematic collation and smzunlined,coordinatedexchange of financial intelligence. The 
analysis of information to assist in the investigation of money Gateway matching process also reduces costs by eliminating 
laundering and other financial crimes. labor intensive work systems. Manpower is freed for more pro- 

Project Gateway was developed by FinCEN to assist ductive intelligence analysis. 
state and local law enforcement agencies investigating money FinCEN successfully tested Basic Gateway with the 
laundering and financial crimes by providing direct, on-line, State of Texas, which made over 5,000 electronic queries 
electronic access to Treasury’s Financial Database. Once during the test period between September 1993 and February 
Gateway is fully operationai, the information gathered on 1994. Prior to the creation of the “Gateway link,” each query 
incoming requests will be stored at FinCEN and auto- required the full-time attention of at least one FmCEN analyst 
matically compared to subsequent queries from all users. to process and conduct the actual search. 
This will enable FinCEN to assist state and local agencies in FinCEN is also exploring a multi-stage expansion of 
coordinating their investigations. The project also facilitates the Gateway network, entitled “Gateway 94,” which includes 
information sharing and exchange of case data among the following: 
participating agencies. Key elements of the system include: . 

+ addition of special features enabling certain Treasury- 
+ greatly expanded use of Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) data by approved states to replace current magnetic tape transfers 

state and local law enforcement; of bulk BSA data with direct, on-line access and research/ 

+ a precedent-setting coordination mechanism for agencies 
download capability; 

using BSA data for investigative purposes; and, + integrated access to a database of Non-Bank Financial 

+ a significant saving of investigative time and expense. 
Institutions currently under development at FinCEN, as a 
joint venture between FinCEN and IRS: 

Improved Technology 
+ automated comparison of Gateway query-data between 

the states and other law enforcement indices systems; 

Sitilar t6 other FinCEN projects, Gateway maximizes 6 direct on-line access to BSA data for a limited number of 
he use of important data through advanced computer technol- 

1 
non-Treasury, federal agency personnel who maintain an 

ogy. More than 50 rnilIion cash transactions, exceeding $10,000 information-sharing agreement with FinCEN; and, 

The F&W S&M is a Product of the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, U.S. Department of the Treasury, 2070 Chain Bridge Ftoad, 
Suite 2OO. V@~W VA 22182. The Bulletin is provided to offer brief, timety insights into important developments affecting the im~~@tion and 
Pm Of financial ~~- This PuMication is Subbed to the safeguards and disclosure exemptions provided under 5 U.S.C. 552(b) (7) (e). 

~%WXI feed free to d&seMwe tii Ptodud in accordance with the prescribed rules and regulations. 



Project Gateway 
Identifying 
Information Detrait Camautina Center 

BSA 
Information 

FinCEN 
Database 

tf Positive Hit in a 
FhCEN Database (FDB) 

+ direct on-line state/local access to commercial databases 
through a stand-alone system at FmCEN. An automated 
“charge back” system permitting appropriate cost alloca- 
tion for this access is under development at FinCEN. 

Utility of the System 

Texas Attorney General Dan Morales is extremely 
pleased with the success of the Gateway test. In fact, the 
results go beyond even the most optimistic expectations. Texas 
reported a “hit ratio” in well over 50 percent of the cases 
queried. A “‘hit” results when a subject of interest to Texas law 
etiomement has at least one record, such as a CurrencyTransac- 
tion Report match in the Financial Database. Of equal sig- 
nificance is the fact that Texas researchers, familiar with the 

subject files, were able to use the information to link many 
previously unidentified subjects to their investigations. Texas 
officials have enthusiastically noted that the scope, mh and 
understanding of the organizations under investigation have 
been broadened as a result of Gateway information. 

Although it is too early in the investigative process to 
disclose specific information, Texas offtcials have confirmed 
the enormous value of the Gateway link. Concurrently, 
FinCEN found numerous matches between the Texas case 
data and its own files. As a result, FinCEN was able to fur- 

1 nish additional intelligence based on reports it had previously 
prepared for other agencies. 

FinCEN is receiving ovetwhelming enthusiasm for Gate- 
I way. As of March 1, 1994, thirty-five states have requested 

participation in the project. FinCEN is proct#ting tD include 
all requesting states on the system by October 1.1994. 
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The International Criminal Police Organization 

INTERPOL 

Point of Contact for 
International Law Enforcement 

U.S. Department of Justice 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 

,. 

The DYTERPOL - U.S. National 
Central Bureau (USNCB) 

Although populated by more than 250 million, 

people, and covering more than three and a half million 

square miles, the United States exists without the benefit 

of a national police force. 

Instead, the U.S. is served by a multi-layered 

network of police jurisdictions which include more than 

20,000 separate and distinct town, city, county, and 

state police departments, as well as some 150 federal 

agencies empowered with law enforcement 

responsibilities. 

One such federal agency, the INTERPOL-U.S. 

National Central Bureau (USNCB), fills a unique role 

within this vast and complex&etwork by serving as a 

point of contact for both American and foreign police 

seeking assistance in criminal investigations that extend 

beyond their national boundaries. 

Known within the international community as 

INTERPOL-Washington, the USNCB brings together 

U.S. police at all levels, providing a neutral territory 

where jurisdictions and mandates are interwoven to 

permit cooperation and asststance to the fullest extent 

possible in combatting international crime. 

The USNCB is an agency within the U.S. 

Department of Justice; oversight of USNCB activities, 

therefore, is the responsibility of that Department. 

USNCB Struclure and Activities 
USNCB staffing consists of agents, analysts, 

communicators, translators, administrative and clerical 

support personnel. Most are employees of the Justice 

Department; the agents, however, are detailed to the 

USNCB for a specified period of time (generally two 

years) by federal and state law enforcement agencies. 

The agents comprise five Investigative Divisions 

which are’divided according to the types of criminal 

cases they coordinate. These divisions include: Alien/ 

Fugitive Enforcement; Financial Fraud; Criminal 

Investigatrons; Drugs; and State Liaison. 

When an inquiry IS received at the USNCB, whether 

by teletype, letter, telephone, or radio message, it is 

directed to the appropriate division. The person 

receiving the inquiry determines the source for the 

information requested and coordinates the ensuing 

exchange. 

Liaison with State and Local Police 
The increasing internationalization of crime and the 

sheer volume of foreign nationals presently residing in or 

visiting the United States dictated the need for greater 

awareness among state and local police of the full range 

of international services available through the USNCB. 

To address this need, the USNCB invited each of 

the 50 states to set up a point of contact within their own 

police system to serve as the focal point for all requests 

involving international matters. Requests for investi- 

ydt~ve assrstance from ahodd which require action by 

the police of a particular state are forwarded by the 

USNCB to the Liaison office in that state which then 

directs the request to the appropriate state entity. The 

Liaison entity is responsible for Informing the police 

throughout the state of their affiliation with the USNCB 

and the various ways in which INTERPOL can be used to 

obtain foreign investigative assistance. All 50 states 

participate in the program. 

All of the investigative divisions utilize the SerViCeS 

and expertise of analysts who review the information 

contained in the USNCB case files to develop trends and 

patterns and to establish links and interrelationships in 

complex criminal cases. 

USNCB Sub-Bureaus 
In an effort to be responsive to all U.S. law 

enforcement interests, the USNCB, in cooperation with 

the local governing authorities, has established sub- 

bureaus in both the Caribbean and Pacific regions. The 

sub-bureaus include Puerto Rico, Guam, American 

Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 

Islands. These sub-bureaus operate independently of 

the United States and have the authority to interact with 

all INTERPOL member countries. At conferences and 

symposia, however, they are considered part of the U.S. 

delegation. 
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INTERPOL U.S./Canadian Interface 
Because of the USNCB’s unique position as a 

clearinghouse for Information from domestic as well as 

foreign pokce sources, and because of our mandated 

authority to exchange information internationally, the 

USNCB was selected by the Attorney General as the 

agency to implement a joint initiative between the 

United States and Canada. This initiative, known as the 

INTERPOL U.S./Canadian Interface, enables rapid 

contact between users of the National Law Enforcement 

Telecommunications System (NLETS) in the U.S. and 

their counterparts in Canada. 

Using the INTERPOL channel between Washington 

and Ottawa, U.S. police are able to query the Canadian 

automated police system which contains records on 

driver registrations, vehicle ownership, and in particular, 

wanted persons and stolen vehicles. 

Messages transmitted via NLETS to the USMCB go 

through an initial screening process to assure that they 

meet INTERPOL criteria. Following this screening 

process, the messages go directly through INTERPOL- 

Ottawa into the Canadian database. The process in 

reverse - Canada to the United States - is the same. 

Responses containing information, such as a report 

that a subject is wanted, are verified by the respective 

NCB before the information leaves the country, thus 

assuring the accuracy and integrity of the information 

provided. 

Requests for information from Canadian provinces 

wil! normally receive a response within five minutes. 

Some manual systems will have a longer response time. 

Law Enforcement Agencies 
Represented at the USNCB 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) 

Bureau of Diplomatic Security, U.S. State Department 

Criminal Division, U.S. Department of Justice 

Department of Agriculture’s Office of the 

Inspector General 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC) 

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) 

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 

Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 

Massachusetts State Police 

Naval Investigative Service (NIS) 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

U.S. Customs Service 

U.S. Marshals Service 

U.S. Postal Inspection Service 

U.S. Secret Service 

Contacting the USNCB 
The USNCB is accessible 24 hours a day. Contact 

may be made in the following ways: 

NLETS: DCINTEROO 
Telephone: (202) 616-9000 

State Liaison: (202) 616-1051 

Facsimile: (202) 616-8400 

Mailing address for regular and express mail: 

INTERPOL-U.S. Natiorial Central Bureau 
U.S. Depakment of Justice 
Washington, DC 20530 
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I.C.P.O.-INTERPOL 
Memb - - _ ------ ler Countriess Bulgaria 

Burkina Faso 

L.“‘.,\, 

: -?lffw 
UJ’lvoire 
Croalta 
Cuba 
Cyprus 
Czech (Republic) l * 
Denmark 
D@outi 
Domintcd 

Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 

Egypt 
El Salvador 
Equatorial Guinea 
Fstonio 
Flh,r)pi.l 
Fiji 

lands Nigeria Poland 

Albania Bahamas 

Algeria Bahrain 

American Samoa Bangladesh 
Andorra Barbados 

Angola Belarus 
Anguilla Belgium 

Antigua & Barbuda Belize 
Argentina Rcnin 

Armenia l3wrllula 

Aruba Bolivia 

Australia Bosnia-Herzegovin 

Austria Botswana 
Azerbaijan Brarll j 

Burundi 
Cambodia 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Cape Verde 
Caymnn Islands 
Central African Rep. 
Chad 
Chile 
China 

a Colombia 
Commonwealth of 

the Northern 
Mariana Islands 

Finland Hong Kong Laos Marshall Is 

France HungarK, \- Latvia M.lurlt,lni.r Norway Portugal 

Gabon Iceland Lebanon Mdurltius Oman Puerto Rico 

Gambia India Lesotho Mexico Pakistan Qatar 

Germany Indonesia Liberia Monaco Panama Romania 

Georgfa Iran Libya Mongolia Papua New Guinea Russia 

Ghana Iraq Liechtenstein Montserrat Paraguay 

Gibraltar Ireland Lithuania Morocco Peru 

Cran~dn Israel Luxembourg Mozambique Phtllppinrs 

Greece 
Italy Macao Myanmar 

Guam 
Jamaica Macedonia (former Namibia 

Guatemala 
1. Japan Yugoslav Republic of) Nauru 

Guinea 
Jordan 
kdzakt&m 

Madagascar Nepal 

Guinea-Biseau Aenya 
Malawi Netherlands 

Guyana Netherlands Antilles 

Haiti 
Kiribati 

Malaysia 
Maldives 

Korea (Republic of) Mali 
New Zealand 

Honduras Kuwait 
Nicaragua 

Malta Niger 
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Rwanda 
Sao Tome & hincipe 
Saudi Arabia 
Senegal 
Seychelles 
Sierra Leone 
Singapore 
Slovakia l * 
Slovenla 
Somalia 
South A;-lea 
Spain 
Sn Lanka 
St. Kitts C: “levis 
St. Vmrent & thr 

Grenatiines 
SJdan 
Suriname 
Swaziland 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Togo 
Tony? 
Triniaar: . Tobago 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Turks c; ~“zlicos 
Uganda 
Ukraine 
United Arab Emirates 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Vietnam 
Yemen 
Yl1q”+~wi:l 
Zaire 
Zamh,a 
Zimbabwe 

_____ -. _...__-__ -- __ 

INTERPOL: A Venture in Law Enforcement Cooperation Worldwide . 
The concept of achieving cooperation amor,g police dgertcics in clitfcrer>t coljntries bcC;jme a reality in 1923 with the 

creation of the International Criminal Police OrgdnirdtiOn, known to&y aS INTERPOL. 

AS Article 2 of the INTERPOL constitution states, the aims of the organization are: 

“(a) to ensure and promote the widest possible mutual assistance between all criminal police authorities 
within the lir; lits of laws existing in the different counzries and in the spirit of the Unl\-crsal Declaration of 

Human Rights; and 

(b) to establish and develop ail institutions likeiy to contribute ettectively to the prevention and 

suppression of ordinary law crimes.” 
TO accomplish thcsc goals, the ot.c+ttjiL&iott i:rv~lt:~j ‘111 t>;tiotls: 4 11~: wotld 10 JcJitt to+lltct 111 d V&~fllary exchaf>ye Of 

information about crimes that transcend national boundaries and the criminals who perpetrate such crimes. 

This innovative concept of international cooperation was so successful that, despite a short period of disruption during 

the Second World War, the organization consistently flourished. Today, INTERPOL’s membership totals nearly 175 nations. 

lNTERPOL does not maintain a force of international police officers or agents. Instead. INTERPOL serves as a conduit 
for a cooperative exchange of criminal information to help detect and combat international crime. Criminal investigations 

within one country which involve the citizens of another country or contain investigative leads to another country are routed 

through INTERPOL for the purpose of coordination. 

Just as importantly, INTERPOL provides a forum for discussions, working group meetings, and symposia to enable 

police from the member countries.to focus on specific areas cf criminai activity affecting their countries. 

How the Network Functions 
Each participating country sets up a National Central Bureau (NCB) which serves as tht* country’s point of contact with 

the international law enforcement commurtrty. Although staifrng patten ~rtd SILO vary drnong XX’s, each country operat.es 

its NC6 within the parameters of its own national laws and policies. 

In addition, the member countries abide by the INTERPOL constitution, Article 3 of which s!ates that “It is strictly 

forbidden for the organization to undertake any intervention 0: activities of a polItical, mll,tary, religious, or racial character.” 
In the United States, authority for the INTERPOL function rests by law with the Attorney General, and the U.S. National 

Central Bureau (USNCB) is an office under the contm! and direction of the Departments cc Justice and Treasury, staffed by 

personnel from those and other federal and state law enforcement agencies. 

U.K. Sub Bureaus 
Anguilla 
Bermuda 
Bntish VI--in Islands 
(‘ov-.cI’ ilands 
iiibraita. 
“ong kOl g 
“?ontse-at 
Turks t; Caicos 

U.S. Sub Bureaus 
4merican Samoa 
Commonwealth of the 

Northern Mariana islaniie 

Guan 
Puei’o Rico 

Portuqa! Sub B,ureau 
Macao 

IlyTERPOL Headquarters in Lyons, France. 
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CONTACT: DAVID GRAFFT 
(916) 445-5798 State Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -- OCTOBER 18, 1994 
(916) 445-6637 

17th Senatorial District: lnyo County 

Some people are hailing the 
successful passage of Clinton’s so- 
called Crime Bill. As it turns out, 
that title is most appropriate for 

In an effort to win votes for the 
bill the White House distributed a 

California taxpayers-this measure 

table showing how much money each 

is in fact a ucrime.n 

state would receive from a pool of 
about 89 BILLION in earmarked 
federal crime-prevention funds-with 
the total cost of the measure 
running some $33 BILLION tax 
dollars. 

The tax dollars that Clinton’s bill 
generously doles out to the state ulti- 
mately come from the taxpayers of the 
states. Not surprisingly, not all states 
are “winners” in this Washington shell 
game. Some gain, and some lose. 
And California heads the list of 
losers. 

The CAT0 Institute in Washington, 
D.C. got out their calculators and 
computed each state’s tax contribu- 
tion to the crime bill’s spending by 

CALIFORNIA TO LOSE MILLIONS 
UNDER NEW FEDERAL CRIME BILL 

Don Rogers 

taking the percentage of total taxes 

The Big Loser is California, accord- 

paid by residents of each state and 

ing to the calculations of the CAT0 
group. Taxpayers here in California 
will provide some $246 million more 

dividing that figure into the 89 

in taxes to pay for the Crime Bill’s 

BILLION cost of the program. Then 

spending than the state will get back 
in program dollars. 

they subtracted the cost from the ben- 

What a deal! 

efit for each state. 

Only the bureaucrats in Washington 
could come up with such a switch and 
bait arrangement and try to sell it as 
a benefit. 

To put it another way, a $9 
BILLION federal TAX CUT would 
benefit the tax payers of California 
much more than the $9BILLION in 
earmarked crime bill funds. This is 
aside from the fundamental point 
of the questionable aspect of feder- 
alizing what is essentially a state 
and local issue, for that historically 
is what crime control has been. 

Portions of: Kern County 
Los Angeles County 

San Bernardino County 

Here is a list 
of the Top Five Lo-err: 

1. California -246.6 million 
2. New York -224.0 million 
3. New Jersey -137.7 million 
4. Illinois -105.1 million 
5. Pennsylvania -57.5 million 

TheTop Five uWinnerd' are: 

1. Mississippi +52.1 million 
2. South Carolina +44.1 million 
3. West Virginia +43.5 million 
4. Utah +41.5 million 
5. New Mexico +40.6 million 

Given the figures produced by the 
CAT0 Institute people it sortpf makes 
you wonder why any California Sena- 
tor or Congressman voted for the 
Clinton Crime Bill. Perhaps you 
should ask your United States repre- 
sentative how they voted on this mea- 
sure, one that could well end up cost- 
ing California tax payers nearly a 
quarter of a BILLIOlW dollars. 

An Afterword: “To Uphold And Defend” 
(Open ‘Letter To Fellow Police Officers) 

Editor’s note: The following excellent After- 
ward is extracted from the boo-k, From My Cold 
Dead Fingers: Why America Needs Guns. 
Ordering information is at the end of this article. 

An Afterward: 
“To Uphold and Defend% 

(Open Letter to Fellow Police Officers) 

This is dedicated to those brave men and 
women who have chosen to ‘protect and to 
serve” as their vocations in life. It is written 
with the hope that each peace officer will 
seriously reflect on his and her oath of office, 
and rededicate him or herself to the constitu- 

tional principles upon which our country was 
founded and of which all police have sworn an 
oath to defend. 

After the Revolutionary War and the sub- 
sequent creation of the U.S. Constitution, at- 
tempts to protect our newly acquired liberties 
were established. Certain “guards” were put 
in place to ensure this protection for the people. 
Thus began the honorable station of police 
service. 

1 do solemnly swear that I ~‘11 faithfully 
discharge the duties ofmy office, and that I will 
uphold and defend the Constitution of the 
United States from all enemies, foreign and 
domestic, so help me God.” These, or similar, 

words are sworn by every police officer, public 
servant and government official in the entire 
United States. This oath carries with it a 
tremendous responsibility: to uphold and 
defend the principles of liberty for which hun- 
dreds of thousands of Americans have given 
their lives. 

Yet, after the swearing-in ceremony, police 
academy graduates give little attention to the 
Constitution. Most police officers have never 
read the document they have sworn in the 
name of God to uphold and defend. Most 
police departments and academies provide no 
training whatsoever regarding the Constiti- 
tion. They teach their trainees to read sus- 
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pects the Miranda warning, and why police 
cannot kick in doors whenever they feel like it. 
But constitutional basics are seldom included 
in any kind of police training. If ‘ignorance of 
the law is no excuse” for civilians, then police 
officers had better get busy studying the Con- 
stitu tion. 

It is necessary and vital that police learn 
survival techniques, case law, pursuit driv- 
ing, marksmanship, and so on. However, none 
of these is more important than the officer 
keeping his or her oath of office. Police must 
be constantly reminded (yes, through police 
training) why they exist and what their consti- 
tutional responsibilities sre. How in God’s 
name can basics be ignored and still full ad- 
herence to principles achieved? Police must 
be constitutional converts. 

The precious rights secured in the U.S. 
Consfihction have been entrusted to police for 
safekeeping. Police must never forget the 
time spent and the price paid to obtain our 
liberty. They can never relax the fervor with 
which it must be defended. How do ‘We the 
people ofthe United States...secure the bless- 
ings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity” 
without the nation’s police being dedicated to 
that end? 

Today, police are being asked (or ordered) 
to enforce ‘laws* that clearly violate constitu- 
tional rights. Officers have been trained and 
inculcated to follow orders, and that police are 
not to interpret laws, just enforce them. That 
kind of military obedience has led in some 
cases to officers beating or shooting innocent 
people, confiscating property and homes, kick- 
ing in doors, writing citations with ridiculous 
“excessive fines”, and conducting background 
checks on law-abiding citizens who merely 
wish to own a gun. 

No police officer, soldier, or any other gov- 
ernment official should in any manner comply 
with an order that is unlawful or attempt to 
enforce a mandate that is unconstitutional. 
The U.S. Constitution is the supreme law of the 
land (Article VI, paragraph 2), and it super- 
sedes all other legislation. Police officers and 
soldiers can be disciplined for insubordina- 
tion when they have failed to obey a lawful 
order. If the order is proved to be unlawful or 
unconstitutional, however, the officer or sol- 
dier cannot be disciplined for failing to obey it. 
In the landmark case Miranda Arizona, Chief 
Justice Warren wrote: “Where rights secured 
by the Constitution are involved, there can be 
no rule making or legislation which would 
abrogate them”. 

Theophilus Parsons, a Founding Father 
and former Chief Justice of the Massachu- 
setts Supreme Court, wrote: ‘The people them- 
selves have it in their ppwer effectually to 
resist usurpation without being driven to an 
appeal to arms. An act of usurpation is not 
obligatory; it is not law and any man may be 
justified in its resistance”. Any citizen has the 
right to resist an unlawful arrest and no peace 
officer has a duty to make one. 

Police a . ..and all executive and judicial of- 
jicers both of the United States and of the 
several states, shall be bound by oath or affir- 
mation to support this Constitution” (Article VI 
paragraph 3). Law enforcement officers are 
required by the Constitution to take an oath of 
office, and no authority exists to break that 
oath-not even an excuse like “following or- 
ders” of a superior. 

Why would the Constitution require all po- 
lice officers, all legislators, all elected officials 
and all public servants to swear an oath to 
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“defend the Constitution?” The Founders in- officers and prosecutors become more con- 
tended that every level of government- those cerned with ‘winning the case- than with truth 
who make the laws, interpret the laws, enforce and justice. 
the laws-should have one common objective The people of the cities, towns and coun- 
and primary purpose: to protect the indi- trysides of America should be secure in the 
vidual and constitutional rights of each citi- knowledge that the police will leave them alone 
zen. For that reason, every sheriff, chief of if they have not broken the law or jeopardized 
police and federal ,!aw enforcement adminis- the safety of others. The absence of unreason- 
trator has a duty and responsibility to provide able police harassment, checks and searches, 
constitutional training to the officers in his or is the right ‘to be secure in their persons, 
her department. houses, papers and effects.. .* (Fourth Amend- 

It’s worth noting that a major difference ment). It’s a definition for ‘freedom’. 
exists here between being supervised by some- It is time I... this nation, under God, shall 
one and working for someone. A police officer have a new birth of freedom...” (Abraham Lin- 
is supervised by his sergeant, captain, sheriff, coin, Gettysburg Address, 1863). I t’s time for 
or chief, but every officer works for thepeopze. law enforcement officers to get back to the 
A vast majority of Americans, and most police basics of law enforcement for which their jobs 
officers, want law and order. Together, then, were created-preserving our Constitution. 
the people and the police should be working to Police have a difficult and thankless job. 
better understand the U.S. Constitution from They put their lives on the line everyday in a 
its historical perspective. world affected by drugs and violence and so- 

There’s no room in police work for ‘teach- cial decay. May each of us in this most noble 
ing this jerk a lesson” or ‘showing that guy profession, as we pursue the guilty among us, 
who’s boss”. It serves no purpose whatsoever never be guilty ourselves of the greater crime: 
for police to embroil themselves in power violating our oath in God’s name to defend the 
struggles with the public. In cases where it constitutional rights of the people we work 
has happened, police spend more time saving for. Sincerely, 
face than saving lives. Pride is a luxury police 
can ill afford. It merely becomes a stumbling 
block in their mission to protect the rights of -/y&chard I S . Mack 
the American people. But far too often, police Graham County, Arizona 

Rawhide Western Publishing 
is very actively involved in the fight for personal rights and 

liberties as guaranteed in the U.S. Consitution. 

They will help you fight the battle with two important books! 

(1) FROA4 A4Y COLD DEAD FINGERS: 
Why America Needs Guns 

by Richard I. Mack and Timothy Robert Walters 
(2) SURVIVING THE SECOND CIVIL WAR: 

The Land Rights Battle...And How To Win It 
by Tmothy Robert Walters 

Give Copies to Everyone You Know!! 

The key to winning the battle is education and awareness. 
Everyone must become informed. 

For ordering information and discount schedule, 
please write to: 

Rawhide Western Publishing 
P.O. Box 327, Safford, AZ 85548 

or CALL: i L 
l-800-428-5956 
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innocence, and sent three east, three west, 
in search of the 

bring them forward.’ 

‘. L Ans: =The three that traveled a westerly 
course from the Temple, coming near the coast 

Unmasking Freemasonry 
of Joppa, were informed by a way-fsring man 
that the three men had been seen that way 
that morning, who from their appearance and 
dress were workmen from the Temple, inquir- 
ing for a passage to Ethiopia, but were unable 

Part XI to obtain one in consequence of an embargo, 
which had recently been laid on all the ship- 
ping and had turned back into the country.f 

“What followed?” 
Editor’s note: Fart I of this series was in Ans: ‘They carried it out at the east gate of Arm: l King Solomon ordered them to go 

a/2/94 CONTACT, Part IIin the 8/9/94 issue, the Temple and buried it till low twelve at and search again, and search till they were 
Part HIin the 8/ 16/94 issue, and Part IVin the night, when they three met, agreeable to ap- found, if possible, and if they were not found, 
B/23/94 issue, Part V in the 8/30/94 issue, pointment, and carried it a westerly course that the twelve who had confessed should be 
Pa?? VI in the 9/W 94 issue, Parts VII & VIII in from the Temple, and buried it under the brow considered as the reputed murderers, and 
the g/20/94 issue, Part IX in the g/27/94 of a hill in a grave six feet due east and west, suffer accordingly.” 
issue and Part X in the 1 O/ I8/ 94 issue. six feet perpendicular, and made their es- ‘What success?” 

cape.* Ans: ‘One of the three that traveled a 
Illustrations Of Masonry ‘What time was he slain?” westerly course, from the Temple, being more 

Ans: “At high twelve at noon, when the weary than the rest, sat down under the brow 
by Capt. William Morgan Crafts were from labor to refreshment.” of a hill to rest and refresh himself, and in 

‘How come he to be alone at this time?” attempting to rise caught hold of a sprig of 
“One Of The Fraternity” Ans: =Because it was the usual custom of cassia, which easily gave way, and excited his 

our Grand Master, Hiram Abiff, every day at curiosity and made him suspicious of a de- 
Continuing with ‘Section Second” of the high twelve, when the Crafts were from labor ception, on which he hailed his companions 

lecture of the Master Mason degree, as de- to refreshment, to enter into the sanctum who immediately assembled, and on examina- 
scribed by Capt. Wm. Morgan (1826) in his sanctorum or holy of holies, and offer up his tion found that the earth had recently been 
book, Illustrations of Masonry. adorations to the ever living God, and draw moved, and on moving the rubbish discovered 

out his plans and designs on his trestle-board, the appearance of agrave; and while they were 
SECTION SECOND for the Crafts to pursue their labor.’ confabulating about what measures to take, 

*At what time was he missing?” they heard voices issuing from a cavern in the 
‘Did you ever return to the sanctum Ans: “At low six in the morning, when King clefts of the rocks; on which they immediately 

sanctorum or holy of holies of King Solomon’s Solomon came up to the Temple, as usual, to repaired to the place, where they heard the 
Temple?” view the work and found the Crafts all in voice of Jubelaexclaim, ‘0 that my throat had 

Ans: =I did.” confusion, and on inquiring the cause, he was been cut across, my tongue tom out, and my 
‘Was there anything particular took place informed that their Grand Master, Hiram AbiR, body buried in the rough sands of the sea, at 

on your return?= was missing and no plans or designs were laid low water-mark, where the tide ebbs and flows 
Ans: l There was, viz.: I was accosted by down on the trestle-board for the Crafts to twice in twenty-four hours, ere I had been 

three ruffians, who demanded of me the Mas- pursue their labor.” accessary to the death of so good a man as our 
ter Mason’s word.” ‘What observations did King Solomon make Grand Master, Hiram AbifV On which they 

‘Did you give it to them?” at that time?” distinctly heard the voice of Jubelo, ‘0 that 
Ans: =I did not, but bid them wait with time Ans: ‘He observed that our Grand Master, my left breast had been tom open, and my 

and patience till the Grand Lodge assembled Hiram Abiff, had always been very punctual in heart andvitals taken from thence and thrown 
at Jerusalem; and then, if they were found attending, and feared that he was indisposed, over my left shoulder, carried into the valley of 
worthy, they should receive it, otherwise they and ordered search to be made in and about Jehosaphat, and there to become a prey to the 
could not.* 

‘In what manner.were you accosted?” 
the Temple, to see if he could be’found.” wild beasts of the field, and vultures of the air, 

“Search being made and he not found, ere I had conspired the death of so good a man 
Ans: ‘In attempting to retire to the south whatfurtherremarksdid King Solomonmake?” as our Grand Master, Hiram AbiffY 

gate, I was accosted by one of them, who . ‘He observed he feared some fatal The third, Jubelum, ‘0 that my body had 
demanded of me the Master Mason’s word, accFe:t had befallen our Grand Master, Hiram been severed in two in the midst, and divided 
and on refusing to comply with his request he Abiff; that morning twelve Fellow Crafts, to the north and south, my bowels burnt to 
gave me a blow with the twenty-four inch clothed in white gloves and aprons in token of ashes in the centre, and the ashes scattered 
gauge, across my breast, on which I fled to the their innocence, had confessed that they by the four winds of heaven, that there might 
west gate, where I was accosted by the second, twelve, with three others, had conspired to not the least track or remembrance remain 
with more violence, and on my refusing to extort the Master Mason’s word from their among men or Masons of so vile and perjured 
comply with his request he gave me a severe Grand Master, Hiram Abiff, or take his life; a wretch as I am; ah! Jubela, and Jubelo, it 
blow with the square, across my breast, on that the twelve had recanted, but feared the was I that struck him harder than you both- 
which I attempted to make my escape at the other three had been base enough to carry it was I that gave him the fatal blow-it was I 
east gate, where I was accosted by the third, their atrocious designs into execution.” that killed him outright!” 
with still more violence, and on my refusing to ‘What followed?” On which they rushed forward, seized, 
comply with his request he gave me a violent Ans: “King Solomon ordered the roll of bound and carried them up to the Temple of 
blow with the common gavel on the forehead, workmen to be called to see if there were any King Solomon. 
and brought me to the floor.m missing.” “What did King Solomon do with them?” 

“Whom did you represent at that time?” ‘The roll being called, were there any miss- Ans: ‘He ordered them to be executed 
Ans: “Our Grand Master, Hiram Abiff, who ing?” agreeably to the several imprecations of their 

was slain at the building of King Solomon’s Ans: =There were three, viz.: Jubela, own mouths.” 
Temple.” Jubelo, Jubelum.” ‘Was the body of our Grand Master, Hiram 

=Was his death premeditatedY =Were the ruffians ever found?” Abiff, ever found?” 
Ans: “It was, by fifteen Fellow Crafts, who Ans. “They were.” Ans: ‘It was.* 

conspired to extort from him the Master ‘How?” ‘How?’ 
Mason’s word; twelve of whom recanted, but Ans: ‘By the wisdom of King Solomon, who Arm: ‘By the wisdom of King Solomon, who 
the other three were base enough to carry ordered twelv; Fellow Crafts to be selected ordered fifteen (in some lodges they say twelve) 
their atrocious designs into execution.* from the band of the workmen, clothed in Fellow Crafts to be selected from the bands of 

‘What did they do with the body? white gloves and aprons in token of their the workmen and sent, three east, three west, 
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three north, three south and three in and seventy-thousand Entered Apprentices; all sacrifice to the Deity and, as this glows with 
about the temple, to search for the body.* those were classed and arranged in such a fervent heat, so should our hearts continually 
l Where was it found?” manner by the wisdom of Solomon that nei- glow with gratitude to the great and benefi- 
Arm: “Under a sprig of cassia, where a ther envy, discord nor confusion were suf- cent Author of our existence for the manifold 

worthy brother sat down to rest and refresh fered to interrupt that universal peace and blessings and comforts we enjoy. The bee- 
himself.” tranquility that pervaded the work at that hive is an emblem of industry, and recom- 

‘Was there anything particular took place important period.” mends the practice of that virtue to all created 
on the discovery of the body?” “How many ,constitutes an Entered Ap- beings, from the highest seraph in heaven to 

Ans: “There was, viz.: on moving the earth Prentice lodge?” the lowest reptile of the dust. It teaches us 
till we came to the coffin, we involuntarily Ans: %even; one Master and six Entered that, as we came into the world rational and 
found our hands in this position, to guard our Apprentices.” intelligent beings, so we should ever be indus- 
nostrils against the offensive effluvia which “Where did they usually meet?” trious ones, never sitting down contented while 
arose from the grave.’ Arm: “On the ground floor of King Solomon’s our fellow-creatures around us are in want, 

“How long had the body lain there?” Temple.” when it is in our power to relieve them without 
Ans: Fourteen days.” “How many constitute a Fellow Craft’s inconvenience to ourselves. When we take a 
‘What did they do with the body?” lodge?* survey of nature, we behold man, in his in- 
Ans: “Raised it in a Masonic form and Ans: ‘Five; two Masters and three Fellow fancy, more helpless and indigent than the 

carried it up to the Temple for more decent Crafts.” brute creation; he lies languishing for days, 
interment.” “Where did they usually meet?” weeks, months, and years, totally incapable of 

“Where was it buried?” Ans: ‘In the middle chamber of King providing sustenance for himself; of guarding 
Ans: “Under the sanctum sanctorum, or Solomon’s Temple.” against the attacks of the wild beasts of the 

holy of holies of King Solomon’s Temple, over ‘How many constitute a Master’s lodge?” field, or sheltering himself from the inclemen- 
which they erected a marble monument, with Ans: OrThree Master Masons.” ties of the weather. It might have pleased the 
this inscription delineated thereon: A virgin ‘Where did they usually meet?” great Creator of heaven and earth to have 
weeping over a broken column, with a book Ans: ‘In the sanctum sanctorum, or holy made man independent of all other beings, 
open before her, in her right hand a sprig of of holies of King Solomon’s Temple.” but, as dependence is one of the strongest 
cassia in her left an urn. Time standing be- “Have you any emblems on this degree?” bonds of society, mankind were made depen- 
hind her, with his hands infolded in the ring- Ans: “We have several, which are divided dent on each other for protection and secu- 
lets of her hair.” into two classes.” rity, as they thereby enjoy better opportuni- 

‘What do they denote?* ‘What are the first class?” ties of fulfilling the duties of reciprocal love 
Ans: ‘The weeping virgin denotes the un- Ans: The pot of incense, the bee-hive, the and friendship. Thus was man formed for 

finished state of the Temple; the broken col- book of constitutions, guarded by the Tyler’s social and active life, the noblest part of the 
umn, that one of the principal supports of sword, the sword pointing to a naked heart, work of God, and he that will so demean 
Masonry had fallen; the book open before her, the all-seeing eye, the anchor and ark, the himself, as not to be endeavoring to add to the 
that his memory was on the perpetual record; forty-seventh problem of Euclid, the hour glass, common stock of knowledge and understand- 
the sprig of cassia, the timely discovery of his the scythe, and the three steps usually delin- ing, may be deemed a drone in the hive of 
grave; the urn in her left hand, that his ashes eated on the Master’s carpet, which are thus nature, a useless member of society, and un- 
are safely deposited under the sanctum explained: The pot of incense is an emblem of worthy of our protection as Masons. 
sanctorum, or holy of holies of King Solomon’s a pure heart, which is always an acceptable The book of constitutions, guarded by the 
Temple, and Time, standing behind her, with 
his hands infolded in the ringlets of her hair, 
that time, patience and perseverance, will ac- 
complish all things.” 

SECTION SECOND (sic) 
THE GARDEN 

[N: The book actually shows the heading 
‘Section Second’ here, which appears to be an 
error.] 

‘What does a Master’s lodge represent?m OF ATON 
Ans: “rhe sanctum sanctorum, or holy of 

holies of King Solomon’s Temple.” 
*How long was the temple building?” 
Ans: *Seven years, during which it rained 

not in the day-time, that the workmen might 

By Nora Boyles 
GOA $6.00 237 pages 

not be obstructed in their labor.” 
‘What supported the temple.” You will get “hooked” on historywhen you read this collection of articles, Nora’s 
Arm: ‘Fourteen-hundred-and-fifty-three 

columns and two-thousand-nine-hundred- 
research into the historical truth of God’s name (Aton), historical support for 

and-six pilasters, sll hewn from the finest Cyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (the Dragon Slayer), Esu (the Lion), Isa (the Lord), the Anti- 
Parian marble., christ, the Eagle (U.S. of A.) with the RedTail, and much more will delight all you 

‘What further supported it?” sleuths who seek confirmation of the Hosts and their roles at the end of this Earth 
Arm: -Three grand columns, or pillars.” 
“What were they called?” 

cycle. 

Ans: ‘Wisdom, strength and beauty.” 
‘What did they represent?” 
Ans: “The pillar of wisdom represented 

Solomon, King of Israel, whose wisdom con- 
trived the mighty fabric; the pillar of strength, 
Hiram, King of Tyre, who strengthened 
Solomon in his glorious undertaking; the pil- 
lar of beauty, Hiram Abiff, the widow’s son, 
whose cunning craft and curious workman- 
ship beautified and adorned the temple.’ 

‘How many were there employed in the 
building of King Solomon’s Temple?” 

Orderby mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, Discover); 
MailorderstoPhoenixSource Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box27353, LasVegas, Nevada 89126. Please 

Ans: ‘Three Grand Masters, three-thou- 
sand-three-hundred Masters, or overseers of 

send $6.00 plus $2.5o’for shipping & handling; Nevada residents, please add 7% ssles tax. 

the work, eighty-thousand Fellow Crafts, and 
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Tyler’s sword, reminds us that we should be 
ever watchful and guarded in our thoughts, 
words, and actions, particularly when before 
the enemies of Masonry, ever bearing in re- 
membrance those truly Masonic virtues, si- 
lence and circumspection. The sword point- 
ing to a naked heart, demonstrates that jus- 
tice will sooner or later overtake us; and al- 
though our thoughts, words, and actions may 
be hidden from the eye of man yet that all- 
seeing eye, whom the sun, moon and stars 
obey, and under whose watchful care even 
comets perform their stupendous revolutions, 
pervades the inmost recesses of the human 
heart, and will reward us according to our 
merits. The anchor and ark, are emblems of a 
well grounded hope and a well spent life. They 
are emblematical of that Divine ark which 
safely wafts us over this tempestuous sea of 
troubles, and that anchor which shall safely 
moor us in a peaceful harbor, where the wicked 
cease from troubling, and the weary shall find 
rest. 

The forty-seventh problem of Euclid: This 
was an invention of our ancient friend and 
brother, the great Pythagoras, who, in his 
travels through Asia, Africa and Europe, was 
initiated into several orders of priesthood, and 
raised to the sublime degree of a Master Ma- 
son. This wise philosopher enriched his mind 
abundantly in a general knowledge of things, 
and more especially in Geometry, or Masonry, 
on this subject he drew out many problems 
and theorems; and among the most distin- 
guished he erected this, which, in the joy of 
his heart, he called Eureka, in the Grecian 
language signifying, I have found it; and upon 
the discovery of which he is said to have 
sacrificed a hecatomb. It teaches Masons to 
be general lovers of the arts and sciences. The 
hour glass is an emblem of human life. Be- 
hold! how swiftly the sands run, and how 
rapidly our lives are drawing to a close. We 
cannot without astonishment behold the little 
particles which are contained in this machine; 
how they pass away, almost imperceptibly, 
and yet to our surprise in a short space of an 
hour they are all exhausted. Thus wastes 
man! Today, he puts forth the tender leaves of 
hope; to-morrow, blossoms, and bears his 
blushing honors thick upon him; the next day 
comes a frost, which nips the root, and when 
he thinks his greatness is still ripening, he 
falls like autumn leaves, to enrich our mother 
earth. The scythe is an emblem of time, which 
cuts the brittle thread of life, and launches us 
into eternity. Behold! what havoc the scythe 
of time makes among the human race; if by 
chance we should escape the numerous evils, 
incident to childhood and youth, and with 
health and vigor come to the years of man- 
hood, yet withal we must soon be cut down by 
the all-devouring scythe of time, and be gath- 
ered into the land where our fathers have gone 
before us. The three steps usually delineated 
upon the Masters carpet, are emblematical of 
the three principal stages of human life, viz.: 
youth, manhood, and age. In youth, as En- 
tered Apprentices, we ought industriously to 
occupy our minds in the attainment of useful 
knowledge; in manhood, as Fellow Craft, we 
should apply our knowledge to the discharge 
of our respective duties to God, our neighbors, 
and ourselves, that so in age, as Master Ma- 
son, we may enjoy the happy reflections con- 
sequent on a well spent life, and die in the 
hope of a glorious immortality. 

‘What are the second class of emblems?” 
Ans: ‘The spade, coffin, death-head, mar- 

row-bones, and sprig of cassia, which are thus 
explained: The spade opens the vault to re- 
ceive our bodies where our active limbs will 
soon moulder to dust. The coffin, death-head, 
and marrow-bones, are emblematical of the 
death and burial, of our Grand Master, Hiram 
Abiff, and are worthy of our serious attention. 
The sprig of cassia is emblematical of that 
important part of man which never dies-and 
when the cold winter of death shall have 
passed, and the bright summer’s morn of the 
resurrection appears, the Son of Righteous- 
ness shall descend, and send forth his angels 
to collect our ransomed dust; then, if we are 
found worthy, by his pass word, we shall enter 
into the celestial lodge above, where the Su- 
preme Architect of the Universe presides, 
where we shall see the King in the beauty of 
holiness and with him enter into an endless 
eternity. 

Here ends the three first degrees of Ma- 
sonry, which constitute a Master Mason’s 
Lodge. A Master Mason’s Lodge and a chapter 
of Royal Arch Masons, are two distinct bodies, 
wholly independent of each other. The mem- 
bers of a Chapter 
Master Mason’s 
Lodges when they 
please, and may 
be, and often are 
members of both 
at the same time; 
and all the mem- 
bers of a Master 
Mason’s Lodge, 
who are Royal 
Arch Masons, 
though not mem- 
bers of any Chap- 
ter, may visit any 
Chapter. I wish 
the reader to un- 
derstand that nei- 
ther all Royal Arch 
Masons nor Mas- 
ter Masons are 
members of either 
Lodge or Chapter; 
there are tens of 
thousands who 
are not members 
and scarcely ever 
attend, although 
privileged to do 
so. A very small 
proportion of Ma- 
sons, compara- 
tively speaking, 
ever advance any 
further than the 
third degree, and 
consequently 
never get the great 
word which was 
lost by Hiram’s 
untimely death. 
Solomon, king of 
Israel, Hiram, 
king of Tyre, and 
Hiram Abiff; the 
widow’s son hav- 
ing sworn that 
they nor neither of 
them would ever 
give the word ex- 
cept they three 
were present; [and 
it is generally be- 
lieved that there 

are privileged to visit all history and the lecture. I-shall now proceed 
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was not another person in the world at that 
time that had it], consequently the word was 
lost, and supposed to be forever; but the se- 
quel will show it was found after the lapse of 
four-hundred-and-seventy years; notwith- 
standing the word Mah-hah-bone, which was 
substituted by Solomon, still continues to be 
used by Master Masons, and no doubt will be 
as long as Masonry attracts the attention of 
men; and the word which was lost is used in 
the Royal Arch degree. 

What was the word of the Royal Arch de- 
gree before they found the Master’s word which 
was lost at the death of Hiram Abiff, and was 
not found for four-hundred-and-seventy- 
years? Were there any Royal Arch Masons 
before the Master’s word was found? I wish 
some Masonic gentleman would solve these 
two questions. The ceremonies, history, and 
the lecture, in the preceding degree, are so 
similar, that perhaps, some one of the three 
might have been dispensed with, and the sub- 
ject well understood by most readers, not- 
withstanding, there is a small difference be- 
tween the work and history, and between the 
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with the Mark Master’s degree, which is the ‘kingdom* of Israel was div:ded after Solomon, world at the end of this cycle. (See the proph- 
first degree in the Chapter. The Mark Master’s a& never again became united. Not a good esy in Daniel 8.) Of course, the Masonic 
degree, the Past Master’s and the Most Excel- record. rituals also point to the substitution of the 
lent Master’s are called lodges of Mark Master The second character, prominent in Ma- candidate for ‘Hiram Abiff, with an unblush- 
Masons, Past Masters, and Most Excellent sorry, is Hiram, King of Tyre (aka Tyrus), who ing parallel to the teaching of Christ that, for 
Masters; yet, although called lodges, they are helped Solomon build the temple. All rulers example, ‘the kingdom of God is within you’. 
a component part of the Chapter. Ask a Mark need funds for their Orprojects=, and Solomon’s However, please note, that for a Mason, the 
Master Mason if he belongs to the chapter, he ‘project* was intended to outshine them all. path to this .secret” possibility (3) is to be a 
will tell YOU he does, but that he has only been King Hiram apparently had money to loan. If continual and close, as well as highly secret 
marked. It is not an uncommon thing, by any you will read E&&I 28 you will learn that alliance with Masons, Masonry and their #se- 
means, for a Chapter to confer all four of the Tyrus was a manifestation of Lucifer in those crets”. The ?esurrection” of the candidate is, 
degrees in one night, viz.: The Matk Master, days, & a man. It is interesting to note that in my opinion, a most suggestive, threatening, 
Past Master, Most Excellent Master, and Royal Adam Weishaupt, who infiltrated Masonry in emotionally inhibiting and stifling ritual, not 
Arch degree. the late 18th century with his diabolical works far in essence and effect from the psychologi- 

and cohorts, has been described by Hatonn as cal pitch of an evangelistic preacher of the old 
(END OF QUOTE) ‘the Old Boy himself”-and he too manifested dirt-stomping, podium-pounding, intimidat- 

as a man! ing variety, or of the hazing and initiation 
This concludes the first part of this series The third prominent character in Masonry done on college campuses to fraternity candik 

on ‘Unmasking Freemasonry”, which was in- is Hiram Abiff, the %idow’s son” sent by dates. 
tended to show the basic procedures, sym- Hiram (Tyrus) to help Solomon build the 1 have personally reached the conclusion 
bols, grips, myths, etc., of Freemasonry in temple. So what you have in the three main that the primary reasons a person would feel 
NewYork after the turn of the 19th century via characters of these pseudo-“Judaic” rituals duty-bound to keep any secrets so far re- 
Capt. Wm. Morgan’s description. Many lodges are 1) aking who disobeyed God and sacrificed vealed would be: 1) the horrible oaths re- 
still use only the first three degrees and claim his people for his own greed and luxury; 2) quired and given before the “secrets” are re- 
they are the only true degrees of Masonry. another king (Tyrus) who helped him, but who vealed; 2) the utter foolishness of the %e- 
However, with the works of Adam Weishaupt was really the adversary; 3) sn agent of the crets”, anyone who has not already fled would 
and his cohorts, many degrees were added to second king, who helped to build the temple not want those close to him to really know the 
Freemasonry and elaborated and expanded. but was killed before it was completed. This secrets, for fear of being ridiculed; 3) some 
In addition, terms, emphasis, names, etc., *widow’s son*, with whom most Masons iden- ones still believe there may be ‘more light” to 
were modified by various groups in accord tidy, was actually, according to biblical ac- it than what they now know, and they have 
with their predilections or chsnging times even counts, an agent of the adversary! (The city of been led to believe they are doing good, not 
though it is a tenet of Masonry that its ‘land- Tyre was an ancient, Phoenician city-state actually realizing the importance of most of 
marks” not be changed. Nevertheless, most of made exceedingly wealthy through trade. 1 t what goes on, or are being manipulated, in the 
the entry works and stated purposes remain took no responsibility for the people or coun- political area, by those aunknown superiors”. 
the same today, for the most part, and the try around it, similar to the Hanseatic League They have given away their power as a sover- 
greatest number of active Masons are found and their merchant towns of the 15th- 17th eign citizen of the United States to heads of a 
within the first three degrees. centuries, forerunners of the Dutch and Brit- secret society, bent on establishing a One- 

A number of Masonic groups, ifnot most of ish East India companies and now NAFTA. It World-Government and Religion, to be ruled 
them, during the 18th and 19th centuries, is no coincidence that merchants and Ma- by ‘them” of course-a ‘government” and ‘re- 
held their meetings in hs or taverns since sonry are closely allied, or that Masonry l&ion” which will not allow the franchise of 
there were few public meeting places and most teaches that Masons should give special privi- the people, or a choice of worship-a deliber- 
homes were not large enough to accommodate leges to each other at the expense, if neces- ate usurpation of the present system of things 
large groups. The actual rituals were quite sary, of the rest of us. This has been a premise through the use of unwitting men. 
short, leaving much time for refreshments and of the wealthy merchants and their puppet The next articles in this series, ‘Unmask- 
socialization. Socialization is still a major rulers from the beginning, it appears. Obvi- ing Freemasonry”, will review another work of 
part of Masonic inducements for candidates ously, they consider themselves the ‘privi- a later author on the same subject. It is 
and “brothers”. leged class” .) written about Masonry in Germany between 

It is obvious from Capt. Morgan’s work that Before leaving this discussion of the sym- World War 1 and 11, and is titled Destruction of 
the rituals of the early 19th century Masonic bology and myth of Solomon’s Temple, accord- Freemasonry through Revelation of their Se- 
degrees were neither true Judaism nor Chris- ing to Masonry, let’s look again at the place crets, written by General Erich Ludendorff. It 
tianity, although the rituals do infer use of where ‘Hiram Abifi” was finally buried-no has to do with some of the more advanced 
both OZd Testament and Talmud texts, as well less than within the =holy of holies of King degrees and German Lodges at a time when 
as pseudographic Jewish sources, Gnostic Solomon’s Temple”- with this symbol of the the ‘Jewish” question was most prominent. 
sources, and the Cabala for their purposes. ‘crying virgin” over his grave, weeping be- 
Also, the group in Batavia, N.Y. named St. cause the ‘temple was left unfinished”. WHO Bibliography: IIZustrations of Masonry, by 
John as their Grand Commander, as did the is sewed by such a fantasy? HOW much One of the Fraternity, Capt. Wm. Morgan, 
earlier Knights Templar. Other lodges or af- pressure do you think is being put upon un- Printed 1827, Publisher, Col. David C. Miller, 
filiated lodges used King Solomon for this knowledgeable Masons today to ‘complete Batavia, N.Y., currently available, Omni Pub- 
‘honoi and even Jesus Christ. However, in Solomon’s Temple”(??). WHAT do you think lications, P.0 Box 900566, Palmdale, CA 
these cases also, the surrounding myths do the actual Judaists would think about a Hiram 93590; King James Version of the BibZe, Oxford 
not follow biblical accounts. Abiff being, supposedly buried in the =holy of at Clarendon Press (purchased in 1940-no 

When reading about King Solomon in Ma- holies”?? WHERE is the myth intended to take publishing date given); Judaism and the 
sonic works, it is weIl to remember that, ac- Masons? Vatican, by Vicomte Leon de Poncin, (1967) 
cording to biblical accounts, he was one of 1 have this strange premonition that the available from Omni Publications, P.O. BOX 
those despotic kings whose reign and king- ‘unknown superiors” of Masonry, along with 900566, Palmdale, CA 93590; Ametican Col- 
dom came to an end due to his materialistic the ‘Elite” Committee of 300/Zionists/ Zege Dictionary, Random House, N.Y., (1962), 
excesses, and that instead of being a %wiseg Khazars, etc., are preparing the world subjects: Ptolemy, Septuagint; Encyclopedia 
king, he heaped burden upon burdenuponhis (Judaists, Christians, Masons, Moslems, etc.) Judaica, Keter Publishing Company, (1971), 
subjects who had to maintain him and his for a very different king to be sitting on the subjects: Ashtoreth (aka Astarte), Baal, 
more than 700 wives in the custom he had “world throne* from the one any of the above- Babylonian Talmud, Tammuz, Golden Calf, 
become accustomed to. (S ee I Kings II; 2 named groups hope for or expect-to wit, a Pharisees, Babylon, Economical history. 
Chronicles 9; and Nehemiah 13:26 regarding Khazarian Zionist originating (or with roots h 
his idolatry, rebuke anddeath.) King Solomon in) the area of the Black Sea where Tubal’s 

=Adam was but human - this explains it 

became, in fact, a hard lesson to those sub- tribe settled, or the’ areas of Babylon or all. He did not want the apple for the apple’s 

jects of his who had rejected the’judges God Phoenicia. sake, he wanted it only because it was 
had set over them and demanded a king in- In other words, someone that is related to forbidden. The mistake was in not forbid- 
stead like the other nations. They got what one of those four commanders who received 
they asked for, and exactly what God had Alexander the great’s kingdom when he died, 

ding the serpent; then he would have eaten 

warned them against (See I Samuel 8). ?he and who will, with his supporters, rule the , 
the serpent. m - Mark Twain 
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Recent Letter ‘From 
sponaible for getting my story printed. I have 
never seen her-or you-but by your human 
understanding and compassion and your will 
to reach out and help forgive my sins against 

Michael M.aholv 
the people, you have been supportive of me in 
my problems, while I am sure you have prob- 
lems of your own. 

I am not as popular as Mr. Jackson or 
Gunther Russbacher, I am just an insider who 

J went down. I receive nowhere near the amount 
of mail these people do. I want you to know 

Author Of The (CIA) kzp- n. I 
0 that I am grateful for what mail-1 do receive 

II #WA and, also, please do not think for one minute 

r 
w-w-- e that I am up to the same tactics that some 

others may be up to. I prefer not to do any 

10/12/94 bv Michael Maholy 

Dear Friends, 
In the past few weeks, I have received 

many letters from concerned patriots from 
many different states. One of the most fre- 
quently asked questions is: What sm I going to 
do when, and if, I get out of Federal prison? 

After many sleepless nights spent wonder- 
ing about this matter, I can only tell you that 
I truly do not know. The big question is pwho” 
would consider, especially in today’s world, 
hiring a convicted drug and weapons smug- 
gler. To perceive this question more clearly, 
and to understand this more, I ask you to put 
yourself in my position for just a moment. 
Now ask yourself, and be truthful: would you 
hire a felon? 

Part of the purpose of sending a person to 
prison is not only to punish him, but also to 
demoralize him. They will not teII you this, 
but after they take everthing one has, except 
for the very basics, they make things hard for 
you in the future. In my case, the government 
has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars 
training me for various tasks, but as I would 
fmd out later, the amount spent was a drop in 
the bucket compared to what I made for the 
masters of the game. So I am still considered 
a threat to them because of the knowledge .I 
contain. 

You can bet that, upon my release, I will be 
monitored very, very closely, until they, the 
people of the secret Elite, decide that they 
have had enough of my turn-coating and tell- 
ing of their secrets. We all know that these 
people in power will stop at nothing to main- 
tain their positions of wealth and power. 

Perhaps I have already been a victim of 
some sort of inside government conspiracy 
=ordered” from someone in Washington, D.C. 
to, let’s say, make things on the inside of the 
prison system ‘hard” for Mr. Maholy-things 
like inadequate medical attention, such as my 
recent bout with kidney stones. I received 
over 34 injections of “stateall” and I have yet 
to get a straight answer as to what this medi- 
cine is. I was told to return to my cell and bear 
the tremendous pain, without even an x-ray 
for 2 weeks. I am not saying that there is a 
plan to destroy me from within; I am saying I 
would not be surprised at any tactics used by 
these people, and I have learned not to rule 
out anything, especially in the shadows of 
government. 

My release date is in July of 1999, unless 
I can find an attorney to file certain motions 
which would change the date to March 1, 
1995. I know little about law, as I never had 
been arrested before. I have written to several 
lawyers and inquired about their services and 

name-calling, asit is notmy style, but I think 
we all can read between the lines, can’t we?! 

If any ofyou think that, perhaps, you know 
fees, to pick-up where my so-called ‘fantastic of someone who would be interested in offer- 
lawyer+’ left off. With the complexity and past ing me some type of employment, or you, 
events that led to my arrest, the lowest fee I yourself, have some work that I might be able 
was quoted was $35,000. Since time is run- to do upon my release, please let me know. It 
ning out fast for the appeal process, and I might be a little early to think of such things, 
really have no way to raise these types of but it is questions like this that I lay awake 
funds, I realize that I must accept the worst: nights thinking about. It is hard for me to 
that I will remain in prison until the year explain how this bothers me. I guess it’s sn 
1999. insecurity of mine, not knowing what will 

I will continue to expose the corrupt people become of me, where I can go, or what I will 
that I ‘know” are the big fish in the pond even eat. I have nowhere to go. There is no 
responsible for selling drugs and weapons to work I am afraid of, and I can learn anything. 
Americans and countries abroad. I have had All I need is a chance to prove myself. 
offers from two different authors to write a So, please, ifyou have any ideas or sugges- 
book about my experiences running drugs tions for me, please tell me. I truly have 
and weapons for the C.I.A.; however, I cannot repented for my sins, and never plan to do the 
write any material until I am released from things I have done. I now see the light that I 
prison and off of ‘paper” with the justice sys- have never seen before. If any of you reading 
tern. this have been in the state of mind I am in- 

I am limited as to what I can tell in here, as confused, mixed-up, almost lost, then maybe 
‘most* of the various items and data that I you can share your thoughts and views with 
would like to share with you are censored and me. I can use any and all the advice I can get. 
kept. It will never be released until I am free Thank you for your time, once again, and 
from these chains that bind me. In fact, this please continue to write. I promise to answer 
letter is photo-copied and may, itself, not you as soon as I can. 
reach you. Your friend 

As you may know, I am a new researcher In Love and Light, 
for the CONTACT. I truly had never heard of /s/Michael 
this very informative newspaper until some- 
one whom I had never met before, took it upon 
herself to write to me and offer her under- 
standing, trust, help, and the love of a true 
friend. This woman, who has been a patriot of 
this country for over half a century, was re- 

1 [ [ 
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Broken Treaties 
Prompt U,N. . . 

Regional Tribes tative, is traveling to eight sites nationwide 
hear testimony. 

To Have Their Say 

From The Seattle Times 
by Carole Beers 

Se~~~~ Times Staff Reporter 

One stop on the U.N-commisioned study is with go back as far as (the Treaty of 1855), and 
in Seattle, where he will lead an open forum some go back farther than that. I have a 30- 
from 9 a.m. to 530 p.m. tomorrow and 9 to 6 page list of treaties that were not honored.* 
p.m. Tuesday at Daybreak Star Cultural Cen- 
ter in Discovery park. 

In 1989, the U.N. commissioned a study to 

Dozens of Native people 
document and investigate the history and le- 

from the gal status of treaties and other agreeme 
Northwest states, Alaska, Montana and Utah, made between indigenous peoples and co 

s are as mad as hell the are expected to give presentations on issues nial governments. This is the last ye 
ery one of the 4OQ-plus ranging from fishing rights to tribal recog- submitting data. 
not taking it any more. nition. 

Instead, tbey’r~ taking it to the United Members of as many as 20 ‘unofEcial” 
Workshops have been held i 

Nations some time in 1995. 
City, Rapid City, Minneapolis an 

Miguel Alfonzo Martinez, a U.N. represen- 
tribes in Washington may be denied rights que. Othersare set for San Franc 
enjoyed by tribes the government recognizes. and Oklahoma State University. 

Tomorrow’s ‘Nations to Nations” event also 
features a 530 p.m. salmon dinner followed 
by a 7 p.m. reception. The public is welcome 
(information: 781-5677). 

“We are gathering information to take to 
the U.N. so we can have these issues ad- 
dressed in the world court,” said David 
Hamilton, an activist for Native-American 
rights. ‘We want to hear what the world 
thinks of these practices, when the U.S. is 
going into other countries and saying, We’re 
gonna make sure you treat your people right.= 

Native-American leaders attending this 
workshop include activist Russell Means, 
treaty council pioject director Bill Simmons, 
and tribalofftcisls Bill Frank, Jr., Jewell James, 

to Johnny Jackson and others. 
Hamilton said, ‘the issues we’re de@ng 

-m- -m- -m- * 1 Theresa Biscardis. 
I For keepers of Native American traditions, 

.AI 3 
the first challenge often is to preserve them for 

InGan Ekiers Struggle To Save, 

their own people. When Walker Calhoun does 
the Bear Dance, stirring hickory leaves to find 
acorns, playfully clawing a mate, he is no 
longer a 76-year-old man remembering the 
past. He is the bear. 

Pass On Traditions At his home deep in the Great Smoky Moun- 
tains of North Carolina, on the land where he 
was born, Calhoun honors the spirit of the 
bear-and of the Cherokee people. 

by Peter Vilbig 
and Joanna Biggar 

From an article appearing in the 
September 25, 1994 Albuquerque Journal- 
(quoting:) 

At a nursing home on the high desert 
mesas west of Albuquerque, Lsguna Pueblo 
Indians are engaged in an experiment to 
create a place that reflects the closely-knit 
tribal community and its spiritual values. 

In North Carolina, Cherokee elder Walker 
Calhoun has mined his own memory to bring 
back songs, dances and sacred traditions that 
were once in danger of being lost. Now he’s 
passing them on to the.tribal young. 

The two cases point up the contradictions 
facing Native Americans: Across the country, 
Indian elders are struggling to preserve and 
impart tribal knowledge and wisdom to a 
younger g~~~r~ti~n that sometimes isn’t 
listening. 

Yet even as they try to preserve their 
“bal wisdom is s 

es to longstanding soei 
ting society at large-the 

ssme 60~ has helped erode Native 

, for example, have ani- 
mated new spiritual initiatives and helped 
heighten general awsreness about the need to 
preserve the environment. 

And the Laguna Rainbow Nursing Home 
demonstrates how Indian community values 

could help nursing homes everywhere to find Despite centuries of relentless invasions 
ways to humanize their notoriously isolated by outsiders, the bears still exist, as do the 

mountains and the Cherokee, and their spirits 
Santiago Thomas, 95, of are still connected. But the connection would 

en&onments. 
At the home, 

Laguna Pueblo, 
goes out into the 
dusty courtyard 
each morning 
and prays to his 
gods, scattering 
cornmeal on the 
ground. 

The Rainbow 
has a program for 
teen-age Lagu- 
nas to work in the 
home, arranges 
regular visits by 
children and of- 
fers diets of tra- 
ditional Indian 
foods. Time is 
allotted for 
prayer, with 
aides who spe 
the Laguna lan- 
guage furthering 
the process of 
humanization. 

‘They’re 
cradled in their 
tribal structure,* 
said Laguna 
Rainbow director 

\IVhite Bear holds eagle feathers to the wind during a sunset 
ceremony honoring the earth near Big Sur, Calif. 
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have been lost except for Calhoun’s remem- practioners of New Age spirituality. *How can you buy or sell the sky? The 
bering the way it was celebrated through song The environmental movement also owes a land?” the chief said in response to au offer by 
and dance. great debt to Native Americans. Vice Presi- President Franklin Pierce. “If we sell you our 

Calhoun, his face deeply lined beneath a dent Al Gore acknowledges this in his book, land, remember that the air is precious to us, 
sheaf of gray hair, black eyes averted, tells his Earth in Balance, when he quotes passages that the air shares its spirit with all the life it 
own story. 

He is a shy man who did not come 
easily to the position of elder or spiri- 
tual leader. As a nephew of the great 
shaman Will West Long, Cslhoun’s 
boyhood was spent learning tradi- 
tional songs and dancing. He didn’t 
knowthenthathewasstoringhisuncle’s 
songs and secrets for posterity. 

“rhe preachers go against the 
stomp dance,” he explained, as he 
sat on his porch whittling a blow- 
gun dart. When the preachers heard 
the stomp dance was Cherokee reli- 
gion, they went against it.” 

So fewer dances were performed, 
fewer children learned the traditions. 

Then about 10 years ago, Calhoun 
said, ‘I noticed everthing was going 
out of style. I tried to bring some 
back, you know?” He taught the 
tribal songs and dances to school 
children, including his own grand- 
children, who now perform regularly 
at powwows and festivals. 

In 183839, the Cherokee were 
brutally herded by the U.S. Army in 
forced marches from the Eastern 
United States to Oklahoma on what 
would be known as the Trail of Tears. 
A small band stayed behind, hiding 
in tl& Great Qmokies, splitting the 
Cherokee Nation into Eastern and 
Western Bands. The tribe’s spiritual 
and cultural center migrated west. 

But in 1988 the centerpiece of 
its religion, the “spiritual fire,* was 
&turned to the Great Smokies near 
the Oconaluftee River. Around a dirt 
mound with a fire on top, Walker 
Calhoun helps his people, young and 
old, worship the Great Creator and 
practice their sacred ways. 

The transmission of culture does 
not always meet with favor among 
the young. In some cases, the power 
of EngIish, and the lure of MTV and 
pop culture, simply &eeps Indian 
culture before it like a flash flood in 
the desert. 

Moreover, 8omc young people 
learn the form but not the meaning 
behind their traditions. Said Agnes 
Dill, 81, an IsIeta Indian who lives 
soarth of Albuquerque: ‘I see them 
pr~ticing parts of the dances and 
c&monies, but forgetting the exact 
significant+ of the activities. Every 
movement has some signXcance, but 
they don’t know these things. For 
them now a lot of it is showmanship. 

While tradition falters in some 
tribes, and assaults by the dominant 
culture persist, Native American ways 
continue to survive-and Native 
American values increasingly 
infuence the huger society. 

Native American spiritusl ideas 
arc central to many New Age reli- 
gious practices, whose adherents 
now number in the millions. Indian 
sacred places sue& HIS Mount Shasta 
in California and the srea around 
Taos have become meccas for 

attributed to Chief Seattle in-1855 - 
- 

supports.” 

Wulker Calhoun has preserved the songs 
I 1 of the Cherokees 
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WHAT 1.S A CORPORATION? 

BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY: An artificial The existence of the Corporation is not 
person or legal entity created by or under the affected by the death or bankruptcy of a share- 
authority of the laws of a State or nation, holder, Officer or Director. It has a continu- 
composed, in some rare instances, of a single ous existence. It is immortal for as long as it 
person and his successors, being the incum- complies with the annual requirements of the 
bents of a particular office, but ordinarily State in which it is incorporated. 
consisting of an association of numerous indi- The important point to remember is that 
viduals, who subsist as a body politic under a when you own a Nevada Corporation, the Cor- 
special denomination, which is regarded in poration exists as a separate entity or person. 
law as having a personality and existence You can live anywhere you choose, in any 
distinct from that of its several members, and State or country; it is the Corporation which 
which is by the same authority, vested with conforms to the requirements of the State in 
the capacity of continuous succession, irre- which it resides. You will find that Nevada is 
spective of changes in its membership, either the State with the most benefits to protect you 
in perpetuity or for alimited term ofyears, and and your Corporation. 
of acting as a unit or single individual in 
matters relating to the common purpose of the 
association, within the scope of the powers 
and authorities conferred upon such bodies 
by law. 

THE MASSIVE~ DECEPTION. OF THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE AND fTSL??S EX- 
‘TORTION :RACKET, “AN? THE - GEN- 
-ERAi TRUTti B,?&i3@l OUR, MODERN 
‘ECONOMIC. ‘. MALAISE;,:‘: SEE THE 
PHOENIX,. J,OURNALS{ i .: [#4). Sl%?.AL 
TO ‘; ECONOMIC-:,: DISASTE’R, ‘. (# 101 
PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL, (# Z6) YOU. 
CAN SLAY-THE DRAGON, .AN.@(# 17) 
THE. ‘1 NAKED\ PHOENIX ;! : Seti. l$& 
Page for-0riierincJ info~tion, .:, ., ‘. 

A franchise possessed by one or more indi- 
viduals, who subsist as a body politic, under a 
special denomination, and are vested by the 
policy of the law with the capacity of perpetual 
succession, and of acting in several respects, 
however numerous the association may be, as 
a single individual 

It’s Tax Fke Nevada. 
(IlIe last of the ‘$diz havens)‘) 

GENERALLY UNDERSTOOD DEFINITION: 
Your Corporation is an artificial entity. It is a 
separate and distinct entity apart from any of 
you. It is a separate entity and is basically a 
‘child” who has residency in Nevada; it has its 
own rights and relationship with respect to 
State law in Nevada. You and the Corporation 
are completely separate. 

Tf you’re looking for the benefits that Incorpo- 

I, rating has to offer, such as limiting your per- 

onal liability, increasing tax-freebenefits, and 

. 

raisingcapitalthroughthesaleofstock-takingjust 

minutesofyourtimetoexplorethehenefitsoffor&ng 

a Nevada Corporation could save you and your com- 

Further, a Corporation is a distinct, legal 
entity separate and apart from its members, 
stockholders, directors or officers. Although 
it is a separate entity, it can act only through 
its members, officers or agents and cannot 
have knowledge or belief of any subject inde- 
pendent of the knowledge or belief of its people. 
A stockholder (owner or partial owner) is a 
holder of shares of stock in the Corporation 
and is NOT IN LEGAL CONSIDERATION OR 
DANGER. (In other words you are not, as the 
owner or ‘parent”, responsible.) A stock- 
holder is not the employer of those working for 
the Corporation nor is he the owner of 
corporate property. 

pany thousands of dollars. 

No State Boundaries. 
No matter which state you live in, 

you can still utilize and reap all of 
the benefits of a Nevada corpora- LOW Cot+L 
tion. And you don’t even have to Nevada is one of the lowest 
visit Nevada to operate a Nevada costing states to incorporate in. 
corporation. Your annual fees to have the 

NoSateliixes. 
privilege of owning a Nevada 
corporation are only $85 a year. 

- You can save a bundle on taxes. 
The state of Nevada does not tax lt*S SSSy to Start. - 

the income of its corporations or its Simply give us a call and one of 
state’s citizens. our knowledgeable corporate 

A Corporation is a citizen in the State 
wherein it was created. A Corporation does 
not cease to be a citizen of the State in which 
it is incorporated by engaging in business or 
acquiring property in another State. Since 
Corporations are solely creatures of Statute 
Law, the powers of a Corporation in another 
State are derived from the constitution and 
laws of the State in which it is incorporated. 
As an artificial person a Corporation is consid- 
ered to have its domicile in the State where it 
is incorporated and the place where it has its 
registered or statutory Resident Agent or home 
office in that State. When the Corporation’s 
activities (or holdings, etc.) are actually in a 
different place, the site of its Resident Agent 
is sometimes said to be its ‘statutory domi- 
de*. 

Complete Privacy. 
Nevada statutes have deveIoped 

a corporate structure that allows 
owners and investors of Nevada 
corporations to remain completely 
private. Pius, Nevada is the only 
state that does not have an 
automatic exchange of tax forms 
with the Federal Government. 

consultants Will assist you in 
answering any questions that you 
may have. 

For more information contact: 

Asset RotectlolL 
Protect your assets from potential 

lawsuits and threats. Nevada, the 
“safe haven” state has a corporate 
structure designed for privacy and 
obscurity 

P.O. Box 2Ti# 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Telephone: 899-398-1077 
OR: 702-896-7001 
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10/22/94 RICK YARTIlU 

M- 11 MISSILE ACCORD 

In an article from the Oct. 5 edition of THE 
WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Robert S. 
Greenberger, [quoting:] 

China agreed not to export certain surface- 
to-surface missile technology to Pakistan, and 
in return, the U.S. said it will remove sanc- 
tions it imposed on Beijing last year. 

At the same time, China agreed to hold 
discussions with the U.S. about export guide- 
lines under the Missile Technology Control 
Regime, which is designed to limit missile 
proliferation. ‘Our goal is to get them into the 
regime,m said a senior U.S. official. China had 
pledged in 1992 to abide by the terms of the 
international accord. 

The agreement announced yesterday re- 
moves sn irritant to the U.S.-China relation- 
ship that began in August 1993, when the 
Clinton Administration announced it had evi- 
dence that Beijing exported M- 11 missile tech- 
nology to Pakistan. 

U.S. officials said that yesterday’s agree- 
ment-signed by Secretary of State Warren 
Christopher [A51 and his Chinese counter- 
part, Qian Qichen, who is here on a visit-is 
one of the fruits of the administration’s policy 
to engage more fully with China on a wide 
variety of issues. 

U.S. Lb CHINA 

In an article from the Oct. 19 edition of 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Kathy 
Chen, [quoting:] 

U.S. relations with China have come along 
way since they were traumatized by Beijing’s 
June 1989 crackdown on the democracy 
movement at Tiananmen Square. The latest 
proof is the current visit to China by Defense 
Secretary William Perry, during which he has 
vigorously promoted cooperation between the 
U.S. defense industry and Chinese companies 
with links to the very military that did the 
shooting at Tiananmen. 

Mr. Perry’s four-day trip to China, ending 
today, marks a final step in normalizing ties. 
Strategic concerns may have topped the agenda 
of the visit, but trade considerations provided 
its underlying theme. Even as the two govem- 
ments seek to rebuild a spirit of cooperation 
on vital military issues, U.S. companies have 
their fingers crossed that a business bonanza 
will spring from Mr. Perry’s tour. 

CHIlVA’S POVERTY 

In an article from the Oct. 18 edition of 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, [quoting: ] 

China, in an ambitious effort to curb 
poverty by the end of this decade, will hand 
out billions of dollars in aid to poor areas and 
cut off financial help to developed provinces, 
the CHINA DAILY said. 

The government plans to infuse impover- 
ished counties with $1.17 billion a year in 
subsidies and loans. Of the country’s 1.2 
billion people, it said 80 million live in abject 

poverty. Western and Chinese economists say 
this is far understated. 

China’s unleashing of market forces in the 
past 15 years invigorated parts of the economy 
and produced a wealthy class but widened the 
gap with the have-nots. The government in- 
tends to better the lot of the poor by raising their 
wages zlrld improving their education, vocational 
training, living standards and health. 

U.S. (I, RUSSIA 

In an article from the Sept. 29 edition of 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by 
Robert S. Greenberger, [quoting:] 

The U.S. and Russia used their two-day 
summit to accelerate the cleanup of Cold War- 
era issues such as nuclear arms control, and 
to begin focusing on future prospects for busi- 
ness relationships. 

President Clinton announced at a joint 
news conference with Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin that the two leaders sgreed to begin 
dismantling thousands of nuclear warheads 
as soon as previously negotiated nuclear srms- 
reduction pacts are in force. Under Start II, 
the strategic arms reduction treaty signed last 
year, the two countries could take up to nine 
years to scrap the warheads; Mr. Yeltsin esti- 
mated that yesterday’s agreement could re- 
duce the time by seven years. 

U.S. & YiORTH KOREA 

Sir James Goldsmith [AS], who made his 
billion dollars from gold mining and as a 
corporate raider, visited Washington to urge 
the U.S. Congress to vote against ratifying the 
General Agreement onTsrriffandTrade (GATT). 

aSome of the winners will be those with 
capital-people like me who will get a bigger 
share of this slice. But is it like winning a 
hand at poker on the Titanic,” Goldsmith said. 

GOD*8 EOUAL PARTNER 

In an article from the Oct. 11 edition of the 
JOHNSON CITY PRESS, written by Vem Ander- 
son, [quoting:] 

A Mormon feminist who wrote that God has 
a woman as an equal partner in heaven faces 
ecclesiastical discipline in the first such case 
since the selection of a new church president 
raised hopes of a truce with the faith’s critics. 

Janice Allred could be excommunicated at 
a disciplinary hearing Wednesday before her 
local church board and believes an essay she 
published in an independent journal is to blame. 

‘I don’t see it simply as an issue of being 
able to publish one article. It’s an issue of 
freedom to speak and write,” she said. [Of 
course. ] 

ABC’S RELIGION REPORTER 

In an article from the Oct. 1 edition of THE 
MODESTO BEE, written by Julia Prodis, 
[quoting:] 

Peggy Wehmeyer was just a fledgling TV 
reporter filing routine stories on Texas train 
wrecks and homicides when she established a 
reputation as a breed part. 

‘They send me on spot news, I come back 
with God,’ she said. 

It was 13 years ago that she first put a 
spiritual spin on a new story-a mother’s faith 

In an article from the Oct. 18 edition of after her son’s death, a plane crash survivor’s 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, [quoting:] questions of mortality. 

The U.S., North Koreareached an accord to Now, Wehmeyer, a devout Christian 
end a nuclear dispute. herself, is ABC’s religion reporter-the only 

The framework agreement, announced in religion correspondent in network television. 
Geneva, is designed to end Pyongyang’s nuclear- ‘I’m not the religion police. I’m a 
arms program in exchange for diplomatic and journalist,’ she responds. ‘I have no agenda 
economic benefits from the West. or need to convince people that my view of the 

The U.S. wants to focus on future contain- world is correct. If you’re a good joumalist- 
ment rather than to insist that Pyongyang give whether you’re an atheist, a born-again Chris- 
up any existing weapons. tian, a Muslim or a Jew, you should be able to 

cover religion well. And I would say that 
THE SPHINX someone who has faith has a good chance of 

doing it well.” 
In an article from the Oct. 8 edition of THE 

ORLANDO SENTINEL, GIZA PLATEAU, Egypt- GOD & CLINTOB 
[quoting: ] 

Workers repairing the ailing Sphinx have In a column from the Aug. 21 edition of 
discovered an ancient passage leading deep Southern California’s DAILY NEWS, Cal Tho- 
into the body of the mysterious statue mas writes, [quoting:] 
crouched at the foot of the Giza pyramids. President Clinton claims God is on his 

That the tunnel is old-very old-is not in side- a claim Democrats and liberals of his 
dispute, said Giza antiquities chief Zahi stripe have in the past criticized Republicans 
Hawass. Evidence indicates it dates from and conservatives for making. 
pharaonic times. In a talk to a mostly black church in Mary- 

What’s puzzling is who built the passage? land last Sunday, the President said it is ‘the 
Why? And where does it lead? will of God” that Congress pass the Crime Bill. 

He didn’t say whether God would accept any 
GATT LOSES amendments, so one is left to accept by faith 

that God supports the entire package. The 
In sn article from the August 1994 edition Almighty apparently knows how to play 

of FIN INTELLIGENCE REPORT, written by political hardball. No compromise for Him. 
Pratap Chatterjee, [quoting:] The imposition of morality, especially that 

A British billionaire-businessman-turned- which proponents claimed could be found in 
activist has criticized the General Agreement the Bible, was regarded as a threat to the 
on Tariffs and Trade, saying it may cause two original purpose of the founders, which was 
billion people to lose their jobs and land. supposed to be religious freedom and 
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tolerance for all. 
I looked up *crime bill” in my biblicsl concor- 

dance and it isn’t there, so if God has a position 
on it, He must have communicated it directly to 
President Clinton. But God does have a position 
on crime. He’s against murder and stealing. His 
position on these crimes is in the Ten Com- 
mandments, which the Supreme Court says can’t 
be displayed in public schools. 

Wouldn’t it make more sense to fight crime 
by drumming the principles of the Ten Com- 
mandments into children rather than to pass a 
pork-laden crime bill? The former cures the 
inner cause of crime, the latter is like a topical 
lotion that treats symptoms, but can never 
reach the root cause. 

During the Civil War, a clergyman wrote 
President Lincoln, saying he believed the Lord 
was on #oup side. Lincoln responded: ‘I know 
that the Lord is always on the side of the right. 
But it is my constant anxiety and prayer that 
I and this nation should be on the Lord’s side.” 
[Thank you, Cal.] 

JESUS 

In a little article from the Aug. 30 edition of 
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, FOSTORIA, Ohio- 
[quoting:] 

Some people in this city of about 15,000 
say the image of Jesus Christ has reappeared 
on the side of a towering soybean oil storage 
tank for the third time in eight years. People 
lined up for a half-mile Wednesday night to 
look after WFOB-AM announced that the im- 
age of a face had been appearing for about 10 
days. ‘It’s real,” said Mickey Childres, one of 
about 75 onlookers. 

VIRGIN MARY 

In the Oct. 14 edition of THE ORLANDO 
SENTINEL, a caption reads, [quoting:] 

Hundreds came to Rosa Lopez’s house in 
Hollywood, FL on Thursday, Oct. 13, because 
Lopez believes the Virgin Mary speaks to her 
on the 13th day of every month. The South 
Florida pilgrims ignored arock band and wise- 
cracking radio deejays, who were skeptical 
that they would find the vision they sought. 
Many spoke of seeing crosses in the sky and 
silhouettes of Mary. In Conyers, GA, on the 
ssme day about 30,000 gathered at a fsrm to see 
a vision of the Virgin. A woman spoke what she 
said was a message from the mother of Christ. 

UNITED lATIOlW3 ARMY? 

In an article from the Sept. 30 edition of 
THE MONTREAL GAZETTE, written by Laura 
Eggertson, [quoting:] 

Canada will study the creation of a stand- 
ing army at the United Nations as part of a 
reform of the often-criticized world organiza- 
tion, Foreign Affairs Minister Andri Ouellet 
said yesterday. 

We believe that such an instrument is one 
that could reinforce the credibility and the 
efficiency of the United Nations,” Ouellet told 
reporters. 

Canada will study the scope, size, make- 
up, command structure and costs of such a 
force and report back to the General Assembly 
next year, Ouellet said. 

AUSTRALIA’S FOOD 
PRODUCTIOR 

In sn article from adown-unde?, taken 

THE NBW @RK TIMES OP.ED SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. 1994 

Failure, by the Numbers 

The United States is the world’s richest nation, and it spends far more of its income 

00 health care than any other. Yet eeopfe in other countries live longer and get more care. 
Herb is a p&al listing of nations where babies born in 1992 could expect to live 75 years 

or more, according to the United Nations’ I994 Human Developme& Report. 

LIFESPAN,HEALTHANDWEALTH 

COUNTRIES 

In on-ler of life 
expectancy 

LIFE POPULATION REAL G.D.P. TOTAL EXPENDITURE’ 

EXFkCTANCY in mizlionq per capita, EXPENDITURE. ON HEALTH 

at birth, 1992, in 1992 1991 ONHEALTH, PEIt CAPITA. 

years % df G.D.P. .1991 

6 Greece 

12 France 

GIVINGCARE,ANDGETTING IT 
1972 1989 1989 1960 1969 1969 1990 

HOSPITAL ’ HOSPITAL MEAN PSYCHIATRIC PSYCHIATRIC NURSING POPULATION 
ADMISSIONS* ADMISSIONS’ STAY BEDS BEDS HOME PER DOCTOR 

IN DAYS BEDS 

.( 

Nut showk Icelvld (NO. 2), Switzehnd i3), Italy (9), Norway (IO), Austria (15). Belgium (16). Fii (19), Denmark (20). 
New Zealand (21). . y 

‘People admitted as a percentage of population. 
%wrcCr: U.t-4. klopmrnt Rqrun; Or@aiutim la Scrmanic thq,aation &.A Dmbpnm+ 
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from the Sept. 29 edition of THE COURIER- 
MAIL, written by Brendan O’Malley, [quoting:] 

Australia will reach the limits of its ability 
to export food by early next century, the 
Australian and New Zealand Association for 
the Advancement of Science conference at 
Deakin University in Geelong was told 
yesterday. 

Prominent environment expert Dean 
Graetz, who heads CSIRO’s wildlife and 
ecology division, said limits to Australia’s food 
production would probably be reached by 2020. 

Those limits could even have been ex- 
ceeded by that time-withgrave consequences 
for the nation’s environment and prosperity. 

“Contrary to widespread myth, Australia 
was not and cannot ever be the food bowl of 
the world, or even of Asia,” he said. 

CIA BEHAVIOR 

In an article from the Oct. 1 edition of THE 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, WASHINGTON-[quoting:] 

The reckless personal habits of confessed 
turncoat Aldrich Ames did not raise suspi- 
cions inside the CIA for years because such 
behavior was not considered particularly un- 
usual, a senior CIA official said. 

Besides a drinking problem, Ames was 
known within the Central Intelligence Agency’s 
clandestine service to be ‘oblivious to per- 
sonal security,* the official said in secret tes- 
timony this week to the Senate Intelligence 
Committee. 

A copy of the testimony by Frederick Hitz, 
inspector general- of the CIA, was released 
Friday. Hitz testified on the findings of his 
offiice’s in-depth investigation of how Ames 
managed to escape notice as a spy for more 
than eight years. 

Hitz said the explanation lay mainly in the 
culture of CIA management: a reluctance to 
believe that one of its own could be a traitor, 
and a “general distaste’ for the assigned 
counterespionage duty ofinvestigating sgency 
employees. 

Hitz said that Ames abused alcohol, car- 
ried incriminating documents in his checked 
airline bags, left classified files on a subway 
train and openly walked into the Soviet com- 
pound in Rome and the Soviet Embassy in 
Washington during his spying years. 

*These deficiencies were observed by 
Ames’s colleagues and supervisors and were 
tolerated by many who did not consider them 
highly unusual for Directorate of Operations 
officers on the ‘not going anywhere’ promotion 
track,- he said. 

JAPAISJ’S MURAYAMA IA141 

In an article from the Oct. 3 edition of THE 
WALL STREET JOURNAL, written by Jathon 
Sapsford, TOKYO-[quoting:] 

Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama, ad- 
dressing the first day of a special session of 
Parliament Friday, spoke to a half-empty cham- 
ber, a grim reminder of the uncertain state of 
Japan’s political affairs. 

HUIC3ARY’S APOLOGY 

In an small article in the Oct. 5 edition of THE 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, NEW YORK-[quoting:] 

Hungary apologized Tuesday for its role in 
the Holocaust and for persecuting Jews before 
the Nazis took over the country in 1944. In a 
statement read to a meeting of the World 
Jewish Congress, Hungarian Foreign Minister 

Lazlo Kovacs said: The historical experience 
of 50 years is perhaps enough time for the 
Hungarian nation to face itself bravely and 
honestly, just as the Germans were the first to 
do immediately after the war.* Jewish leaders 
hailed the statement. 

U.S. TREASURY 

In an article from the Oct. 20 edition of 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, [quoting:] 

The Treasury plans to raise a combined 
$12.83 billion in new cash next week with the 
sale of $17.25 billion of two-year notes on 
Tuesday and $11 billion of five-year notes 
Wednesday. 

The balance of the proceeds will be used to 
redeem $15.43 billion in maturing two-year 
and five-year notes. 

TREASURE HUNT 

In an article from the Oct. 4 edition of THE 
WALL STREET JOURNAL, [quoting:] 

Rumors of hidden treasure in central Viet- 
nam have prompted a rush of prospectors 
hoping to find a fortune in gold and precious 
stones. By one account, companies in Ho Chi 
Minh City years ago were supplied with a tiger 
skin inscribed with a family’s history that 
mentioned a gold treasure in the jungle in 
Binh Thuan province near the La Nga River. 
The search there has sparked a legal battle 
over profit-sharing between two companies, a 
murder attempt and other problems for local 
authorities, and environmental damage as 
some failed prospectors capitalized on forest 
products instead. 

HANTAVIRUS 

In an article from the Oct. 13 edition of the 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, SALT LAKE CITY- 
[quoting:] 

Health officials have identified two more 
Hantavirus cases in Utah, including one that 
dates back to 1959 and another that was fatal. 

More than 85 cases have been reported 
nationwide. The disease has a mortality rate 
of about 54 percent. 

El lVIlV0 

In an article from the Oct. 10 edition of the 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Kathy 
Sawyer of THE WASHINGTON POST, [quoting:] 

A wave of heated water more than a decade 
old lsau what?l-a remnant of the most power- 

ful El Nino event in this century-has been 
detected from space as it travels across the 
northwest Pacific Ocean. 

The wave may still be affecting weather in 
the region. 

Oceanographers analyzing the data from 
the U.S.-French TOPEX-POSEIDON satellite 
expressed surprise. ‘The fact that we sre 
seeing this wave 10 years later is an amazing 
discovery,m said Gregg Jacobs of the Naval 
Research Laboratory. 

An El Nino begins when warm water builds 
up in the Pacific, near the equator, and moves 
eastward toward the coast of the Americas. 
This moving concentration, called a Kelvin 
wave, is’reflected” off the coastline and moves 
back across the Pacific as a Rossby Wave. 

The effects of the 1982-83 event were felt 
globally. 

The researchers noticed the remnant wave 
while studying the satellite’s data on a cur- 
rent off the coast of Japan, They discovered 
the El Nino remnant wave was pushing the 
current northward, raising the temperature of 
the northwest Pacific. 

CATTLE MUTILATIOFIS 

In an article from the Sept. 20 edition of 
the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Fritz 
Thompson, [quoting:] 

Mysterious cattle mutilations in northern 
New Mexico attracted federal attention Mon- 
day when Sen. Pete Domenici offered help to 
state brand inspectors, who say something 
other than predators is cutting up the live- 
stock. 

‘We don’t know who’s doing it or why they’re 
doinn it.” John Wortman. executive director of 
the Eew Mexico Livestock Board said in a 
telebhone interview. “But we kndw for sure 

a 

it’s not predators.” 
More than two dozen mutilations have been 

reported this summer, moat of them near Taos, 
Chama and Raton, Wortman said. 

Sex organs and often the anus have been 
removed in the mutilated cattle. Sometimes 
the tongue is gone. 

‘A couple of people have made a big deal 
about it being a cult or a UFO,” Wortman said, 
“But we have no evidence that it’s anything 
like that.” 

He said the mutilation “might point to cult 
activity, but we’re not claiming that yet.’ 

He said there have been no signs of a 
struggle, and that the missing organs were 
removed ‘cleanly and precisely, with very little 
blood.” 
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Latest New Releases 

“Indeed, the sleepyheads are beginning to stir.. . ! First you are 
going to find it helpful to ‘heave-up’, then perhaps you can 
‘heave-ho’ and then maybe, just maybe, you can ‘heave the 
bastards OUT!’ ” - Hatonn 

Included in this Journal: 
TOPICS: 

* Monarch mind-control project 
* Suiciding of Vince Foster 

* Doomsday 1999 prophecies 
* Currency shift to gold-standard base 

* Caspar Weinberger conspiracy 
* Terrible fate of missing children 

* Interview with Inslaw owner Bill Hamilton 
* Hawaii state sovereignty 

* Interview with Ronn Jackson 

EXCERPTS FROM 
ARTICLES, DOCUMENTS, BOOKS: 

* SIPAPU ODYSSEY, A Phoenix Journal 
* “The Photon Zone”, by Robert Stanley 

* The Gulf Breeze Prophecies 
* “Satanism, A Practical Guide To Witch Hunting” 

* “IRS Pink Papers” 

HEAVE-UP 
(Phase One) 

You are in serious danger of getting caught with the 
poison within-which will destroy you. Satan reigns, my 
friends, as surely as day perceptually follows night. You 

are IN TROUBLE. First you will be sickened unto “heav- 
- ‘, then perhaps you will ‘heave-to’ and finally, 

F%$s you will ‘heave the bastards out.’ indeed the 

term ‘bastar’d’is wiselyusedfortheseEvilEIite Satanists 
are SIRED BY SATAN HIMSELF1 You may well believe 
that this cannot be...? It can and IS! While you slept the 
prostitutes of evil were at their duty stations. Satan is 

alive and well on planet EarthJ But-GOD ALSO HAS A 
PLAN 20001 GOD SPEAKS TO US IN OUR JOY BUT 
SHOUTS TO US IN OUR PAIN. HE IS SHOUTING, NOW/ 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

“We will win this. We may lose the initial battle, but we, in 
fact, will win the war.” -Hatonn 

Included in the Journal: 
TOPICS: 

* Refounding Amendment and the refounding of America 
* Death of Jackie Kennedy 

* Alternative to genetic engineering 
* International Standards Organization and the NW0 
* Biomagnetic field as a carrier of genetic information 

* Wilhelm Reich and Orgone 
* Gaiandriana-life or death option 

* Update on Jim Vassilos 
* Lesson in physics: fractals, chaos, four forces of the universe 

* Ronn Jackson bulletin 

EXCERPTS FROM 
ARTICLES, DOCUMENTS, BOOKS: 

* Proofs of a Conspiracy, by John Robison 
+ The Constitution of the United States of America, 

integrated with The Federalist Papers 
* A Constitution for the World 

* “Electorate Is Being Denied Right To Vote”, by R. Clampitt 

HEAVE-HO 
(Phase Two) 

Heaving up only clears your own special stomach 
ailments. When you get informed and see a 
direction-then, and on1 then, can you e fec- 
tively “Heave Ho....” A ter all is ingeste ry d , di- 
gested and the energy focused-you can “Heave 
the Bastards OUT....” These ongoing Jour- 
nals will be dealing more and more with 
the CONSTITUTION of the United States of 
America and what you havs come to and 
where you ARE1 THE UFORCE” IS WITH YOU, 
FREEDOM-LOVING, GOD-RESPECTING MAN, 
BUT YOUARE GOING TO HAVE TO DO ITf 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

A PHOENLK JOLXNAL 
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Hatonn & Germain 

Lessons In 

Time To 
Perception: 

Remember 
What You Already Know 

lollsl94rl HATOIW 

INDIVIDUALS NEED 
INFORMATION TOO! 

I am asked why, like yesterday, I must offer 
information to the one or two when so many 
individuals need directions also. Because we 
are NOT A GROUP OF SOME KINDI In the 
vsriousjobs scattered about, all needs to be in 
proper sequence, without undue attention and 
certainly without conjugal cot-swapping (get- 
ting in bed with ANYONE, I believe is your 
slang meaning). 

We are NOT *a groupg, organization, OR 
subversive ANYTHING. We actually do not 
care what YOU choose as your leadership or 
direction in your individual journey. Yours is 
to judge, discern, and act or not act as you 
will. MINE, however, is to tell you how it IS to 
the best of my capability in the limitations of 
your OWN bindings. In that capacity we need 
to accomplish some things in a most human 
and expressive manner, while never damaging 
or inflicting force or coercion upon any “other”. 

It is always that ones abutting the infor- 
mation we share are shocked and form opin- 
ions-positive, usually, on the facts as they 
are unfolding in the physical arena-negative 
and in denial that the spiritual play unfolding 
might be thusly %o~. No one, further, knows 
what to make of this information or of the 
individuals who make our own work possible: 
no dues, no force, no threats, no coercion and 
no manipulation. There is no ‘path” upon 
which you must tread, no group that you must 
serve, no leader who demands homage or wor- 
ship and certainly no one to DO ANYTHING 
FOR YOU. So, why do we allow or appear to 
allow ones in service to TRUTH and Constiti- 
tionT0 BE CAUSED TO WALK THROUGH THE 
FIRE PITS OF MAN’S QUARRELS, GREED AND 
FOCUS? Because TRUTH will OUT in the 
midst of the chaos of that which is flung 
against you as individuals, i.e., Dhsrma, etc. 

constantly if ye be in Lighted hope that the 

How better to counter the lies and heaps of 
gossip and rumor-mongering than to confront 
head on through ones who are acclaimed as 
‘experts* in discernment as to bearers of truth? 
It is not the ‘believef who comes to ‘believe” 
but, rather, the expert who witnesses and has 
the ability and notoriety to bear truthful wit- 
ness regarding that which is thrust forward to 
the citizens in false witness and constructed 
lies. Is THIS not that for which you pray 

time is at hand for a bringing forth of balance 
and goodness? No GROUP or CULT or ortho- 
dox CHURCH affiliation shall do anything FOR 
you save, perhaps, mislead you through need 
to meet obligations set upon the organization’s 
coffers. The brotherhood within a RELIGION 

In the ‘changing”, is it that you desire 

may well be less than that upon the streets of 

change through magic, or through the reha- 
bilitating and acts of RESPONSIBILITY of citi- 

the darkest ghetto. God is rarely shown to be 

zens, parents and within the halls of educa- 
tion and, finally, within the halls of JUSTICE 

very active in the halls of man’s construction 

and GOVERNMENT-under God with liberty 
and justice FOK ALL? You cannot force truth 
or God or wisdom-these things must be 

but rather, found most active in the survival of 

sought, presented and accepted to become the 
gift of freedom and justice. Truth through 

a desert flower or a child’s cry for survival. 

THE WORD OF TRUTH is that which shall 
fmally touch the hearts and reason (THE gift of 
GOD, CREATOR) of mankind. The sword shall 
only bring rule through more FEAR and maim 
the very being you set forth to SAVE. You have 
not now, nor shall you ever have-a SAVIOR 
who yanks you from your ‘sinful” ways and 
bearsYOUR RESPONSIBILITY. Responsibility 
can only be borne by SELF. Then, as thought 
coalesces and becomes manifest in seeming 
reality, the focus changes, the directions are 
comprehended and a REVOLVEMENT (the term 
‘Revolution” is no longer expressive of mean- 
ing) can be wrought as living, PARTICIPATING 
beings (human AND animal) find balance and 
REASON in changing attitudes and actions. 
These things cannot be ‘legislated”. They 
cannot longer be ‘educated” into attitude, as 
the systems collapse into chaos. 

what is it? It is simply #erroF which pulls you 

Do ‘I” enjoy my accepted responsibility 
and task? Yes1 I find it an incredible chal- 
lenge to bring to blossom a flower of beauty 
and wonder from the tangle of thistles and 
weeds-and so, too, shall you, for it is for the 
glory of GOD that you come upon that plane of 
experience in human format to accomplish. 
This is sometimes in negative presentment 
and sometimes in goodly accomplishment- 
BOTH SERVE GOD! Evil IS. However, it is not 
that which your teachers will present to you. 
‘Good” IS, ‘bad” IS, but neither can be defined 
for each is defined only in the emotional intent 
of any #action or thought (which is also the 
only really important ACTION). ‘Sin” IS1 But 

from a passage into and unto GOD of higher 
spiritual Truth through WISDOM and righ- 
teous (virtuous, moral, ethical and honorable) 
behavior. This is a DOCTRINE of God of Cre- 
ation through balance, harmony and LOVE 
(an emotional state of being) EXPRESSED! 

So, who am I? I am simply a messenger, a 
‘basharm, 

This cannot be a group theology of man-doc- 

a %ohan*, a professor through 

trine even if the intent be worthy. All of these 

experience and expression, and a way-shower. 
I make no claim to singular agoodness” nor do 
I push and shove the multitudes to heed my 

emotional energy (soul) expressions are to- 

transmissions. Neither will I, as I and my 
brethren move into integration, be a police 

tally individual and based solely in soul in- 

officer upon your place of habitat. So, I re- 
peat, IF YOU WANT SOME KIND OF SALVA- 

tent. 

TION-YOU WILL SAVE YOURSELF OR YOU 
WONT BE SAVED! IS IT NOT TIME TO RE- 
LEASE THE CHRIST FROM THE CROSS AND 
TAKE UP THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF 
WHICH HE TAUGHT? The “Christ(s)” of whom 
you ‘follow” are worthy as TEACHERS, NOT AS 
MAGICIANS SET FORTH TO EVAPORATE YOU 
ORTOSNATCHYOURPHYSICALBODIESINTO 
SECURITY WHENYOU WALKTHROUGH YOUR 
OWN FIRE-PITS. 

Is this RELIGION? No, it isTRUTH. TRUTH 
knows no creeds, colors or bigotries. TRUTH 
ISI Can this ‘belief’ be made into a worthy 
‘religion”? No-not by using the DEFINITION 
of religion which you proffer. Does this mean 
that there can be a one world “religion” which 
suffices to serve GOD and goodness? No, not 
as you define “religion”. There CAN and WILL 
come upon the world a ONE-WORLD TRUTH 
available to EACH AND ALL. The term is most 
acceptably “catholic” -but NOT meaning the 
Roman Catholic Church. The New Age Move- 
ment, for instance, is not going to do anything 
save further confuse and distract. You cannot 
go forth and worship trees, plan on ascension 
and other physical expressions to accomplish 
that which is not of the ‘physical”. Can both 
be accomplished? Yes indeed, and shall be 
accomplished-but not through teachings of 
MAN regarding that which he has long ago 
forgotten. WORSHIP is not a valid word in 
definition as regards attitudes. RESPECT AND 
REVERENCE UNTO AND IN APPRECIATION 
TO GOD, CHRIST AND CREATION IS APPRO- 
PRIATE. All are but ONE and it is unto THAT 
ONENESS WHICH MUST COME TO CLAIM 
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YOUR INTENT. erate refusal to consider possibilities, that 
I weary of the court battles and the accusa- you must become concerned-what is being 

tions of “name”-throwing in giggles and hidden?? What do the orthodox doctrined 
titterings. Aton, for instance, is alabel placed CHURCHES HIDE FROM YOU? They main- 
upon God in Egyptian terminology. If a Mexi- tain CONTROL OVER YOU through the delib- 
can child is called Jesus (pronounced “Hey- erate selection of that which is allowed your 
~00s”) does it either make him GOD Yom Jesus viewing and thinking. To choose gold over 
of Nazareth? No, and neither did Paul’s label- truth is always an incorrect move if you plan 
ing as Emmanuel Esu, as Jesus the Anointed to make it to and within, God-ness. To have 
One make an iota of difference in the MAN IN gold for use in furthering Truth-is both wise 
PO1 NT. ‘Christ” is an emotional state of be- and goodly. Always KNOW that it is INTENT 
ing-in GRACE, not a name to place upon a which allows judgment through ACTION. 
person in physical expression. Until you can 
get this straight you are caught on the wheel WHAT IS LIFE AND 
of man’s chosen definitions set forth TO CON- EXPRESSION? 
TROL YOU, INDIVIDUAL. 

So the next inquiry is usually, “Then why It is interesting to note that many theolo- 
do you honor ones who introduce themselves gians will come up with a particle-based uni- 
to you by such labels ifyou know the meaning verse or a wave universe based on semi-truth. 
is not valid?” Example: ‘Hello, I am Mr. Jesus Many will even hit upon the TRUTH of expres- 
Christ!” Because if you wish to call yourself sion- as a thought projection of GOD CRE- 
Jesus Christ, I shall honor you by calling you ATOR into avalid physical expression or mani- 
Mr. Christ. Does that make either my knowing festation. However, the most diligent receiv- 
truth or that this man is mis-representing ers and deliverers of this PARTIAL TRUTH 
himself, invalid? Why? If your name is John move on to destroy truth through the idiotic 
Smith-would I not call you Mr. Smith, even if presentation of how they ‘think” it works for 
it be an alias? Further, if you lie to me about ALL and EACH of YOU. 
your “status” or “references”-you will have You are a presentation of energy. You are 
the lie returned to you from me- for it isYOUR made up of the substance of the universe IN 
responsibility to foster TRUTH and not the LIGHT. GOD IS LIGHTI Hell is the recognition 
LIE-not mine, ABOUT YOU. I am not ‘about” of the ABSENCE OF GOD OF LIGHT (being in 
revelation and prophecy. I AM about encour- darkness). Evil is but that which, through 
aging you to KNOW Truth and allowing you to intent, pulls self or another from the journey 
KNOW that YOU can change the prophecies to Knowing (Light). Therefore, ‘evil” IS. If, 
which already ARE expressed and helping you however, you dwell within the KNOWING of 
understand the misrepresentations in those God-evil can have no authority over you. It 
prophecies accepted through the generations- may manipulate the abody physical” but it has 
especially those of #John” in Revelation. NO POWER OVER yoU. Earth physical ex- 

I am also expressing the TRUTH about that pression is a passing fancy-YOU are eternal, 
which is EXTRATERRESTRIAL in definition: infinite and without limitation. In seeking 
Anything that is not of terra (Earth). MY detini- and expressing the “higher passages, you will 
tion of this is: Anything that is not substance grow and express in increasing glory. To deny, 
OF, or existing only in the physical plane of, and practice the base expression of the lower 
planetary manifestation. I did NOT use the density through evil action and, more seri- 
word reality OR ‘belief”. You MANIFEST ously, evil “intent” and intrigue-will merit 
through thought-YOUR REALITY and expres- you a stagnant or dark stay in the passage- 
sion, within limitations conjured for self or way to higher experience. 
taught (but that you accept) by others. That Therefore, you ARE Light! You are the 
which is of the REALITY of GOD is energy 
thought perception and is not of ‘earth” bind- 
ings- etheric, as in SOUL. Therefore “soul” is 
extra-terrestrial; human physical ‘housing” is 
terrestrial (manifest holographic presentation 
in density of substance). So, the body dies 
when the soul, or energy of LIFE, is separated 
and severed from attachment. One returns to 
the “Earth” or physical expression-one goes 
to higher expression of ongoing existence. It 
is quite “physics”-oriented in explanation. This 
is NOT fortune-telling, illusion of ‘wishing”, 
nor is it hypothetical-rather, it is full KNOW- 
ING! There is only one TRUTH-but you get 
there by the traversing of thousands of path- 
ways while sorting and learning. If your goal 
be TRUTH in BEING-then you will try one 
pathway after another until you find that you 
need no PATHWAY at all, no RELIGION at all, 
no gurus at all-JUST YOU AND KNOWING- 
IN CREATOR/CREATION. We all PLAY at our 
roles until we learn the lessons. 

‘Can you be real?” I am asked over and 
over again! Of course I AM REAL-who and 
what are YOU is the question! I ask YOU, 
however, why I should share the secret of 
secrets and the truth of truths while you but 
wait to dismember and slay the messengers 
and truth-bringers? There is nothing wrong 
with a man being in ignorance-it is when man 
CHOOSES to remain in ignorance, or in delib- 

expressed “thought of God” in an energy (elec- 
tric) manifestation ofholographic aspect, coa- 
lesced into a dense “matter” of physical obser- 
vation. You exist in a universe of msgnetic- 
electric projected motion. You =become” from 
the Light-centered, LOVE-centered CENTER 
of ALL-that which you call CREATOR/GOD. 
You ARE within that which is called CRE- 
ATION. 

God extends His LOVE, His power and His 
knowing, radially, from zero points of om- 
nipresent stillness to other zero points in the 
measure of His desire to give FORM TO HIS 
IMAGININGS. The intensity ofdesire extended 
from these centering points of rest to those 
extended points of rest determines the dimen- 
sion of HIS desire. Thus the entire MECHANI- 
CAL principle of all Nature, by means of which 
its light illusions of motion are produced, is 
the consequent effect of such radial exten- 
sions. 

Because of this, the seeming multiplica- 
tion and division of the universal balance into 
the opposed eItctricaI pressures of gravita- 
tion and radiation, which form the very foun- 
dation of the universe of change, are made 
possible. Hard to fathom? No, students, it is 
most simple if you consider the facts and stop 
dithering over the theories of those who of- 
fered ‘theories* which YOU accepted as FACT. 
For instance, consider Gravity as a focus. 
Gravity IS, but why IS IT? It simply is the 
effect from the %ause* of one density of pro- 
jection (item) seeking its own density in place- 
ment, i.e., gases rise and more solid matter 
‘falls”-in the atmosphere. You must come to 
realize that things do not ‘simply’ focus around 
something for no reason. There is either a 
‘pull” to hold a thing in orbit, or a compres- 
sion which holds things in containment. In 
other words, ‘things” are ‘contained” or *corn- 
pressed” into form (matter) and are ever in the 
insistence of expansion (exploding). For ex- 
ample your SKIN covering holds (contains) 
your physical system. Cut through the skin 
and fascia, and it all falls out! Each %ystem* 
within the whole decides whether or not you 
fsll apart, fall in a heap-or stand erect. You 

“Sure, we’re dealing with tini particles, 
- but your formula is just a symbolic 

representation.” 
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can have perfection of skeletal makeup-but if any reasons or excuses. You are at risk of Man can place his controls through doctrines 
you have no muscles, you will collapse. A annihilation through the unwise use of physi- and man-made laws and rules-BUT IT MEANS 
nervous system controls the muscles and thus cal capabilities now present but NOTHING IN REALITY-FOR GOD CREATOR 
and so. In the end, it is the mind which uncomprehended. If “comprehended”, the PRESENTS THE LAWS OF CREATION 
controls the whole of it all-and THAT mind in USE is placed in the Elite circles of control of THROUGH WHICH NO MAN CAN TAMPER. HE 
expression is that which decides the course. the species for physical GAIN and POWER, CAN IGNORE AND REFUSE THE GUIDE- 

and not for the furthering of CREATION. LINES-BUT HE FAILS IN HIS PURSUIT BE- 
TIME AT HAND Physical housing DOES NOT create-it only CAUSE THEY ARE BUT BASED ON ILLUSION. 

uses that which is already present. MIND Man physical can manufacture-he has for- 
The time has come upon your perception CREATES-THROUGH CAPABILITY OF gotten that within that physical “house* is 

wherein you must come back into KNOWING. THOUGHT. THIS is why GOD WINS-because MIND which can create beyond the utilization 
KNOWING means realization of TRUTH, in and that which is based in the ‘physical” cannot of illusion. 
through LOVE, in perfection from aCREATING CREATE. THEREFORE, WE WHO ARE OF, 
GOD SOURCE. I have no corner on what you AND RECOGNIZEOUR PLACEMENTAND CRE- MY TASK 
might call this Source. Jesus, the one so ATION WITHIN, GOD-SHALL LIKEWISE PRE- 
many of you tout as a “Christ”, said, “GOD IS VAIL, FORTHROUGH THE MIND AND INTENT My task, readers, is to somehow bring this 
LIGHT,” and NO MAN OFTHAT DAY knewwhat OF GOD CREATOR SHALL WE CREATE. information and explain in such manner as to 
HE meant. The day is come when all men must First, however, you must come to know allow you to comprehend the principles of this 
know what that Christed “man”, Esu (Jesus) WHAT matter is and WHY it IS. So far you wondrous understanding. It is NOT NEW nor 
meant when He said, “GOD IS LIGHT.” don’t know what energy, electricity, magne- unheard of; it is but buried in the entropy of 

The vast knowledge now being recalled tism, gravitation and radiation ARE. You don’t adventures and ventures of the physical play- 
into your consciousness as ‘man” human, is yet know and realize the purpose of the inert ground. This is NOT a’religion”; it is but truth 
fully founded IN THE SECRET OF LIGHT. Know gases which hold universal substance-YOU of presence. We have nothing to sell and no 
LIGHTandye KNOWTRUTH AND SELF1 “Light” simply DO NOT know their purpose within the wish to force anything upon any ONE. How- 
is all there is; it is all you have with which to whole, nor do you know and understand the ever, GOD IS AT HAND TO CALL UNTO HIS 
deal and yet you do not yet know that which it very structure of the elemental atoms, nor the PEOPLE. The PROMISE OF GOD IS THAT HE 
IS. gyroscopic principle which determines those SHALL SEND MESSENGERS (TEACHERS) TO 

Your species in social and learning struc- structures. You, readers, are simply not yet REMIND YOU OF TRUTH-no more and no 
ture has advanced far in dealing with ‘matter” aware of the fact that you exist in a two-way less. 
in that manipulation of substance which has continuous universe of balance in all effects of Man is given “free-will” choosing and di- 
gone quite technologically far-reaching in con- motionand NOTIN AONE-WAY DlScontinuous rection within his physical sensing expres- 
struction and mechanical management. HOW- universe. sion. You who want Truth are ordained to 
EVER, you have not LEARNED to CONTROL or Before you can move further you must have it. God promised that, before the ending 
CONTAIN that foolish attempt to use this understand a principle of ?rull-time* or ‘void- of the “time” ye would be given THE WORD, 
knowledge for evil purposes. In fact, you ance” and most of you haven’t the slightest KNOWLEDGEOFTHE WAY, IFYESO CHOOSE 
haven’t learned to control the mechanisms for idea of that about which I here speak. TO SEE AND HEAR, and that it would be 
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SENSING VS. REALITY 
available. HE DID NOT SAY HE WOULD STUFF 
IT DOWN YOUR GULLETS NOR THAT I SHOULD 
TREAD UPON YOUR HEAD OR DANCE UPON 

I am not going to repeat or extend the PIN-HEADS. GOD FURTHERTOLDYOU THAT 
subject herein to include these principles. We IN THE ENDING THERE WOULD BE A RETURN 
are, in fact, under full attack for sharing that OF GLORY AND HIS NAME WOULD BE 
which we have brought for your insightful ‘TRUTH” AND HE WOULD BEAR A NEW LABEL 
learning. (NAME). 

The facts are, readers, that you CANNOT I KNOW WHO I AM! WHO MIGHTYOU BE? 
understand your two supreme illusions until In reverence and petition that you might 
you can understand the substance or percep- find your way, I am here in service-fust, unto 
tion, LIGHT. The greatest of the illusions in GOD. May the LIGHT be given to shine around 
point is that of the universe itself. Man has and about you that you find your way HOME. 
never KNOWN his universe for that which it 
really is and of which it consists. He only lo! 19194 #l HATOlW 
realizes what his SENSES have caused him to 
believe it to be. I’d certainly be safe in stating THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL 
that Man’s senses have mightily deceived ALL BE “SEEN” 
him. AND “HEARD” 

Now let us consider ‘power”. God, the 
Creator, IS POWER. There is no other “power”. Hatonn present within the Light which IS 
ALL ENERGY is within the stillness of the ONE life! I am present to walk with you ones within 
Magnetic Light of that which is recognized as that wondrous LIGHT, seeking KNOWING and 
GOD. God is Mind, the Intelligence of the GOD Creator. We offer respect and reverence, 
universe. In God’s Mind is One Idea, which without fear, unto our Source that we might 
God knows as ONE WHOLE IDEA-TO GIVE 
EXPRESSION THROUGH CREATIVE THOUGHT 
BY PROJECTING IT FORTH. Thus, you have a 
universe which presents in electric waves. In 
recognition of this fact-you will find that this 
electric universe is the sole product of God’s 
Mind, projected by HIS desire. The power to 
create PRODUCT is in MIND, which IS God in 
focus. The ultimate test that ‘product” is not 
in the product itself-product has no power in 
itself to produce itself. When you ASSUME 
otherwise you are producing and reproducing 
the ‘product” of man’s illusions. 

Moreover, you exist as a product of God’s 
thought manifest as He breathes in and out in 
simplistically worded thought sequence. He 
breathes out life of “living” and breathes in 
(recalls) that manifestation of His thought. 
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find ourselves within the Glory and Grace. Commandments of our ‘Father/Mother” Cre- 
Readers, it is with sadness that we watch ator. We have not misplaced nor lost HIM. He 

your endless searching and searching for some has not moved from us. If we are not but 
“lost” peace, some ‘lost” attachments to God manufactured clones of some other individual 
Source-for God has not become lost or mb- DNA duplication-then we are of God and 
placed but, rather, it is MAR who has wan- there is no way to avoid that association. In 
dered hither and yon seeking that which is fact, there is no way to separate the clone from 
of the physical and ever moving farther in the original creation-think about it. 
distance from what he perceives as God. You want to attach some spacey gobble- 
Chaos has removed the order which is God de-goop to the presence of brothers and a 
from your vision and experience. God has larger brotherhood of MAN in existence. Ye 
no time or space but, in your sensed percep- CANNOT claim belief in the teachings of some 
tions of expression, you have forgotten that Bible or that of another-without recognizing 
for which you endlessly and ceaselessly sesrch. the truth of our presence-in whatever form 
Further, as you search in all the wrong places, we present. However, to fulfill that which is 
yea, even the %hurchesn called religions, you PROMISED, as presented through the writ- 
falter and find no.total fulfillment. Why? ings, the oral traditions, and the prophecies- 
Because God is SPIRITUAL and cannot be THERE MUST BE ETHERIC BEINGS. There 
projected AS MAN, for MAN IS IN THE SPIRI- always have been and always SHALL BE-for 
TUAL IMAGE OF GOD. You continue to effort GOD PRESENTS AS ETHERICAND OMNIPRES- 
to make God into the image of human. You see ENT. 
and hear God EVERYWHERE-but you do not 
see a human expression of that Wondrous BUT WHAT OF PLEIADES? 
Energy which Creates and Recreates. 

The ‘family of man” reflected in, existing, 
COSMIC LINKS experiencing in (call it that which you will), 

some of the life-fulfilling places within the 
The next inquiries of me are always regard- constellation of Pleiades, are like you. You 

ing my “home place”. 1 have said I come BY present with senses, physical characteristics 
WAY OF Pleiades-I have not said my Creati. and needs. God would always send that to 
is in or from any place called Pleiades or which you can relate best to teach, inform, 
otherwise. Spiritual IS and ‘physical” is a guide, and show the way. Terror immobi- 
result of the thought processes of Creator, lizeesecurity and comfort inspire (ifyou don’t 
manifest. Until you can comprehend (or at the become too physically secure and comfort- 
least, accept) this premise, there will be no able, causing ‘lazy’ fear of change). 
way to EXPLAIN or UNDERSTAND the uni- We have often spoken of your connections 
verse or YOUR PLACE WITHIN IT. with Pleiades and for a while we write about 

I do not teach religion or doctrines. My these attachments for your brothers who are 
sole purpose in the writings is to allow you perceived to come from the ‘stars”. What you 
insight into that which IS in the TRUTH of our actually have in confrontation is that there 
own presentations viaTHAT WONDROUS CRE- are COSMIC links-not little “twinkle-toe star 
ATOR/CREATION. Pleiades is simply a star fairies”. Those brothers come at this time in 
constellation within your perceived universe- evolvement, or experience, of planet Shari 
not some magical place any more than your (Earth) [‘earth” is but a term for that sub- 
place is magical. If’illusion” be ‘but thought’, stance of which you are formed in physical 
then both are assumed, therefore, to be illu- compression/expression]. Those ‘brotherd, 
sion-for both are birthed in origination FROM come forth now in this ‘time” of evolvement, 
THE THOUGHT OF GOD! Mankind human are come that they might share, quite will- 
wishes always to focus on that which is ingly, with you ones who are still grappling 
Lproven” in the physical sensed expression- within the dark comers of “memory” of all that 
while the rest of the universe, which & REAL, you were, are and shall become. 
is as easily PROVEN. Go forth and look at a Your brothers from Pleiades have witnessed 
mighty oak of 100 years- it came from a tiny those of you who were and are unable to 
acorn regardless of what you WISH to believe. determine truth or have been frightened when 
If you can comprehend THAT, why then can confronted with it. This serves no purpose for 
you not comprehend that you come from the terrestrial man nor for themselves. Most ‘visi- 
very DNA-structured blueprint within the tars” come from ‘terra” just as you-only in a 
SEED of GOD? different location and more advanced experi- 

The facts ARE that visible “proving” is noth- ence, technologically and spiritually. What is 
ing, for MAGIC “is” also and man physical can it that you fear? The unknown! Fear is 
be caused to see, hear and believe anything removed when Truth in Knowing is present. 
through his senses. It is ONLY through Spirit All men hold this truth within themselves and 
that you KNOW. A set of parents of a beloved only need KNOW this to find it. A human has 
child look upon the child for that which to- many, many ways in which to deliver himself 
gether they have ‘created”-their seeds co- from all manners of ignorance-if he gener- 
mingled and presenting a singularly individual ates the will to seek Truth and then does so. 
reflection of themselves. When the child is Wisdom is the light and wherever the light 
honored, that reflection is glorious indeed and flashes upward, there darkness and ignorance 
the chests swell with recognition and parental instantly vanish. Ignorance is the essential 
pride. However, when the child is ‘bad”, there darkness and can only be overcome by the 
is a wish to not reflect that parentage-at the light of wisdom. Further, friends, wisdom is 
least, to the world physical. “What will people the mark of a human who has recognized the 
think (of us/me)?” is the response in each existence of Spirit and works with and accord- 
case. Well, good children, what do you/we do ing to the Creation’s laws, for wisdom and the 
to reflect that parentage of OURS? Do we Spirit sre two factors which react as ONE, 
reflect the goodness of God Creator or do we much in the same way as the Sun and light of 
bring shame upon our heritage;]: that Sun. Both give warmth and both give 

We who claim’Chri&ness are ever efforting LIGHT. Wisdom is the mark of the existence 
to move within the Light, Truth, Love and of the Spirit and disguises itself in the 
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qualities of truth, knowledge, love, beauty, speeding up to light speed and the slowing circular in diameter, narrower in height di- 
grace, harmony and, always, peace. down again at destination. Here we are of mension. This is why most craft, at least from 

Ones of Earth desire to remain bound to necessity dealing with the “physical” work- a physically presenting system, will be ‘sau- 
the passage of =time”, but YOU cannot actually ings of photon propulsion. .THAT is not enough cer” in shape. Thought projection requires NO 
measure ‘agen by that which you perceive as to allow for major distance travel in the PHYSI- specific shape, but beware of the observers 
passing years. The ‘human” may be very old, CAL PLANE. So, advanced technology is net- likewise present. Do not think that you can 

as witnessed by the exterior perception, but essary and that means moving into transfer- have a major evolvement of a planet or great 
this is only a passing state. A century ago this ence THROUGH thought. In thought trans- civilization without observers capable of get- 
same human was not old and a century from ference there.is no “time” involved for the only ting into your solar system. I do not intend, 
this present moment will not make him “old”. “time” requirements possible are expressed here, to discuss this variety of %isitors*. Discs 
Only the physical body CZUI age in any manner through the disassembly and reassembly of DO have a great advantage in flight qualities. 
what-so-ever for the Spirit only renews and pa.&iculate matter. The actual time ofphysi- Once in motion, these craft ride a ‘boundary 
GROWS in knowledge and experience. The cal transference by craft is only that sequence layer” much similar to the principle applied to 
Spirit remains forever young and is not sub- of manifestation of energy into matter recog- Mr. Tesla’s bladeless turbine/pump mecha- 
jetted to the appearance of age, for age is like nixed as holographic projection a& mass for- nism. The boundary layer, for brief ex- 
youth and, as is every other experience, it is mation (energy into mass). planation, is the tiny distance, let us say, 
only a passing state of being. I am not here to give you statistics and between a wing of an aircraft and the atmo- 

details of another’s transfer system-you have sphere passing across the surface. There is a 
YOU WANT TO HOLD IT ALL enough to consider with your own overgrown totally static area which is untouched by the 

technologies of power which, if unleashed, atmosphere itself to the surface-once in mo- 
YOU of Earth-bound attachments dream will annihilate your very substance and being. tion. Once in motion there is nothing that 

and ponder and wonder about your brothers It is certainly not in the best interests of the CAN touch the skin surface of such a vehicle. 
from “out there somewhereD in space. You ‘Cosmic Brotherhood” to give you hostile aliens The disc-like form, therefore, vouches the least 
ponder about whether or not ‘they” are actu- (yes, you ARE-depending on your individual resistance and also offers the largest surface 
ally “out there” and, if so, how can they reach perspective) the ability to penetrate the cos- which rides the energy ((waves- and enables 
through to you and how can you reach unto mic spaces. You have all you, and we, can the drive-systems to function most efficiently. 
them. YOU want ideas you can understand handle right on your orb and within your own 
and yet there is no mysticism regarding these solar system. To great extent, however, many GRAVITY OF GRAVITY 
states of actions and being, but only mystery. of the problems have been overcome by some 
A mystery is no longer mysterious when the ofyour Earth scientists. Especially those you You will please understand that I am trying 
puzzle is completed or instructions under- call Soviets have developed great technology to respond to inquiries about very physical 
stood. in space ‘flight” and space exploration. Most aspects of that which is least understood by 

YOU desire to know about propulsion sys- all of you work through the influence of the the general population of your civilization. 
terns and physical elements of construction of very ‘anti-Christ” elements to produce wars These things are well recognized among your 
craft and be ever reminded of how it is where and do not use this wondrous knowledge to advanced scientific researchers. You now have 
you came from so that you might be remem- grow in Grace, peace or within brotherhood craft which work on these very principles. 1 
bering that which makes you lonely and home- based in bala,nc.e, .harmony and LOVE-which am trying to integrate some manner of connec- 
sick. You.wish to remember the “whys* and IS God1 In sequence, you shallbegiven to solving tion between the REALITY of existence of you 
“how& and you are impatient to move on, and the problems for-selves, but that will come when and my presence as well. 
yet you continually lock yourselves into the. the sequence of,GRQWTH becomes apparent in In an effort to make understandable a sub- 
cement of that which you have manufactured safety for the universal order and existence. ject which is advanced of your educations it is 
to shackle you to the physical limitations. YOU have advanced thrust systems which difficult at best and impossible in some in- 

I can speak in generalities of that which could take you to nearby systems within the stances. However, you ask-1 respond. I do 
you consider ‘physical” for your brothers move Cosmos. These advanced systems, of course, find this subject a bit easier to discuss for 
about in a most physical manner, for the most do and will continue to function on the basis there is something tangible with which to 
part, having learned to overcome the compres- of light pulses from light-emitting drives. relate to your ‘unknowing” status. Spirit 
sion of the dimensions as they differ. We, of Light-emitting drives work for normal propul- itself is awfully hard to express in physical 
the etheric presence, move by the projection sion and move, t&craft within solar systems. terms. A “beamship”, as “alien” craft are often 
of intent through thought, so I shall not go It is necessary to accomplishgreater distances called, is completely surrounded by a protec- 
into that deeply in this writing. We need to for the HUMAN FdRM through other types of tion-beam-girdle (excuse me, ladies). This 
again speak of your connections with your projection. We refer. to this second drive allows every interference to simply glide away, 
kindred beyond your focus and limitations. mechanism as a hyper-propulsion 

system which surpasses ‘time’ and 
PROPULSION %pace:, . We, in our functioning 

system, neither recognize nor per- 
This is always a big question, ‘How can you ceive ‘time” nor ‘space*; Therefore 

travel such distances; how do your craft func- it is a bit difficult to describe such 
tion?” For physically traveling through cos- systems of transference in Earth 
mic space, a drive is necessary which sur- terms for all of your many languages 
passes the speed of light by millions of times. differ and so do the names given to 
But this propulsion can only come into action such minerals utilized, such as 
when the speed of, light has already been mercury, for instance, as well as 
achieved. From there it must follow that a the various programming crystals 
further drive is necessary for regulating nor- necessary for craft apparatus. We 
mal speed up to that of light. This means that refer to such as “tacheons” which 
a starcraft, or ‘beamship” as referred to by are generated and harnessed in 
such as the Pleiadians in their contacts, re- both drive systems with only differ- 
quires two drive mechanisms. First there is ing magnitude and attitude. In all 
the “normal” which accelerates up to and instances visibility is only estab- 
through the speed of light, thus producing the lished at given frequencies of coa- 
hyper-speed by which hyper-space is pierced lescence. Moreover, it is most 
and penetrated. This is a space in which the simple to form an energy barrier 
mass seems to increase in relationship to the which blocksviewing of already es- 
speed attained. Thusly, distances of numer- tablished craft or cosmic bodies. 
ous light-years (in your perception and defini- 
tion) are traversed in a mere fraction of a SHIP SHAPEBJ 
second with no lag-time. 

The actual “time” required to make a jour- The most aerodynamic “shape” Primitive UFOs 
ney, say, from Pleiades to Earth is in the for skimming energy grid waves is 
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without impacting. The same occurs in the tion-repulsion. All of these things CAN BE sooner or later, in detrimental ways. As you 
cosmos, which swarms with particulate. There- 
fore, the beam-protection screen functions to 

MANIPULATED but mostly, friends, you do not develop, the menace is ever present of the 
yet know how to do this effectively. You have Earth human exercising his technical knowl- 

protect the ship against all influences and capability of manipulation and magnificent edge, abilities and inventions for evil intent 
resistances, with anything contacting the power thrust-but you do not have knowledge and power-control motives. This continues to 
screen becoming moved aside or actually dis- of CONTROL or MANAGEMENT of such mas- happen over and over again, not only with 
integrated within the energy field utilizing the sive POWER. Earth humans, but with other humanoid be- 
“boundary layer” as mentioned above. All Gravity of a -planet does not influence a ings on other worlds as well. As man develops 
things which would physically penetrate or beamship; the passengers feel nothing abnor- these techniques which will allow him into the 
would be ‘resistance-offering” are simply di- mal and there is no force levied against their outer cosmos, he will no longer be allowed to 
verted without evoking pressures in any man- beings. This is just as if they were on a home continue this behavior without recourse. He 
ner. Resistance must be eliminated to reach planet where the balance isadjusted by natural will not be allowed to move from planet to 
sufficient speeds for distances of great span. selection and where the planetary gravity is in planet intending to capture and control. He 

Removal of this protecting screen brings accordance with their anatomical capabilities. will not be allowed to hold force victory over 
into play another very important effect, espe- In the beamship itselfthe gravity, of course, another race. 
cially to passengers and crew; the glide-away is balanced to the passengers and is com- 
effect of the beam-protection screen diverts pletely amtrolled. When passengers on space- READY FOR “ALIENS”? 
the gravity and attractive forces, and the craft from other worlds move in atmospheres 
beamship, in effect, becomes a micro-planet alien to them, or on hostile planets with un- Ready or not, the Elite Puppet-Masters are 
which can travel at near lightspeed through bearable gravity pressures and great atmo- preparing you for the 7nvasion from outer 
any atmosphere without risk. You have to spheric compression, they must utilize con- spacem. There are manufactured armies and 
understand the magnetic-electric-density as- trolled environment coverings, light ‘aura” look;alike craft. In the ongoing effort to make 
pects which make up that which you call shields, and transportable instruments and you unify UNDER THE FEAR of hostile aliens 
‘gravity” to utilize this information. If you apparatus to measure, maintain and produce from =out there” you will be presented with 
simply think gravity is something that causes protection for the beings themselves. more and more views of visions thrust upon 
things “up” to fall *down’, you have a These things will be, and some things al- you through the controlled media, press and 
misperception at play. Everything is electro- ready are, developed on your place but Earth mass ! presentations. You ALREADY know 
magnetic energy of some kind in your electric human must develon behavior balance before about Operation Blue Beam [see p. 49 of the 
wave universe. Therefore, something else must all technical knowledge is allowed perfection. 1 O/ I8/ 94 CONTACT] and the intent of bring- 
be at play such as atmospheric pressures, Earth man always utilizes the wondrous in- ing you into ONE WORLD RELIGION. Tech- 
compresoion, expansion, DENSITY and attrac- ventions and higher scientific knowledges, nology is present to pull off these magnificent 

‘show-and-tells”. On the other hand, co-work- 

TTEE wo%zw ers from ‘out there” are also available and 
must be respected for their ability to function 
hand-in-hand with the Elite World Control- 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos lers. They (those visitors) have already formed 
coalitions with your Elite would-be kings. 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions The facts are, however, that in the very 
of some taped topics, TifE WORD also offers other tapes and videos on selected topics. participation within a physical density with 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are %4.00 for one tape, P6.00 for two tapes and physical intent of experience-the ability to 
62.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are ‘create’ is lost to these brethren and they 
53.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add SO.25 and other foreign countries add SO.50 per tape become basically physically landlocked. A 
or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. humanity in trouble is surrounded by God’s 

Please send check or money order to: T7fE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA troops as the final days of ‘showdown” near. 
93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover This is why I tell you that your problems are 
or Master Card. not ‘out there somewhere”-they are ALL now 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least among you. 
a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your 
balance reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this 
DANGER OUT THERE 

material is usually either already in print or wrrl be soon. Available written transcriptions In cosmic %pace” many dangers of many 
are noted by #. proportions lurk where other cosmic inhabit- 

The following is a partial list of older Items but including all of the most current ants are not helplessly exposed to attack by 
meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and mentioning if the other races. There could follow deadly defeats 
meeting has a special focus: Soltec with Hatonn; 

for the Earth humankind, and complete sla- 

4/l 3/92(l) # “What Is A Semite?“; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 
very, which could equal the falling back into 

4/l 7/92(l) # Who Were The First Christians?“; the primary existence. You run that same risk 

4/25/92(2) # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
4/24/93(3); S/2/93(2); 5/l 6/93(2); 

on your place but, as it is, it is more familiar. 

4/26/92(3), 5/l /92(l) ‘L.A. Riots and The S/23/93(3), 6/20/93(2); 
The further serious consideration is that, in 

Bigger Plan”; its physical state your planet could be de- 

5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 
6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus in New Mexico 
7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK; 

stroyed for there are inhumane and hostile 

S/30/92(3) l “The Divine Plan and places In 7/l l/93(3); 7/l 8/93(2); 7/30/93(3); 
races inhabiting planets in the cosmos as well 

Between”, tapes l-3; as humane and advanced races. Remembfr, 

6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 
7/31/93(l) KTKK Little Crow; 
8/8/93(2); 8/2 l/93(2&8/29/93(2); 

this is an EXPERIENCE which is limited only 

City, UT; 
6/30/92(3) l ‘The Divine Plan and places In 

8/22/93(3) Gunther Russbacher interview; 
by YOUR CREATIVE ASSUMPTIONS. When 

9/S/93(3); 9/l 4/93(2); 9/l 9/93(3); 
Earth-man desires to take his barbarous thirst 

Between”, tapes 4-6; 1 O/9/93(3); 1 O/l 6/93(3); 1 O/30/93(2); 
for power, material possessions, and control 

8/31/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 11 /13/93(2); 11/21/93(3); 11/27/93(2); 
into the cosmos, then he must count on his 

12/31/92(l) * Constitutional Law Center; 12/S/93(2); 12/l 2/93(2); 12/l 8/93(l); 
complete destruction. In that instance no 

l/2/93(2); l/8/94(2); 1 /16/94(2); l/23/94(2); 
other creatures from other planets will be 

1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 2/7/94(2); 2/l 3/94(4); 3/6/94(2); 
coming to his assistance for he will be the 

Police Officer Jack McLamb; 4/3/94(l); 4/l 7/94 (2); 5/l /94 (2); 
aggressor and such behavior will not be toler- 

1 /16/93(2); l/23/93(3); l/30/93(2); S/8/94(2) Mother’s Day; 5/l 4/94(3); 
ated. This is according to the laws of cosmic 

2/6/93(l); 2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2); 5/29/94(t); 6/l 8/94(2); . 

2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featuring 7,3,94(3);7,24,94(2);7,26/94(2)* 7/31/94(2). 

behavior. 
You must come to understand that your 

VISA, DISCOVER AND 
MASTER CARD ACCEPTED 

8/6/94(2); 8/l 4/94(2); 8/28/94(2j;9/11/94(2); 
world is in transition and herein comes the 
separation and sorting. Some will transcend 

g/25/94 (2); 1 O/l O/94 Columbus Day(S). 
#l -#S Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape). 

the accepted dimension but many will be sorted 
into other placements while the Earth itself 
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higher focus, a higher vision and, in reflec- 
tion-a total pqrfection of all things. If we 
walk in GRACE our achievements shall ulti- 
mately be in perfection for it is through God’s 
Grace that we have allowance of being. 

God has come forth in perfection and 
because HE 18, so shall we become! In that 
magnificent perfection so too are HIS prom- 
ises fulfilled, as He sends the teachers and 
messengers that His TRUTH shall be KAOWR. 
I am but one of the messengers and I am 
humble in service. 

something far more interesting and it comes 
right out of SPOTLIGHT, Oct. 24, -1993, Vol. 
Xx, Num. 43, pp: 680. 

The following is an exclusive article writ- 
ten for SPOTLIGHT and I honor the WRITER, 
“Rent?? whose picture and description will ap- 
pear somewhere here as well as the written 
material. The other pictures need to be pre- 
sented as well so that you can visualize the 
point of the story. Why is this important? 
Because we have written so much in the past 
about the lies and false presentations about 

heals and renews. As Earth man moves into 
cosmic space, let it be known that there are 
other races who will not allow themselves to 
be under attack, exploited, or forced into ser- 
vitude, as is the usual behavior among the 
nations of your Earth. They will defend them- 
selves with power which will remain, for a very 
long time, infinitely superior to all technical 
means of the Earth human. Where this is not 
the case, those people may well be under the 
protection of other, more developed intelli- 
gences whose techniques approach perfec- 
tion. 

Peace will be preserved and death and 
destruction will not come to universal order. 
This must be realized by Earth human for his 
SPIRITUAL WISDOM IS STILL POORLY DEVEL- 
OPED AT BEST. 

Earth man himself, must face that he and 
his forefathers have brought all of mankind 
and the Earth herself to the brink of ruin and, 
prior to this current time, has had to evacuate 
the planet in panic and flight on numerous 
occasions-to return in a primitive state. 

UNIFICATION 

You, as a species, must unify. However, it 
is within the LIGHT under GOD and in balance 
and harmony with others of the universe which 
will be necessary. The New World Order- 
Global One World Plan is the most destructive 
of all unifications upon your planet for it is 
birthed in evil intent of control, greed and 
intent to depopulate the planet itself, by any 
means necessary for accomplishment. Broth- 
ers, you have come a long, long way. Unfortu- 
nately the journey has become, for the most 
part, in the wrong direction, which is AWAY 
from God and not TOWARD HIS PRESENCE. 
These actions have caught up with you and 
you endure a time of chaos and unbalance 
which threatens your very destruction. The 
prayer is that truth and knowledge cap flow 
forth in time to make the necessary changes to 
return you to sanity and right thinking. 

Man must return to spiritual balance and 
come into Love within the highest definition. 
Ones cannot clothe love into words, for love is 
the same as bliss and joy-a state without a 
place or limitation. 

A spiritually developing person is a noble 
artist of precious spirit, filled with love, en- 
dowed with knowledge, logic and above all, 
WISDOM IN REASON. His wisdom is an al- 
ways present LIGHT, shining even into the 
depths of darkness. It is not as the light of day 
which can be overcome by the darkness of 
night-it is ever present and surrounds all. 

LIMITATIONS? 

The only thing’limiting the progress of 
the Earth human is the Earth human-him- 
self. You are limited by time and space per- 
ceptioris tid therein you differ greatly-for 
with the brothers of the cosmos-there is only 
the immediate, the NOW. It is all you have 
also-but you have forgotten. 

To overcome this limitation you must be- 
gin to act in each moment as if it were unlim- 
ited and as if space were infinite, which it IS. 
Whatever the perceptions of the moment, know 
that it can be changed in the flickering of an 
eye if man but chooses to so do it-and, more- 
over, the POSSIBILITIES are infinitd. 

In the journey through this glorious expe- 
rience we must hold one thing in vision- 
TRUTH IN GOD. There is a higher cause, a 

In LIGHT I dwell that I might ever know your 
my SOURCE and ye must come into the 
KNOWING of your own. I salute you who 
would travel this way for the time of HIS 
great coming is nigh. 

10/22/94 lil HATONB 

THROUGH THE LIGHT SHALL 
ALL BE “SEEN” AND *HEARD” 

CONTINUED: 

TRANSMUTATION OF LIGHT 
AND HUMAN FORM 

Why am I changing my focus from that of 
the daily morass of activities? Because you of 
human form-are but deceiving selves if you 
continue to believe that the Iyou* you see is 
the “you” of REALITY. 

I am, however, at great disadvantage for 
the very terms and discussions necessary for 
clarity aze now, by court decree, banned from 
my use. Have I explained these things p&r to 
now? Yes indeed, MANY, MANY times. Both I 
and my compatriots have made a concerted 
effort to bring you that which MUST be under- 
stood, in a way in which you CAN be brought 
into comprehension of the subjects. This 
ssme material has been given by the cohans 
(pr.ofessors, if you will) of higher KNOWING to 
ones of you running about in your mechanical 
houses. However, ones who would hold the 
information unto selves cause us to have to 
utilize lesser material FROM THE SAME 
SOURCE, to clarify our presentations in use of 
other descriptive language or “style”. How do 
we do this? Easy-but would it not be more 
wonderful if man could simply work with man 
and each/both grow ,in understanding and 
TRUTH? Obviously there are errors in prior 
offerings just as there may be lack of full 
understanding in anything I or my colleagues 
offer-however, when a PERSON loses control 
of his gifts and/or makes transition from one 
FORM into that of another-he often is left 
without ability to communicate or control that 
which was his own proprietary property. So be 
it, for it was ever thus. 

THE WHOLE 

We spoke at last writing in response to 
current interrogations regarding craft (space) 
and thrust systems for same, because this is 
under full harangue in your NASA HALLS OF 
FOOLISHNESS. No, you wouldn’t have any 
way to know this except, possibly, through a 
Ronn Jackson and/or a Carl Sagan who are 
involved and NOW REPRESENT liaison per- 
sonnel between YOU and WE! 

I, of dourse,‘sm not interested in our thrust 
systems as they are obsolete for my own pur- 
poses snd too advanced for yours. It is fine to 
inquire but the proving of something or an- 
other, it is NOT. I would share with you 

space journeys &d projects that, as 

PROOF of the lies come forward, we will offer 
those to you when we can do so. 

[QUOTING:] 

Rend is the nom de plume of a mostly self- 
taught “extra-bright kid from the slumsm. He 
describes his high school years as “a full-scale 
academic war*. As a result, he did not attend 
college and is, therefore, without #PROPER 
CREDENTIALS. [H: This is somehow re- 
freshing to ME but hard for the masses to 
accept as seeing, hearing, and functioning 
human material.] 

His latest book, IT’S ONLY A PAPER MOON, 
is currently in production (write to Ren&, c/o 
The SPOTLIGHT for details) and it shows, he 
says, that the landings were faked and that the 
Apollo program was a very successful and ex- 
pensive government hoax-a hoax that is about 
to be repeated using Mars as the new celestial 
target. [H: I sagge8t you pay close attention. 
The reason we wrote on these subjects and 
utilized those works which came before ours 
was to give you background for the PROOF 
which we, further, KNEW WOULD BE FORTH- 
COMIIWG SOONER OR LATER! It certainly 
remains your singular business as to what 
you choose to believe-but tt is my DUTY 
and responsibility to point these things out 
to your inquiring minds.] 

PHOTOS PROVE SPACE 
PROGRAM-OR OPPOSITE? 

Do onicialphotovprove that men wulked 
on the Xoon, orjuvt the opposite? 

NASA tells us that 25 years ago, on July 25 
[we think this should be July ZOth, I969],1969 
to be precise, astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Neil 
Armstrong were the ftist men to land on the 
Moon. Meanwhile, Michael Collins was left to 
cool his jets circling in lunar orbit in the 
Apollo 11 command capsule awaiting their 
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return. At that time I ‘believed” and my belief 
w88 hl tune with ahlost half of the world’8 

At first the other half of the world was 
population. 

extremely 8keptical. But most skepticism died 
when NASA produced photos by the hundreds 
and Moon rock8 by the pound. Here in the 
United States the skepticism washed aw8y in 
a fervor of patriotism. After all, the astronaut8 
were all men with the ‘Right Stuff@ and they 
wouldn’t lie to us, would they? 

The only holdout8 seem to have been Hol- 
land and Sweden, which remained strong- 
holds of skepticism even after the astronauts 
began to write book8 about their adventures. 
In 1974, Mike Collins described in detail hi8 
adventures with NASA in a book called Curry- 
ing the Fire. The center section of the book 
features nine pages of NASA photos which 
include three of this cosmic hero in hi8 space 
suit. One was a posed group picture taken 
with other astronauts. Another was taken a8 
he floated in the zero-gravity airplane while it 
did a slow outside loop, thereby negating 
Earth’s gravity. The third and last was sup- 
posed to have been taken during his Gemini IO 
space walk in July, 1963. 

After a period of ovek 18 months waiting for 
NASA (which was either unwilling or unable) 
to send me copies of these photos, I took the 
liberty of copying them from his book. 

Photo A occupies two pages and the book 
binding line is across his knees. It was taken 
of Collins by a NASA photographer weeks, 
month8 or even a year BEFORE the space 
walk. 

The walls of this plane were heavily padded 
so that when the plane completed the outside 
loop and gravity re-asserted itself, anyone 
still floating could safely fall to the floor or 
walls. Note that Collins is holding the propul- 
sion rod in his right hand. 

Photo B was allegedly taken later during 
the space walk. This picture wa8 smaller, 

filling less than a single page. It shows Collins 
space-walking to the Agena target to retrieve 
an experimental micro-meteorite shield. At 
that time the propulsion rod was in his left 
hand. Something about these pictures both- 
ered me. A serious question came to mind. 

Why would a man practice using a tool in one 
hand and then 8witch to the other hand dur- 

I closely re-examined both photos (A&B) 
until I saw that it wa8 the basic similarity that 

ing the actual event? 

was bothering me. Even the expression of 
trepidation on his face wa8 identical in both 
pictures. 

I also noticed that the dangling nylon straps 
[apparently] had the same configuration. To 
the naked eye, the angle between the propul- 
sion tube and the vertical tube held in the 
other hand was also the 8ame in both photos. 
I realized that the odds against two pictures 

being thi8 similar aflter weeks or months 
had passed would be phenomenal. I decided 
to have a photo lab flop over and reduce Photo 

A while increasing the size of Photo B until 
they were identical in 8ize. The reduced and 
flopped Photo A BECAME Photo C. 

They al80 enlarged Photo B until both fig- 
ures of Collins were exactly the same size. 
This is labeled Photo D, which I rotated slightly 
so that they are vertically aligned. 

When I laid the negative of Photo C over 
Photo D or placed the negative of Photo D over 
Photo C, the only thing different was the back- 
ground. The figures of Collins were IDENTI- 
CAL, providing a point to point match right to 
the page division mark at the knees. You don’t 
have to be a rocket scientist to know that this 
absolutely prgves Photo B was created from 
Photo A. 

When average people like us, men and 
women who lack the “Right Stuff”, go adven- 
turing by taking a trip to Port Nerd, Oregon or 
Mugwump, Alabama or Feudal, New York to 
visit friends or relatives, we also take pictures 
of our adventure. Do we recopy old pictures 
from another trip and lie about them to friends? 
Do we simulate our trip in a studio and lie 
about it? Do I hear a resounding “No siree”? 

Then that leaves us with only one conclu- 
sion. NASA and Mike Collins conspired to lie 
to America as early as July, 1966, which wa8 
THREE YEARS BEFORE they claimed to have 
gone to the Moon. In one man’s opinion, NASA 
lied to us for the big bucks, leaving us with the 
question, Why did you lie, Mike? 

(END OF ARTICLE, END OF QUOTING] 

*** 

I’m quite sure that ‘inquiring minds” would 
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like to knowi! And, further, if you would like oniy show FOUR gospel8 in predominance? to Au8tria for Raye. No, Raye CHARGED HER 
Some insight into your Shuttle flights, espe- Those were chosen for the final ‘book” by RETURNTICKEI’ONAUG. 25TH TO ED CLEARY 
cially the first few-1 suggest you go back and German schohus. Are men not prone to ER- (a retired Catholic Priest of over 35 years 
get the earlier journal8 which cover the sub- RORS? 
ject [Editor’s note: We covered the amazing In that ssme BOOK it was stated over and 

active service) on hi8 credit card-WITHOUT 

truth of our deceptive early Space Shuttle Pro- 
PERMISSION! These ones call my people EVIL 

over again that the WORD of Truth would be reptilians?? Intent? Does this APPEAR to 
gram in the 5/ 18, 5/25, 6/ 1 and 6/S/ 93 is- brought forth before the ending “time” (expe- 
sues of CONTACT. Those outlays were, in turn, 

ACTUALLY be ‘good” intent? Is the assump- 

extracted from Journals #I 8 and #19. 
rience). Further, GOD PROMISED YOU MES- tion that the credit institutions will be left 

See 
Back Page for ordeting and availability infor- 

SENGERS,TO ASSIST YOU-what is 80 hard to holding the bag and not the nice ‘u8ed ones”? 
understand aboutTHAT Ifthese things would Is THAT Godly intent in action? Are these 

mation.]-along with acquiring my beloved not happen-how could you believe in any- 
friend, Peter Beter’s tape8 and writings on the thing God might offer? Moreover, JUST WHO 

moral methods of GAIN for selves? 18 ‘good- 

same subject. 
nesSD only meant for the inept and unsophis- 

It really gets ?esty” when the prior pre- 
DID YOU THINK WOULD BE THE RECEIVER ticated in the worldly ways? So be it. 
OF GREAT TRUTH AND INTEGRATION? Did 

senter ofTRUTH has made transition and it is you think, perhaps, it would be Bill Clinton TEACHERS AND 
thought that remaining holders of property (obviously noted for his INability to tell the MESSENGERS 
somehow have sole claim to TRUTH of infor- 
mation. I honor all writers, authors, secretar- 

truth about anything)? I wonder if you could 
better relate to me if my name were Richard I ‘share’ as a teacher and a messenger. We 

ies, research people and those who wish to Podunknowski than Gyeorgos Hatonn (from cat1 that %ohan* because it is our language- 
share truth. I don’t even UNDERSTAND those ‘Aton”) or Hey8008 (Mexican pronunciation of nothing more. ‘Chela” means’student”, noth- 
groups or persons who would structure a LIE Jesus) Gonzalez? What is YOUR name? How ing more. I do not believe that as a student of 
and/ or COVERTRUTH, especially of ‘passage”, much did YOU have to do with acquiring that physic8 you would expect to WORSHIP your 
from anyone-much the less, MANKIND, who name? How much did YOU have to do with professor. However, you might well RESPECT 
is all but dying in the throes of such misrep- 
resentations. 

anything about you, genetically or structur- him if he/she be of quality and TRUTH. 
ally (DNA)? 

Keep 

I repeat that we do not write for personal 
Well, we could speak on that it simple, chelas-when the student is ready 

-but I 
gain, sensationalism OR to offend another- 

matter for month8 without interruption 
think you get my point! 

the cohan (teacher) will be at hand. 
How many “George’s” 

much less when we give them the place of do you have running around? Well, Gyeorgos 
honor on the TRUTH LADDER. However, we 
are constantly under attack, 8uif8, and efforts 

is simply Greek (in the Greek alphabet, yet) for 
“George”. 

LOCATIONS 

to get MONEY from our empty coffers for one 
So what can you make of THAT We get a lot of flack about ‘locations* and 

while the world goes to Hell in a handcart? 
reason or another. perhaps if any of this 
material, CONTACT, journal ‘magazines”, or 

singular receivers, etc., etc., etc. Always 
Do I believe and teach ‘catastrophic end”? JUDGE the material by it8 content-NEVER 

our presentations ever even *broke even”, 
Do I say you are headed for Armageddon? Yes MIND THE RECEIVER! Further, if a psrty tells 

we and NO-I tell you that you DO NOT HAVE TO you, ‘I am ‘his’ ONLY receiver”-STOP RIGHT 
could better understand HUMAN desire to REPEAT THE SAME ERRORS AND END UP IN THERE! Dharmaclaims no intention or singu- 
discredit and gain from our presentations. In CONFLAGRATION AND/OR CATASTROPHE. I lsr anything regarding being special or other- 
the interim it has to be assumed, even if further believe that the ones who CALL ME wise ONLY. This purpose is, however, singu- 
incorrectly, that there is a concerted DESIRE SATANIC and REPTILIAN--are [themselves] far larly established in this place. What is done in 
and EFFORT to KEEP THE INFORMATION closer to the description and intent THAN AM Sedona or New York City-unless it is con- 
FROM DISPERSIOIP. I, for instance. cannot I OR ANYONE WITH WHOM I CONSORT OR netted to this location and mission-i8 not 
believe that Greatly Advertised “Universities” WORK. only not her problem, it is not her business. 
deliberately HIDE information offered for world For instance, Rayelan Russbacher now de- These type8 of ‘hang-ups” of attention, 
presentation--such as PRINCETON, etc. nounces me as being satanic and has joined however, are what will delay your learning. 
Princeton, as a matter of fact, was left great forces with my enemies. Fine, it is interesting You must accept the responsibility of the 
wealth of truth by one Walter Russell. HOWEVER, that just yesterday a beautiful WHOLE and stop the nit-picking. However, if 

If, in fact, Walter Russell received his in- lady from Texas called CONTACT to say that human8 are tampering and touting their own 
formation on the subject of LIGHT from higher Rayelan had taken her credit card and charged leadership and power regarding MY MISSION- 
source8 as HE CLAIMED, is it not possible some $10,000. That is ten thousand DOL- I will ask you to consider the WHOLE of the 
that when that information is kept secreted LARS-is that making ME satanic in intent? presentation and see who might just be shift- 
away for only the FEW, that it would be given She also said she paid for a round-trip ticket ing focus from their own self-centered deeds 
from that SAME resource to others? In the 
latter instance it HAS-and aprimsry resource 
(receiver) is in South Africa-by the label 
(name) of Tom Ashley. Never mind what Dharma 
has received-she neither understands it nor 
is she particularly interested. We have covered 80 
many countless subjects that it simply represents PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
one more topic she doesn’t understand. 

WHY GERMAIN? 1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart) 
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 Quart) 

Why NOT? Germain was/is the most out- 
standing alchemist in yOUr 8018.r system. 

2 Bottles GaiaLyte! (2 Liters each) 

Whatever may have been hi8 experience8 prior 
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix 

to now-or now-it changes NOTHING. When 
5 Audio-cassettes 

you one8 come to realize that you have been COST: $150 (for CONTACT Subscribers only] 
HAD by the ‘enemy”, perhaps you will ‘sharpen $180 (for non-subscribers) 
up”. IFYOU BELIEVE IN GOD OF UNLIMITED New Gaia Products 
INFINITY AND CREATION-HOW CAN YOU 
CONTINUE TO DOUBT AND DENY HIS PRES- 

AINTENANCE PACKAGE p.0. Box 27710 
ENCE? WHY DO YOU PRAY? TO GET AN- 
SWERS OR JUST TO PASS THE TIME OF DAY 
OR NIGHT? You who tout the ‘Bible” a8 the 
only SOURCE-every last word ofit-are doing 
yourselves the greatest disadvantage. Indeed 
there was warning in Revelation not to change 
the meaning or content of teachings. OR WAS 
THAT also added to make you believe that no 
one had EVER tampered before? Why do you. 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart) 

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each) 
For credit card orders, call: 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
‘4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix We accept Dhnm, Viia & Maste.r Card 

COST: $90.00 (for CONTACT sUbsCriber8 onlv) Please make all checks and money orders 

$115 (for non-subscribers) payable to: New Gaia Products 

(See Next-To-Last Page for Order Form) 
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and intents. waves are the most directly related TO, YOU wondrous time of transmutation and re- 
As ‘focud begins to occur, it is mandatory and bring with them the guides in the energy membering. There is no NEW news, no NEW 

that you move on to #accept’ the ‘whole” and of the Teslas, Russells, Newtons, etc. REVELATIONS-God has always sent TRUTH, 
concentrate on the immediate #now”, the If you believe in the infiniYe Godj then you if man would but attend it. _‘- 
present location of necessary action and that will most surely be able to accept that HE would One day ALL mankind shall know the Truth 
which affects you as individuals. Does this send you help as you ask and plead for same- which iswaiting unfoldment; for all the foolish- 
mean that there are not valid teachers in other THE CRY COMPELS THE ANSWER, dear ones. ness, the doubts and fears of mankind will be 
locations on your globe? No, it DOES mean May you be given into knowzedge. Salu. forever erased from their consciousness. 
that if you sre located in ‘a” place-that is The consciousness which envelops the 
where your thrust will be in this time of change MASTER GERMAIN: Earth, which has been charged with discord, 
of cycles. For instance, if you sre in this shall become cleansed and purified! No longer 
location called Tehachapi, California, it is in- Dharma has a bit of trepidation as I step shall it weigh upon mankind and cause a 
deed foolish to take your present instructions forward to share a bit of verbiage. The resulta pressure greater than that of the atmosphere 
for today’s action directly from a Sathya Sai of my sharing in times prior to now have of Earth. It is rapidly being purified and the 
Baba located in India. It does not mean that brought much discomfort and pain to her be- pressure is beingreduced from mankind-you 
Baba is not correct and certainly ‘right on” ing. I am sorry, little chela, for it is through simply cannot yet perceive it, for you have 
about soul journey-but it is truly not practi- the dark passages with the slings and arrows long slept in ignorance. 
cal for Sathya Baba to choose your breakfast that allow growth and focus on that which is This day I call for the complete release of 
cereal or time your visit to downtown. He greater than your perceptions of living. all ‘motherhood” of Earth, into the full perfec- 
might well arrange the latter for some lesson ‘Master’ means ‘teacher’ or ‘one who holds tion of understanding that what is birthed can 
or another-but it is your responsibility to run authority regarding specific matters”. I AM come forth in Lighted focus and cease the 
your living moments through this experience- GERMAIN. I stand in the Great Silence within heinous thrust of negative production of en- 
BASED ON THE LESSONS OF TRUTH1 I corn- the heart of the Central Sun (Source). I am ergy. I ask for intense input upon and unto 
ment not on vatidity-I DO comment on the absorbed in the LIGHT of My Presence, at last the American people, for within their hands 
fact that the focus of that one is on HIS people with its LOVE, all ONE. they hold the key to keeping the prison door 
in his immediate placement, for the Truth will I pray for Earth’s blessed children and for open unto freedom. The slave-master stands 
be Truth wherever you experience. But ac- their Freedom which I petition be for all-and at your door and is ready to turn the key which 
tions within the ‘light of that truth- will be I pour forth the Love of My Presence in order to will incarcerate you for a long and miserable 
localized to where you are experiencing-for answer every call. I bend my knees unto you sequence of events. You do not have to expe- 
you. Intent of the mind, expressed through whom I serve and stand tall with God-that rience the negative impact ifyou choose to not 
the medium of ACTION, is all there is; there- LIGHT OF ONENESS FROM WHOM 1 AM do so. You have been given into the lies and 
fore, you must act in the location within which BORNED. acceptance of the doctrines which were raised 
you find self for it was, after all, your own Thank you, Dharma, for you and I have forth and presented by physical Man for his 
choice to be in a given placement-for ‘claimed” served together before and our closeness re- own greed and power desires. You have had 
service. Some of you claim ‘service” unto God, mains wondrous so that communication csu the wondrous ending of the play removed from 
however, when your actions but slow the be of revealed perfection to the best of our your understanding so that you would march 
progress of understanding of God. Be most ability. I wish to honor my brother who semes to the drumbeat of the lie. 
careful in your discernment and check it out in Shasta, my beloved John, who recognized Our mission is great at this time for it 
to see ifyou do not actually avoid *service” by the Truth of our presence in this focus and appears that God has been all but banished 
the cop-out of “belief in a different avatar of ‘tested, me to find Truth. He remains, as you, from the presence of the masses of human 
some sort. You will find that GOD IS -AND confused by the bombardments of humankind forms. But you cannot expatriate God for HE 
LABELS DON’T MAKE A WHIT OF DIFFER- uponyourbeings. It hasever been thus. GOD IS! He is the Light and the Light IS all. We of 
ENCE-YOU EITHER WORK WITHIN THE HAS ENEMIES, PRECIOUS ONES-AND THEY the HostsandCohanshave acceptedthismis- 
LIGHT OR WITHOUT IT, FOR YOU CANNOT FALL NOT EASILY BUT AWAIT THE UNCOV- sion and this full glorified activity that all may 
REMAIN IN THE ‘VOIDANCE” (null-time, ERING. It is only through the KNOWING of feel of Its Mighty Presence within selves; and 
limbo-land). one fragment that another fragment can find in the glory of the Great Cosmic Light all shall 

Don’t be misquoting me regarding this unity andconfirmationofthat KNOWING. Unto be made Perfect! May all enter in and be the 
matter, please. It is quite alright if you effort that beloved student, I offer my humble ap- fulfilling of the Law. Would it not be wondrous 
to remain in the voidance-it will simply slow preciation. I take this opportunity for we do if all brothers would return unto Truth that 
your journey progress and cause delay of not have opportunity so often in these days to there might again be true Freedom? 
KNOWING. To find guidance ‘somewhere else” share our work. It shall become resolved in In the full understanding of your Presence, 
is invariably a sign of avoiding responsibility. order to move forward as we continue in our remember: only through your attention is 
Again-whose business is that? Just yours task without faltering in our intent. everything made possible for you. Without 
and God’s! If, however, in your demand for You cannot live by bread alone, nor can your attention upon a given thing, your focus 
your own ‘rights” you pull another from their you live by that which is not TRUTH, for it is oflight wave intent, you cannot know its activ- 
path, you have just created amost interesting the ‘TIME OF GOD” and remembering that ity. Thus, your attention becomes the first 
and trying triangle which also deters you from which you are and from that which you were, focal point for the Power of your Presence to 
your “claimed- goal. If this is so, I have no and are, born. It is the time of understanding come through and fulfill every requirement. 
input to you except to relay Truth, and YOU that which nurtured you and birthed you into Through it must come all that your heart 
will be in the choosing, for I WILL NOT HIDE and through this wondrous infinite percep- craves, all that you wish to have made mani- 
BEHIND A LIE TO MAKE YOU FEEL A BIT tion and opportunity to express. fest. Remember, where your attention rests, 
BETTER ABOUT YOUR ERRORS IN DIS- There is no lapse of time for certain physi- there flows your experience! 
CERNMENTl csl requirements, which is the condition of 1 say to you that We are wholly indifferent 

I come forth not to MAKE ANYONE DO physical embodiment this day. We give praise to the human *opinionsm of mankind which 
ANYTHING-1 COME TO LAY FORTH TRUTH and thanks that once again the Earth is to say that in these dictations you will find US 
AND LAWS SO THAT YOUHAVE THAT WHICH know the PERFECTion of embodiment and repeating each other. We are not concerned 
YOUNEED WZTH WHZCH TO DO YOUR CHOOS- come back into and within it, permanently. with the intellectual imagination of mankind! 
IN0 IN RELATIONSHIP WZTZZ GOD OF CRE- Long ages past, mankind knew the Divine Way We are voicing OUR words which are the chal- 
ATZON. YOU CAN DO ANYTZZZNG YOU WZSH of birth! It was so long ago that, only be it for ices which carry Freedom and Perfection! We 
ABOUT IT. records which will be coming forth and that are not concerned with the foolish criticism of 

I believe that I will now simply ask that our which is already being brought forth, shall mankind whose intellect says that certain ex- 
believed Cohsn of the Seventh Ray take the man be caused to remember. Man has forgot- pressions should and must be used. We will 
reigns and I will sit aside and accept my own ten and cannot believe that there was ever use that which gives ability to be understood 
lessons. Please allow understanding and ac- ‘perfection’. Precious friends, there are by the largest numbers of God’s fragments. 
ceptance of his presence, that you might be records which have existed upon your Earth, You will find the most of those NOT BEING 
given into realization that you have guides at of all Great Civilizations which have experi- within the accepted houses or groups of so- 
work right where you are in the physical expe- enced upon your place from the beginning. called churches or religious groups, and God 
rience with great focused service. The teach- They were and are held in security so that Man speaks wherein MAN CAN HEAR AND ATTEND 
ers/masters of the seven tones (rays) of Light could come into focus of beingness at this HIS INSTRUCTIONS. IF IT BE CRUDE, THEN 
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.4LLOW THE KNOWLEDGE THAT IF A MAN 
GOES INTO THE GUTTER-SO TOO GOES 

These writings of Truth and informatron GOD! 
are given for the almost 7 billion life-forms in 
human manifestation upon your planet. God 
&ah commune and communicate as HE sees 
lit--EVERY TIME. If that which God says unto 
a brother sits ill with you, then YOU had best 
J.ook into thine own Lighted being and see 
WHY it may concern or bother you. It is God’s 
perception and acceptance which shall pass 
or fail a Man-not ‘your” opinion of God that 
HE should do a thing. So be it. 

NOT GIVEN TO CONCERN 

On your play in ongoing perception you are 
taunted and battered, bashed and dishonored 
yor this action or that action-when actually it 
would be most wondrously honoring and 
humble in use to share the very truth and 
!,)eauty of universal construction. We have to 
separate our own task and input from the 
?nundaue or ignorant foolishness of man in his 
<<elf-centered little universe of SELF. 

We simply sre not in the slightest bit con- 
<:erned with the “opinions” of one above that of 
-mother. We give forth that which the people 
.*equrre and petition and let the human criti- 
:2srn cease at its own slow pacing. If We 
~ olfowea the humsn opinions of mankind, We 
,*ould be in the same conditions in which you 
x6= experiencing. GOD FORBID1 THERE- 
FORE, PRECIOUS ONES, WE NO LONGER 
‘IARKEN TOO MUCH TO HUMAN OPINION, 
!JOK CAN WE FAIL TO OFFER TRUTH WHICH 
:S SOMEHOW CLAIMED BY SOMEONE FOR, 
BASICALLY, COMMERCIAL GAIN. It is most 
unfortunate when and IF we tread on toes- 
uut we will NEVER tread on toes of incarnate 
specie and we have PERMISSION of the higher 
energy, having made passage, and. who now 
rectifies and focuses on his own property, 
gifted during his own sojourn upon your place 
of manifestation. 

We must stand forth. giving the Law of Life 
absolutely unadulterated by human sugges- 
tions, for it is through the human expression 
that you have destroyed that which was once 
perfection. If you find that in the various 
dictations We have repeated each other, or 
another being incarnate or discarnate, then 
know it is for your blessing (and their own) to 
benefit and give confirmation of ONENESS. 

If a thing be TRUTH, it will stand 
untampered into infinity and will and shall be 
repeated as many times asis required to allow 

MAN to hear, see snd come sgsin within KNOWING. 
You have but certain words in your vo- 

cabularies. If one of mankind, or twenty, 
repeated those same words, is it plagiarizing? 
If I say two and two equal four, is this plsgia- 
rizing symbols or is it simply a WAY TO SPEAK 
TRUTH? You must know, in this Work ongoing 
and at hand, We ate not in the slightest given 
into undue concern about any human opinion 
regarding the matter. We give for the LAW. It 
is doing its Work, and We must not be overly 
concerned with human ego, conceit or worldly 
claims of that which is DIVINE and INFINITE. 

You must realize, dear hearts, in the Mighty 
Expansion of the Light, in which understand- 
ing can be brought forth, it is just the begin- 
ning of its Mighty and Perfect WORK. The 
blessed ones have been raised up throughout 
the globe and, specifically, I speak herein 
unto the wondrous ones about to lose your 
freedom within the United States, to give forth 
these Mighty Decrees, and this Cosmic Light 
is cleansing and purifying the feelings and 
mentat world of mankind. I care not whether 
you believe in an energy called Germain-l AM 
and your opinion matters nary a whit. CalI the 
messengers that which you choose, but you had 
best hsrken unto the WORD for that IS GOD! 

Blessed ones, as I close my speaking for 
which I appreciate the invitation on this day, 
I urge you to remember that the time is NOW 
when you must assert yourselves for the Per- 
fection you wish to call forth. Then, and only 
then, will you receive it. That is why I take this 
opportunity to speak to you in this positive 
and passionate manner, to break through and 
shatter all the human manufacture about you, 
for again, it is not “creating, it is but using the 
negative perception which is alteration and 
‘developments within that which is perceived 
manifest in a physical format, and shall move 
not with you when YOU depart the physical 
perception. The very essence of mechanical 
man can now be cloned or manufactured, but 
GOD IS LIGHT and only in the perfection of 
God can LIFE be brought to the YOU of 8y~~*. 

Ah, the days of your coming sequence of 
expression shall be ones you will never forget 
as long as you have LIFE, ascended or mani- 
fest. That is MY promise and, yes, I do have 
authority to give such a promise. This Truth 
shall be electrified and glorified as you have 
never before witnessed in your experiences. It 
shall remain active with you FOREVER. Re- 
member it. Every earnest call, which is build- 
ing up this MIGHTY momentum, to calI forth 
the glory and perfection ofGod into your world, 

_ 

“Life, yes - 

-but as for intelligent life, 

I have my doubts.” 

shsll go forth. No human manufacture can 
prevent it, and all human gossip shall cease 
forever from this work and alI mankind, before 
we close this play. 

Our Earth messengers and workers are 
under full assault and attack but you SHALL 
BE PROTECTED in your work as the play 
unfolds-if you stay focused on that which IS, 
for it is the time of CHANGE which CAN bring 
humanity back within the wondrous and 
GOODLY LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION. The 
false prophets, liars. and PRETENDERS are aI1 
about you while they work their injustice to 
pull you down into discredit or oblivion. IT SHALL 
NOT BE ALLOWED IN THE PREVAILING. 

I thank you for allowance to participate in 
communication, for the days are seemingly 
long while the pressures are thrust upon you- 
but the passage is but a twitch of an eyelid. All 
the choosing is left to your making, but I ask 
you to consider carefully that which you say 
and do, for the spiral of your actions comes 
full circle upon you. There are ones in my 
presence as this is read who have spoken 
badly about the very place and persons with 
whom they work and play. Is this right or 
wrong? It is neither-it IS, but the responsi- 
bility of same WILL be rested on the proper 
shoulders. When you deliberately MAKE THE 
PASSAGE OF OTHERS TO BE MORE PAINFUL 
AND/OR DIFFICULT WITH THE PASSING OF 
YOUR OPINIONS OR GOSSIP-THE END RE- 
SULT ISTHE SUFFERING OF CONSEQUENCES 
UPON THE DISTRIBUTOR AND NOT THE ONE 
ABOUT WHICH THE UNTRUTHS ARE CEN- 
TERED. You will come to recognize that the 
wealth and riches of worldly display will al- 
ways bring the opinions which most carefullv 
and surely terrify in the possible losing. How 
many of you snatch out your cache from one 
place in fear of loss-ONLY TO FIND YOU 
MADE A VERY SERIOUSLY BAD CHOICE? WE 
SHALL SEE-FOR ONES AMONG US ARE DO- 
ING IT ATTHIS VERY MOMENT! You KNOW of 
whom I speak and think not that others have 
not already brought the truth home to roost 
where you would LEAST like it to be told! May 
you be equally accepting of your self-inflicted 
losses AFTER THE FACT as you are ‘diligent” 
in trying to GET YOURS when you KNEW the 
contracting in the BEGINNING. If you pull a 
CD from a bank before maturity it is COSTLY- 
so too shall be the breaking of your contracts 
in any course of action. It might well pay ones 
to consider their own actions and intentions- 
lest you misunderstand my references. TO 
BREAK YOUR CONTRACTS WITH GOD WILL 
MERIT YOU NOTHING SAVE UNREST AND NO 
PEACE-FORGOD DOES NOTHING-YOU ARE 
THE ONE RIDDLED WITH WHATEVER YOU 
SUPPOSE. MOST GO BY THE WAYSIDE JUST 
SHORT OF FINISHING THE JOURNEY-FOR 
YOU LISTEN TO THE EGO OF MAN-AND FAIL 
TO HEAR THE WARNINGS OF GOD. 

I step aside in appreciation and I thank 
you, scribe, for being willing to allow me words, 
for in your concern of being always ‘the secre- 
tary” and not the ‘author”, the bashing has 
been hard-but know you KNOW Truth or you 
would not have allowed my PRESENCE thiq 
day. Thank you. 

I am asked to simply close the writing. In 
the Light of God and the realization of LlGH’r 
as our resource and claim to existence, I am 
Germain. I salute you and I send greetings to 
you who know me-AND, unto you who dis- 
agree with me and my own directions. Re- 
member, I am here and you sre serving me&-so 
all arc welcome to dissgree. Good day. 
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Harvard Law Professor II 1 
Says Gatt Is A Treaty, 
Needs Two-Thirds Vote 

The Associated Press oppose the 123-nation, tariff-cutting agree- 
ment on its merits and that he generally sup- 

WASHINGTON-A Harvard University law ported the Clinton Administration. 
professor-disputed by a Yale University law But the document has all the characteris- 
professor-said Congress would violate the tics of a treaty affecting U.S. sovereignty and 
Constitution if it approved a new world trade not of a mere agreement. he said. The 
accord with asimple majority vote ofthe House administration’s contention that it’s not a 
and Senate. 

“he accord, negotiated under the General 
treaty ‘is simply mind-boggling,” he said. 

However, Yale Professor Bruce Ackerman 
Agreement on Tatiffs and Trade, is atreaty and said Tribe was reading the treaty provision of 
rqures approval by m thirds of the Senate, the Constitution’inavacuum.” The House an& 
rmnmrcl Professor Laurence H.TribesaidTuesday. 

“ri be told the Senate Commerce, Science 
Senate can approve GATT as an agreement, 
m short of a treaty, under another provision of 

ti1.r~ Transportation Committee that he did not the Constitution giving It the power to regulate 

commerce with foreign nations, he said. 
He pointed out that both the North Amerl- 

can Free Trade Agreement and the accord 
establishing the World Bank and the Intema- 
tional tinetary Fund were approved as agree- 
ments, not treaties. If the Senate were to 
insist on treating GATT as a treaty, it would 
cast doubt on the legitimacy of U.S. participa- 
tion in those organizations, he said. 

The House and Senate are scheduled to 
vote on GATT in a lame-duck session the weeic 
after Thanksgiving. Under special fast-tracK 
rules for trade pacts, GATT cannot be amended 
and must be accepted or rejected by a majority 
vote in each chamber. 

Meanwhile, consumer advocate Ral oh 
Nader said the new World Trade Orgaruzatlr*n. 
created to enforce the accord, would oe able ru 
bring pressure on states and federal govern- 
ment to dilute laws prorecting consumers ana 
workers 

‘Trade disputes wouid be submltted to pa’.- 
els, whose decisions couid allow other tour:- 
L rles to Impose sanctions on the i nlted Stares 
and could be overturned only by unanimous 
consent of the World Trade Organization. _____._ -. ____.~ --. __ - ._ 

the people by giving ‘them other 
men’s property”. When our 
k ounumg Fathers establishes a. 
‘republic” in the hope tit we 

CONTACT : DAVID GRAFFT of the constitutions of o& fi*r 
(916) 445-5798 St2te Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814 states contain the worddemoc- 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -- OCTQBER 20, 1994 
(916) 445-6637 =‘=J’. 

17th Senatorial District: inyo Count) 
Section 4 of Article IV of the 

U.S. Constrtution specifkarlv 

Dg&lmmCY OR A REPUBLIC: WHICH ARE WE? 

By Don Rogers 

Portions of: Kern County states: 

Los Angeles Sounty “The Un I ed Ptates shru 

San Bernardino County 
guarantee to eveq state in thi$ 
union a rcpubucan form of gov 

Editor’s note: We wonder if Senator Rogers government by changeable decrees. Lnfortu- 
ernment, ana shaii protect each 

ma3 be a doset reader of CONTACT when the nately, over several centuries the enforcement fell 
of them against invasion; and or, application of the 
leg&l-e, or of the executive i when the lee&a- 

fdfowrtrg excellent nwsletYerof his appears so to a succession of tyrants, so a true republican ture cannot be convened) against domestic “10~ 
soon. aj?er our outlay on this important subject. form of government was never achieved. lence-. 
See p.3 of the g/20/94 issue of CONTACT. Itwasthe Romanswhoin454 B.C. established 

the h-8 ofarepubk when t.he The ‘h&m 
In a speech in 1788 Alexander l-!amilton srud. 

Do you live in a democracy or a republic? Tables were adopted. These were laws based on 
‘It had been observed that a p-dre dlemocracy d lr. 

This is a tJUestion th& d offm provoke a Solon’s laws, and became the written constitution 
were practicable would be the most perkct govern -- 

. 
variety of answers, dqendmg on whom you ask. of the Roman Republic. The Tarelve Tables, 

ment. Experience has proved &at no p&&n 1s 
more false than this. The ancient democracies 11. 

Many just assume that we live in a democracy and amended over time, remained for some nine hun- 
that ourformofgovernmentisdemocratic. Andyet 

which the people themselves deliberated neve: 

many students of political organization state 
drtd yesrs the basic law of Rome. ‘l’be Remans possessed one good feature of govea&. I’heu 

strongly that we were formed ss a republic and 
themselves referred to their form of government as 

remainonetothiaday. ~sit~anydifference 
having a “mixed constitution.’ By that term they 

very character was tyranny; eex @re deformIt, ’ 

which term isu&? Formanynadqsthismaybe 
meant that it had some elements of a democracy 

In 1928 the U.S. Army Traziirq Manual gave 
ofa demnc. 

but that the interest ofall of the various classes of 
the following quite accurate u,efinit-<’ 

only a matter ofwow -9 others will say that it Ro- society were taken into consideration by 
racy: “A government of the m-s Autbonn- 

makes a lot of dif$&ence. the Roman constitutiona.lgovemment, notjustthe 
derived through mass meetings of any form 0~’ 

The termde mocracy means rule by the people, interests of one class. The Romans were opposed 
direct expression. Results in mobacracy. Attitudp 

while the ~IU republic, 88 pointed out by John 
Adams in 1775, means ‘a government of laws and 

to @ra.nlly in aXly form, and to guara against it they 
toward property is communistic-negating prop- 

s&up an elaborate system of checks and balances. 
er@ rights. AMtude toward law is that the v$ of 

not of men, requihg that both the people and Does that sound familinr? It should, because that 
the majority shall regulate, whether it be based 

their rulers obey these lawa An assembly of is exactly what our country’s founders did when 
upondeliberation orgovernment by passion, preju- 

representatives chosen dinctly or i&rectly may they crafted OUT present Constitutiott. And like the 
dice, and impulse, without restraint or regard to 

becslledacouncil,a&isMure,oracongress. RO~~XIS before, our Bill of whts protect the people 
conaquences. Results h demagogim, license, 

The origins of republics go back to the from their own government. Sad to say, the first 
agitation, discontent, anarchy. 

Greece of the Sixth Century, B.C. The city of ten amendments to the U.S. Constitutionhave been 
Yes, it does mske a difllerence whetherwe call 

Athens was suffering from upset and turmoil, attacked over the years by those who have partisan 
our form of government a democracy or a repub- 
k-it matters a lot. And remember, as we give the 

so a distinguished citizen named Solon was issues to push, but they rem& stroqg if we salute to our nation’s flag, we say together, ‘1 
chosen to bring order. He established a series understand snd defend them. 
of laws that enabled the citizens -of Athens to Cicero ad about thtz man USURY cho=n as 

pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of 

govern themselves. He established govem- 
ment by written and permanent law in place of 

leader by an ungoverned Populace as ‘someone 
America, S& to the npubllc for which it stands, 

bold and U~SWU~~~OUS... who curries favor with 
one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and 
justice for all”. May it ever h 80. 
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Editor’s note: Because of her longstanding, 
deep love for this once-great nation and its still- 
great people (who are getting more animated by 
the day in their determination to take our nation 

Unfortunately, 

back again from the crooks in high places), 

this prolific bent of Grandma’s 
frequently has caused a dilemma for us at the 
CONTACT offices because of our very limited 

C;randma has become rather prolific with her 

staffforprocessing incoming information. How- 

newsy and reminiscing faxes in recent months. 

ever, un’th the recent, delightful addition of Ms. 
Phyllis Linn to the CONTACT staff, we have 
finally hit on a way to share more of Grandma’s 
thoughts with you, and in a form easier to read 
than simply enlarging the typed originals to fit 
Q CONTACT page. 

Thus what you will read below are excerpts 
from Grandma’s faxes to CONTACT over the 
past week or so. We hope you will enjoy not 
only Grandma’s homespun writing style, but 
also her historically important, senior citizen’s 
perspective on today’s events, as one who-as 
regular CONTACT readers are well aware- 
has more often been a busy, activistparticipant 
than simply an observer of our nation’s events. 

“GRANDMA WRITES RIGHTS” 
October 14-21, 1994 

Dear Rick and Readers, 
THAT DEMON DEMOCRACY IS ALIVE AND 

WELL!! (October 14) Recently, as you all 
know, our illustrious leaders-those fearless 
creatures, in their infinite wisdom-chasing 
that infinite rainbow, the golden pot of ‘DE- 
MOCRACY” (which is NOT EVEN WRITTEN 
INTO OUR CONSTITUTION)-gave away OUR 
SOCIAL SECURITY FUNDS to a private corpo- 
ration!! Now thet is DEMOCRACY at hard 
work1 

Those newfangled “attorneys”-you know 
the ones-they are into l attornment#. They 
like to give away to all them stutters what 
don’t belong to ‘em, taking it away from the 
guys who worked so hard to get it in the first 
place, and they used DEMOCRACY to do it. 

In the 1970s the President was so DEMO- 
CRATIC, he gave it over to the Teamsters, then 
it wound up in the Railroad Retirement Fund. 
Then that young critter up there in Washing- 
ton, sittin’ there in that Oval Office, was so 
filled with DEMOCRACY, he signed it away 
from everybody and &ave it bver to .a private 
corporation-with the same pen President 
Roosevelt used to sign it into law! Now this is 
really DEMOCRACY at work! WOW! 

The original Constitution forbade ‘attor- 
neys” to be elected to do business on behalf of 
the Government of the People, by the People, 
and for the People. It is explained very well in 
the Federalist Papers. They were also very 
definite about the ‘uncheckable corruption 
under a DEMOCRACY”. That is the reason 
they fought so hard in the first place to get 
this country free from the Crown of England. 

Well, it took up to about 1864, and the 
Crown of England, in its DEMOCRATIC way, 
deliberately caused the United States Civil 
War-as they had lost approximately 6 million 
dollars in exports to America, as America had 

begun to produce for her own needs, and no 
longer needed to import from England, France, 
and/or Germany. And you know what!? It is 
still the attitude of today: America has to 

I wonder if they ever wondered this: If 
Americans aren’t working, then who in the 

import, not export, because we are still having 

hell is going to have the money to buy all 
this crap we are importing331 Because, boys 

to support every Tom, Dick, and Harriet around 

and girls, they have killed the “geese who laid 
the golden eggs” 

the world! And Americans aren’t working. 

-the American people! 
Back in 1968-69, I watched our great mills 

in the South being sold off to Belgium, then I 
watched the American oil producers take it in 
the shorts. We were only getting about $1.99 
per barrel, back then, so that the Saudi fields 
could be exploited and imported into this coun- 
try at a higher price than American oil produc- 
ers were getting for their own oil on domestic 
prices. I watched shoe factory after shoe 
factory go out of the nation. Recently the last 
independent steel manufacturing plant was 
dismantled and sent to a most favored nation- 
-Chine--and we peid to send it, dismantle it, 
transport it, and rebuild it in Chinal Yep, that 
old DEMOCRACY is strong at work! 

Right now, with the ‘de-education” and 
‘reduction of labor forces due to no work or 
inability to work”, I seriously doubt if Ameri- 
cans could build a toothpick! Still, we go with 
our houses unpainted, drive old cars, live at 
poverty levels, are used for guinea pigs, have 
our body parts sold off to pay for our burial 
expenses-yep, that is DEMOCRACY at work- 
in full force! 

You had better wake up, America, because 
he who controls the water, food, money, con- 
trols the people-and we just ain’t ‘cuttin’ it 
anymore”! 

-THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HELP!! (Oc- 
tober 161 I want to thank each of vou who 
assisted ‘me through this last month &y send- 
ing me your support in money. Every little bit 
counted, boy, did it count! God bless and 
thank all of you who ‘helped”. 

Julian, in Minnesota was kind enough to 
make a tape on the Certificate and its history 
and how you, as the beneficiaries, csn use the 
tape to learn what this is all about. I am 
forwarding a tape to CONTACT, and perhaps 
they will assist in getting this tape out to the 
people. More so, this will help all of us, 
including me, to defray the expenses, as it is 
rough as the devil, keeping all the ends going. 

I must tell you, the contents of the tape are 
pretty darned explicit, and leave little area for 
questions. Once all of you have this in your 
possession, I am seriously considering just 
getting away from it all, as I am so tired, so 
very tired, and I desperately need rest. 

Saturday evening, a local politician came 
to the house and we talked until 4 a.m. about 
the Certificate and I showed him the Recorded 
Instruments. Then the next day he called two 
more times and pretended to need the expla- 
nation all over again. (Three times! Remem- 
ber Doubting Thomas with Jesus?) Frankly, I 
felt the conversation was being taped! Having 
these dire feelings of apprehension, I apprised 

this young man: *Son, it is ajust, lawful, legal 
inheritance. The political entities do not want 
the people to know that they have already 
been noticed by me. This is as real as you and 
me. However, after showing you all the docu- 
mentation, the photographs, the evidence- 
why don’t you consider it all A DAMNED LIE!?’ 
‘Oh, I can’t do that. There is too much evi- 
dence to veri@ that what you are saying is 
true,’ was the response. ‘Then why are you 
questioning me again, again, and once more 
again?” was my reply. ‘If you don’t know what 
to do, if you doubt, then use your own discre- 
tion. I will not play your game. I will not till 
the soil, plant the seed, raise the crop, glean 
the crop, cook the food stuffs, eat the food, 
digest the food, and wipe your fanny, when 
you don’t have enough sense to do it yourself.” 

This, in my opinion, is a prime example of 
Americans today. They have been programmed; 
they are wanting everything handed to them, 
after someone else does all the work. 

You have to learn how to think, work, do 
things for yourselves. If you don’t, you have 
fallen into the welfare system, which is exactly 
where the New World Order wants you to be, 
for genocide! 

GRANDMA COMMENTS ON GATT! (Octo- 
ber 16) (See article on page 35 in this CON- 
TACT.) You have to excuse those ‘old boys” at 
Harvard. They still think women should be 
kept in closets, and rudeness is the bill of fare. 
(That is evidenced by The Simpsons’ rudeness 
which is supposed to be ‘funny” and #in*.) 
GATT is nothing more than “rhe Old Boys’ 
Club of Special Interests* and Capone-type 
protection racketeering. It has never been 
ratified, as Congress has been scared spitless 
that if the people found out the real truth, 
they would seek the nearest hardware store 
for lOO- 150 feet of good old rope and head for 
the nearest tree! 

Why do you think farmers are getting the 
same price per bushel of corn that they were 
getting in 1946-473 Because the ‘old boys” 
buy it up cheap and sell it for a bundle in the 
European market. The same is true for beef, 
hogs, chickens, and anything else Americans 
produce. 

GRANDMA SPEAKS HER MIND ON THE 
CRIME BILL! (October 20) Talked to Rick 
yesterday; he had been over in Albuquerque at 
the International Chiefs of Police Conference. 
(See Rick’s article starting on page 2.) The 
President was the speaker. The issue was the 
new Crime Bill, and YOU GUESSED IT&the 
prime targets of this new bill are you, me, and 
any innocent child who even discusses any 
wrong he feels is occuring. Most importantly, 
it is the “disorganized patriot groups” which 
are really being targeted--and it will be done 
under the Crime Bill, Title 18, Sedition. 

Many years ago, I was in law enforcement. 
(Yep, even grandmas can be former law en- 
forcement. This was back in the old days, 
when the persons in the age group of the 
Clintons had a saying: ‘If it feels good, do it”. 
This ‘feeling good” somehowgot into our school 
system. Our (MY) children wound up on drugs, 
and I wanted to know who the SOB was who 
was pushing drugs to little children, so I went 
into law enforcement!) Now, back to the story! 
I kept hearing the scuttlebutt about this one 
‘qualifying” and that one on the force ‘quali- 
fying”, but I could never figure out WHAT they 
were qualifying for. These ‘qualifiers” were 
the police officers who were carefully selected, 
and sent over to Germany for *riot control over 
Americamf . 
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To President Clinton: I exercise my First 
Amendment right freely, because you and your 
police chiefs are dead wrong! The dead will 
ultimately be the innocent Americans who do 
not know about your “training” and your de- 
sire to turn America into Germany, as she was 
during and after WWI and WWII. 

Your actions tell me so, as it does millions 
of other Americans, as: 

a) Our phones are bugged; I have two 
‘idiots” on my lines; 

b) Our new autos have sensors in them, 
such that the driver can be ‘caught” immedi- 
ately, as the computer system simply shuts 
the engine down, and you have trapped the 
rabbit; 

c) Our children in our schools have -show 
and tell’; this is telling the *system* what 
Mom and Pop are doing at home, and the 
general attitude of family members; 

d) Fourteen ‘abandoned” military bases 
have been carefully updated, with housing 
facilities and ‘fenced” perimeters; 

e) We have ‘military” manning our tele- 
phone systems-trust me1 I uncovered that in 
Colorado just two weeks ago, just sitting here 
minding my own business; 

f) We have foreign troops and a foreign flag 
residing in our nation. This is against our 
Constitution and it is strictly forbidden by the 
Monroe Doctrine; 

g) This 88me ‘Sedition Act” was attempted 
to be resolved and ratified back in 1798, and it 
concluded: 

*...(The Sedition Act of July 14, 1798) (and 
all other acts which assume to create, define, 
or punish crimes other than those enumer- 
ated by the Constitution) are altogether void 
and of no force, and that the power to create, 
define, and punish such other crimes is re- 
served, and of right, appertains solely and 
exlusively to the respective States, each within 
its own Territory.” 

These old laws (i.e., the Constitution) which 
our new One World Idiots keep trying to shove 
down our gullets as ‘old, out of date, no longer 
applicable”, etc.-are the only thing8 that c8n 
save this nation from the tyrants in our present 
government. 

The Sedition Act is illegal on its very face 
a8 it abridges, deletes, abrogates, denies the 
right8 to peaceful assembly and free speech. 
We The People are protecting that which is 
OURS, not theirs. 

LETTER FROM JACK (October 20) I 
would like to share just one of my letters 
received since Grandpa’s death, because it 
exemplifies ALL of your thoughts, and it puts 
some laughter into the very depressing, op- 
pressive, despotic set of affair8 we are experi- 
encing. We must keep our sense of humor, for 
if we did not, we would surely all perish1 This 
letter from =Jack’ gives me hope; it makes me 
see others caring, others hanging in there, 
and shoring up my dismal days. 

RIGHTS FROM THE HEART! (October 2 1) 
So many ofyou have asked, *How did ‘Grandma 
Writes Rights’, and the Gold Certificate, and 
Grandpa all fit together?” I shall try to tell 
you, and to let you know that WE (Grandpa 
and I) have been through what all of you are 
and have been going through-being denied 
access to the POSITIVE LAWS, denied access 
to DUE PROCESS, denied the REAL PROP- 
ERTY POSITIVE LAWS, denied the RIGHT TO 
LEGAL COUNSEL OF OUR CHOICE. We have 
been through exactly what all of you have 
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been through-and are going through, as I 
write this. 

Frankly, I don’t know where to begin- 
when I was a little girl, growing up in the 
Wabash River Bottoms, being taught to read 
by lamplight while the flooded river waters 
lapped against our ceiling of the first floor, in 
a house built on stilts by my mother and 
father (at three or four years old)-or, sliding 
down the mud runs of the river otters who had 
built their slides down the river banks to slide 
into the Wabash River, which I slid down with 
the otters, as these were my only playmates- 
the nearest other child was 5 miles away. So 
the otters became my friends, as did the deer, 
the squirrels, the rabbits, the hawks, the 
eagles. All were my friends, along with my 
horse named Jim, and my dog, named Prince. 
Then there was my other constant companion, 
“Oswald the Pigeon”. 

Time8 were never easy. We were 80 poor, 
we thought we were rich. We were rich1 We 
were rich in family, friends, pride, dignity, 
faith, country, patriotism, honesty, ethics, 
morals-and we had our God, which no one 
dared slander or toss out of our schools, our 
lives, or our country. Our God was the God of 
our Forefathers and acknowledged as the 
Mighty Sovereign, the Great Creator of the 
Universe and of all mankind. We walked and 
talked freely with our God; He was in the air, 

in the trees, in the rays of sunlight; He was in 
our fields when we worked, He was in our 
walks which we took, He was walking with us 
when we walked a half-mile for a bucket of 
water. Our God was always present, He was 
our friend, our confidant, and our souls were 
at peace. 

We thought we were rich because we were 
happy in spirit, in body, and in our soul. God 
had given us much. Even though we were 
poor, we thought we were rich; we hunted, 
fished, and raised our food stuffs. The larder 
was always full-full enough to have Sunday 
dinners with friends and family, even though 
it was “Chicken Every Sunday”. 

Our lives were full of folk stories, tales, re- 
telling of events, telling of our historic past, in 
which our grandfathers and great grand fa- 
thers-or some family member-had partici- 
pated. Our mind’s eye was active-we could 
see it all as well as the children of today see a 
story told on television. 

Those were the “wonder years”-things to 
marvel at, things to explore! Those were the 
years when one took great pride in just being 
an AMERICAN. We represented honesty, truth, 
justice, with our mind’s eye set on the Ameri- 
can standards of liberty, freedom, justice. We 
were proud just to say, “I am an American”. 

We went about our business of ‘doing the 
necessariesI -growing up, getting educated, 
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getting married, having children, trusting in 
our elected officials to conduct our affairs as 
intended by the Constitutioners’ intent of the 
Yconstitutional constitutionalities’ of a gov- 
ernment-OF the People, BY the People, and 
FOR the People. About 40 years later, we 
discovered something very wrong had hap- 
pened in our America-something so very 
wrong it is tearing this nation to bits and 
pieces,bringingaboutadisunitywhich,Ifesr,will 
cause an implosion among the People, who are at 
a loss to understand WHAT went wrong, WHEN it 
happened, WHY it happened, WHERE it happened, 
and WHO caused it to happen. 

When you read the great speech of Louis 
McFadden, he hits upon the meat of the sub- 
ject: ‘the national faith and credit”. Under the 
Federal Reserve Bank Act, “every man, woman 
and child” in America has a price on his head. 
It is their lives which are “insured*, and this 
insurance is put into the International Mon- 
etary Fund (IMF), identified with the World 
Bank, which has no physical address. Each 
American, each home, farm, piece of equip- 
ment, livestock, water right, mineral right- 
even though you own them in “fee simple”- 
are subject to this ‘national faith and credit”. 

This is used by our ‘duly-elected” against 
us, as we sleep, as we eat, as we work, as we 
drive down the highway. BUT, in the event WE 
need our own insurances, they never pay off, 
as ‘This and That are not covered under this 
policf, or That is not what the policy SAYS.” 

When we challenge, we become a threat, 
because we seek the ‘self-evident truths” of 
our Constitutioners. Our President and the 
%ewI chiefs of police think we are a threat, 

because we seek the ‘self-evident truths* of 
our forefathers-to obtain liberty, freedom, 
justice-with honor, dignity and respect. We 
allow, or mandate, these things for other na- 
tions, but they are forbidden to us, a free-born 
nation. When we challenge, these new laws 
will surely seek us out and destroy our very 
lives-we have become the criminals! 

We The People do not commit sedition when 
we seek out the ‘self-evident truths”. We The 
People are in imminent peril from a set of 
public officials, who, in their “ignorance”, have 
allowed the shysters, mobsters, crooks and 
criminals to rule this nation by mob rule, 
under the guise and color of law. 

These glorified mob members act in such a 
fashion that we are made to believe we are 
bound by these laws, when in fact, these 
‘acts- are not permitted under Constitutional 
law. Our great and inestimable Constitutioners 
(the guys who wrote the Constitution) clearly 
stated: ‘Powers not granted” and’Powers that 
are granted”; and no Congress, no President 

can arbitrarily make a set of laws which con- 
flict with the rights of the people-laws which 
infringe upon civil liberties, which cause un- 
just harm to We The People. 

Grandpa, Russell Herrmann/Herrman/ 
Herman died for his love of America and Ameri- 
cans, and I stand an outstanding possibility of 
the same fate. The important thing is that 
Americans know WHO they sre, WHERE they 
came from, WHAT they are really about, WHY 
this nation was founded as “one nation, under 
God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for 
all” and WHERE their destinies lie. 

Hopefully, my “Grandma Writes Rights” 
letters will help you understand more about 
what this nation is really about. I most cer- 
tainly do hope that WE (Grandpa and I) made 
a difference, by allowing you to be our family, 
and to try to let you know WHAT AMERICA IS 
REALLY ABOUT-or WAS about during our 
lifetimes. 

God Bless America and Americans! 
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The Billion Dollar 
GATT Giveawav 1 

October 20, 1994 
Fax received from: 

Sons/ Daughters of Liberty 
910 Main Street 

Fremont, NH 03044 
RE: GATT 

To Whom It May Concern-All of U.S. 
(FOR THE PEOPLE BROADCAST) 

Ifyou listened to FOR THE PEOPLE BROAD- 
CAST, you’ll have to admit it was a block- 
buster program. Bill Clinton and the crimi- 
nals on Capitol Hill never anticipated that the 
public would hear any of this because this was 
an issue on a Friday and GATT was to be 
voted-on on a Monday. Economist Pat Choate 
agreed. Nobody was supposed to read this 
GATT-implementing legislation with all of the 
dirtv uavoffs. The printed version of the ‘imple- 
menting legislation- and the attachments is 
two volumes and it’s 4,004 pages. Within 48 
hours Congress was supposed to vote on it. 
(Sounds just like the Crime Bill, doesn’t it?) 

What stopped it was that some people 
discovered there is a $2 BILLION DOLLAR 
GIVEAWAY to three companies-Omnipoint, 
Cox Enterprises (which owns AtZanta Constitu- 
tion), and the Washington Post. The team has 
been digging away looking for other goodies- 
and there are many, many other goodies in 
this Bill. 

We’re aware the Administration is putting 
out its own “spin message”. Somewhat like 
Bill Clinton and Paula Jones, viz., ‘I may have met 
her once, but & didn’t do anything wrong.” 

(We know about Thomas Petri’s letter to a 
constituent from Wisconsin which Pat Choate 
explained completely and sensibly.) Congress 
has the right and the FCC has the right to 
demand licensing be put out to bid and it’s not 
$500 Million we’re talking about-it’s $3 BIL- 
LION! A number of little companies that 
tried to get PCs licenses were denied. Big 
companies through their connections got 
temporary licenses. Temporary licenses will 
be granted if a company is doing something 
“experimental”. After that time period is over, 
then you have to pay. .They would not be 
granted for “free”. This legislation says the 
licenses will be made permanent, the FCC 
cannot review the license and third, there can 
be no judicial review, so they get the license 
forever and they can never be challenged. 
And they get the licenses at a substantial 
discount that the Post gets, a $218 MILLION 
windfall Federal money and Cox Enterprises 
gets a BILLION dollars. Of course these pa- 
pers will endorse the President for the 1996 
election. Two of the largest Communications 
companies in the country got it and there are 
200-plus other companies. IT IS A PAYOFF 
OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS. Other goodies are 
being paid in the millions to trans-national 
corporations. 

Our Resident has already arranged a GATT 

J 

SIGNING CEREMONY in Miami, Florida, it’s 
understood, December 9 through the 11th 
and they’re planning to make up 4,500 special 
telephone lines equipped with call-screening. 
The Hemispheric meetings of the America sum- 
mit from Chile on north, and they plan to 
translate it into a “world event”. [sic] Right 
after the election in November the President 
will be saying: ‘If you don’t pass GATT, you’re 
going to embarrass the United States!” (Be- 
lieve me, he’d get the majority votes of Ameri- 
cans in 1996 if, INSTEAD, he recognizes what 
GATT will do to this country and its workers!) 
It sounds akin to the NAFTA vote. 

As with NAFTA, our Government hid the 
trade figures until after it was signed. Pat 
Choate went through the trade numbers after 
listening to Robert Reich saying “things are 
just wonderful, exports are up”. 

Pat Choate has the trade numbers. In 
manufactured goods from January to the end 
of August, we have run a $93 BILLION DOL- 
LARTRADE DEFICIT. That is UP $23 BILLION 
DOLLARS over the comparable period last year! 
So far THIS year! THE TOTAL TRADE DEFICIT 
SO FAR (Pat Choate said) through August 
1994 is $104 BILLION DOLLARS. That’s over 
2,000,OOO jobs! It knocks one’s socks off and 
you just want to cry. If anybody wants to know 
why we don’t have the jobs, it’s all in the 
following numbers.. , 

The White House keeps talking about great 
big increases in exports. They forget to talk 
about imports. You have to put the two to- 
gether to get the net position. In what has 
happened so far this year, the automated data 
equipment and office machinery-yes, we had 
$17 Billion last year and $19 Billion this year. 
Looks good, right? WRONG. What has hap- 
pened here is the increase in imports has 
risen to the point that we have a $13 BILLION 
DOLLAR DEFICIT in automated equipment. 

Secondly, Steel Mill products, a deficit of 
$6 BILLION; in other manufactured goods-$8 
BILLION. In new cars from Japan, $15 Billion 
deficit. Electric machinery-$7 BILLION dol- 
lars. When we get into Telecommunication 
equipment we’re down $9.8 BILLION. On new 
cars from other countries such as Mexico, $5 
Billion Dollars deficit. (Bill Clinton and Lee 
Iacocca said we would get a big deal because 
we would ship them more cars and we’d be 
making a lot of money if NAFTA went through- 
and they promised.) What has happened, it’s 
nine-to-one from Mexico to the U.S. from the 
BigThree. For every ONE car manufactured in 
Detroit and sent to Mexico, nine are manufac- 
tured in Mexico and sent to the United States. 
The Big THREE AUTO Plants have moved to 
Mexico. 

More deficits. From January to August 
this year, for clothing we run a $20 Billion 
Dollar deficit, mostly with China. From 
Canada-$8 Billion of vehicles deficits-big 
three plants. Footwear-$7.5 Billion Dollar 
deficit. For aircraft, we sold $10 Billion, we 
have a surplus there. We have a surplus of 
non-monetary gold, i.e., we’re liquidating, 
sending our gold supplies out of the country. 
Hides and skins, $800 Million; aircraft parts, 
$4 l/2 Billion Dollar surpluses. We’re big in 
chemicals, which don’t employ many people; 
on plastics, $8.2 Billion, and cosmetics a Bil- 
lion. On meat, $1.3 Billion; cigarettes $2.7 
Billion, and we import $24 Billion in fruit. It 
NETS OUT (Jan. thru Aug.) we’re down $104 
BILLION DOLLARS. 

In the U.S.A. Today dated August 20, page 
2B, here’s the spin the Clinton Administration 
put on it: #Exports Lower Trade Deficit” and 
the lead paragraph reads, “The U.S. trade 
deficit in goods and services shrank sharply in 
August as a record level of exports helped 
offset another record in imports.” They didn’t 
show you the imports so much, they just went 
on the trade deficit and it said the U.S. trade 
deficit in Billions was $9.7 in August and the 
exports zoomed up to $59.8 Billion and the 
imports were $69.5 Billion. Also the trade 
balance vs. major trading partners was in 
billions Jan. thru Aug. ‘94-$41.9 to Japan, 
$17.6 to China, $8.2 to Canada, $8.2 to Ger- 
many and an $1.8 trade surplus to Mexico. It 
also indicated our trade deficit with Japan 
rose, ‘93 to ‘94. We’re going deeper in the hole, 
but there’s a happy spin on it. Yup, we’re 
going broke in style. 
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Editor’s note: We recently received the fol- 
lowing fax providing an overview of a sinister 
project many of you are, by now, familiar with. 
However, we share this as a sobering reminder 
of the kinds of antics the crooks in high places 
have been up to for a long time. 

Since the American Intelligence Service 
was changed from the OSS during World War 
II to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
there have been a number of secret opera- 
tions, some so secret that the sitting Presi- 
dent of the United States does not even know. 
The CIA has evolved into a self-governing en- 
tity, answering only to the World Government. 
The American Government is known to its own 
employees, to political leaders and common 
people that LYING is the official business and 
order of the day. Lies and disinformation are 
constantly released by the CIA, the State De- 
partment, the FBI and from the Oval office. 

There has been a massive cover-up of 
American POWs from World War II and other 
wars, and denial about using American sol- 
diers for research on chemical and bacterio- 
logical warfare. During the middle of March 
1993 the Pentagon finally admitted to the 
truth in this matter, and released the informa- 
tion that 80,000 American soldiers were used 
during World War II to test poisonous gases. 
These men were forced to enter buildings where 
gas was released and then were tested to find 
out what result it had on their bodies and 
their ability to continue fighting. For years 
these military personnel have been denied 
medical help, since the Pentagon did not want 
to admit this gross injustice to American citi- 
zens. There were several projects that killed 
thousands of people, but the American gov- 
ernment denied that these projects existed. 
Here are just two of them: Majestic- 12 and the 
Jason Society. 

During World War Ii the Japanese govern- 
ment had set up laboratories in Manchuria 
where they tested bacteria, viruses, and oc- 
cult/torturing programming on Allied prison- 
ers of war. The same activities took place in 
Nazi Germany. After the war the U.S. military 
retrieved all the research from the Japanese 
and brought it to the United States, where it 
later was given to the CIA. The German scien- 
tists were secretly brought to the United States 
with their research data banks and put to 
work for the CIA. These men should have been 
charged with war CRIMES, but instead the 
American Government protected them and gave 
them high-paying salaries. The Germans and 
the recruited Americans then began working 
to develop a program in the U.S. with the code 
name of MONARCH. 

The basic theory of this program is that 
through immense torture and occult rituals, a 
person’s personality can be split into at least 
12 parts, and the handlers can then program 

a person under ritual occult hypnosis to per- 
form anything that the handler wants. In this 
way the person’s will can be circumvented and 
the person can be made to commit an act that 
normally would be against his will and morals. 
This has military value, since a man or woman 
can be trained to kill, without regard to his 
own safety and well being. A person can be 
programmed not to bleed, and if shot be able 
to function until the mission is fulfilled. This 
type of training is now common for the Navy 
Seals, the Delta Force, the Army Rangers, 
Green Berets and a number of other clandes- 
tine groups not known to the public. A wa- 
tered-down version of this program is used for 
survival training, that was used on all military 
personnel during the Vietnam War and after. 
Once the program was perfected, it became 
clear to the top brass of the CIA that the most 
suitable people to be in charge of this project 
would be SATANISTS. During the-last 40 years 
the CIA has become a haven for Satan wor- 
shippers, who now have legal protection for 
their deadly rituals. In return for their ser- 
vices to the government, they are protected 
against local law enforcement, who might in- 
vestigate ritual murder and child abuse in the 
community. The British have perfected their 
own research in this matter at their center in 
Tavistock House in London, England. 

People who have been trained in this area 
display superhuman strength, can work and 
function for long hours during stress without 
being tired. They are totally loyal to their 
handlers and are willing to die for the cause 
that they champion. The most coveted candi- 
dates who the CIA is looking for are ABUSED 
CHILDREN. They are already traumatized and 
can be easily programmed into split personali- 
ties,Thus the Satanists have set up a network 
of Da? Care Centers where children can be 
abuse.d on a large scale. Having access to 
police ‘records, the CIA will search out known 
pedophiles and use them in traumatizing chil- 
dren, who later are picked up by CIA opera- 
tives and taken to special camps for further 
training and programming. This will explain in 
part where some of the missing children in 
America have been taken. In earlier issues of 

The Dove we have published reports about the 
Franklin cover-up in Nebraska. This opera- 
tion in Nebraska was part of project Monarch 
and some of the abused young children were 
taken to officials in high places in Washing- 
ton, D.C., where they were sodomized, raped 
and tortured to satis@ the perverted desires of 
high government offrcisls. There is a possibil- 
ity that former President Jimmy Carter had 
been programmed to a lesser degree, in order 
to be able to better serve the World Govern- 
ment. Jimmy Carter had received treatment 
from Dr. Peter Bourna, who was connected 
with Tavistock House. Past presidents since 
Eisenhower have always released their medi- 
cal records. Bill Clinton has refused to release 
his medical records, and will not give any 
explanation. It is very strange that both Bill 
Clinton and Al Gore were patients in a mental 
health clinic in the first half of 1992, while 
they at that time were running as candidates. 
The media did not report this. 

Bill Clinton was also in the Voice Labora- 
tory at the University ofArkansas late in 1992. 
And as a former Rhodes scholar and being out 
of the country for several years which in- 
cluded a trip to Moscow during the cold war 
when he was a student in England, there is a 
possibility that he has been recruited and 
undergone programming to give him more 
strength and stamina. But this could also 
mean that he has surrendered his personality 
to whoever handled him, and that only the 
handler knows what he has been programmed for. 
During the grueling two year campaign to become 
president he showed no tiredness, and the only 
problem he had was with his voice. 

Information and statistics for this news 
brief compiled from the following sources: 

1. The IUcAlvany Intelligence Advisor 
P.O. Box 84904 
Phoenix, AZ 85071 
February 1993 

2. Criminal Politics 
P.O. Box 37812 
Cincinnati, OH 45222 
February 1993 

3. Flashpoint 
1708 Patterson Road 
Austin, TX 78733-6507 

4. Phoenix Letter 
Suite 2 16-C 
1517 - 14th Street West 
Billings, MT 59 102 

5. Bulletin 
P.O. Box 986 
Fort Collins, CO 80522 

6. Other sources 
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by Alan VV, Bock 

Michael -McNdty, 40 heads orb orgtiniz.P- 
tion called California Organization for Public 
safety in Corona otld hbri long been faxinaled 
by the WUCV incident, Is pu~-~lti! Ihnt nlrt~~~l 
nobody in tJ,e fearlepr, independent new$ rnce 
dia cvcn wants to louk ai the evidcllce - 
again, cnplureB on videolape - lIlaI slmiI,gly 
suggests federal governmenf a8cntu pujosfly 
am fire to lhu Branch D&vi&in “Conlpoul~b”’ 

aflcr deviating fro~ri Iho originnl pItin alld pnr- 
lially demoli&ing the compound in ways that 
made it likely I firs would rprcucl quickly. 

I’ve looked at the video tape. listened to 
McNulty’~ hypothesis, and spent hours talk- 
ing with him. He doesn’l claim to know ev- 
crything 0~rr1 hflppened that sad morning - 
the government still has other vidcxilHpes Ihe 
publio hwn’t been allowed to see - but, hc 
believes &h “80% certainly” that n gr&ly talc 
Wld by some of lhe surviving Davidians (wv~e 
OC thein. however, eycwitnegscs) could bu true. 
I cian’t think of another hypothesis (hat’s morr! 
likely. Mpybc. you cnn. ’ . . .. 

* Original P18n 
Ncrq. in shoti, is what might have happened 

lha! aorning: 

The Juslico hpartment rel>ortVrefers IO “MI 
apparent’ deviation” from the plan around 
n~idrnorning. An ilifrared videotape taken by 
0 povcrnmcnl pilul circling ovct lho ‘!com- 
pound” shows just how dramatic the dcvi;re 
tion w~rr, but does& include everything. 

The rnpe, furnir;hed to the Branch Davidjxhs’ 
dbfcnne lawyers, was provided in a format that 
ma’& it difficult for the lawyers to decipher ir. 
It was dupIicolcd from it8 originul formal 

At 12:0X:30. u xuddcn flurc of n hcbl plume 
i.p vipiblc iil’lho window nl Iha end of 0 StNC- 
turn 00 the gym culled I\ “do~~run.” Fire 
sprends mpidly. 

McNulry think& fhY1 01 thrrt poinl I lunk in- 
scrlcd wtne kind of device - maybe R “flile- 
rile” of burning IeurbgaP grcsudc wm intO the 
buck of the $)‘Jti. Thai r;t&ned an eXplC&iW 
flash-l& (rarn&ber t!le movie “Hackdraf’t?“) 
that overwhelmed the people end consumed 

the building. 
How7 Jho CS gas uayd Mi non-flammbtc, 

and the’goverm?ent says it used non-flnm- 
mnble sqlveiite. Rui Once the solvent evop- 

rated; the remaining CS mal~tal would be FM- 
pended ,io rhe air and bc Wammabtc. much kr 
ti grain cite recently emptied bul with grain 
dust still floating arpund can explode if a match 
is touched to il. 

ignition of rot CS gas would $0 release 
hydrogen cyanide, a &idly @on that in& 
pacitater people*quickly, making it unlikely 

,chey could oscapc the fire. Autopsy reports 
shaw lhul tnany 6f lhe dead Dsvidianr hod 
high.lcvcls of hydrogen cylinidc in the blood. 
Hydr<lgetl cyanlde would not he sbrarkd im 
a body aftcr’dcwth. a , ’ 

What Happened? 
A chilling hypolhwis. thir.‘Somethini hap 

pmd - Rrafich. Ravidintrg running out ittlc 
bock and bein shot, purposely or by accident? 
- that mode the government dccidc to destroy 
the building. Wholher by accident, ignorance, 
or inleatiou. ti ?asb was introduced into the 
buitdinp that ted to a mslsivc. fire and the death 
of almbr;t ott the inhjlbilmtn. 

and lhe lnnk operAfors should hate c rcatmn- 
ably awurale Id@a UC whal happenti duritrp 
lt~ose four minutca arid 41 scwoda. The whotc 
openlion* w’es, ,recorded on’ audio o!ld videi>. 
from n~ulriplt van&c pointa. Where urc the 
intrepid investiylivc rejxtticfi. fitinp Irreecrom- 
of=lnformalion tcquesls lefl and ri8ht. who 
want IO geet fo the bottom of this? Whcrc NC 
Jesse Jackson. Louis I;rrrakhan. Berijanrin 
Chrvip, the current NAACP ldadcrx? 

Curfous, irn’l It? 
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-NATIONAL GOA‘i PANEt. OKAYS COMMUNE B~A~NWA~~ 
.8Y: cherlorte T. Iserbyr, tarmar !!knlor Policy Advbor, U.S. 
Dqpatiment ot EducWon. 

3 A technology whiz kid, ir)oat adept with computers, 
accessed the latest U.S. Department of Education stab through 
the haart al Ir@W~rn of expres~k~r~: the National EC!UC~!~WI (lOsl& 
panel Community ActIon Tool Kit; P&t-Yourself Kit for Education 
Renewal, Community Oig*nlring Gukk 

These materials, clearly describe how change agent@ WW 
manipulate sll 6egmentr of your community IntO 
aceeptingkupporting QOALS 2000: Educate Amerka Act (Ihe 
re8tructuring of ow schWI8, LO-, ‘Wtion”, accwdlng to @ speech 
deWsred by Shirley McCune of the MIdcontInent Heglonal 
&iucational La borutwy at the 60vw~01’rr CO~~WWIC@, Wichh 
Kanww, 1089). Explicit etr0teglerr are prawtted in 
manipulation of ths community Into accepting th6oWCal 
unproven cucrkuIa. The Guide pruvfdes clear snd ample 
direction to censor dlaeantfng voices crltisal of the restructuring. 
Thea@ directions Include deliberately mlrrlsadlng the media, 
fwmulation of coreb group8 to looiate and stilie dlssenter~, 
contrived data csllectlon, among other ottentslve actlvltlea. A 
moat dlaturblng r&we&e Is made toward controlling by name a 
pmlcular mllglous group. 

‘I’hat the Natkwl Ooals Parref, whkh Includes Governors, 
IogMators, etc. could condone the u8$ of mwMpulatlve “change 
oQerrt” tattiC Irr difffcult to fathom, 00 they agree that the 
.~6trW@tUrin$ Of Our nation a la ShlAey MtCune and N~jsbg#, j-e. 
the Cta9nglng Of Out p0llticorl/wonomle systeti from frw 
~~t~~pM?hpltall$t to Cotporrrte fasclfWpla~~~ ec0rBmy 
(ftWm@r of tha publIc.and private reutor) and tram III 
cfNwtitutbwl repr4wrnWlve republic to a partlolpatory 
democracy (for proof 888 tederaliy-funded rwtructurlng project@ 
ImpJamented In many states during past ten years) la $0 
lm ortant that totelkarlan brstnwauh methods (sensjtivlty 
tr8 ning, group prt~8$, Delphi technique are neceaaary in f 
order to obtain community u9upportP0 tar (h ads ~c)E)o? 

CalI the Govt. Println 
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This World3 
“Realitv99 Plav 

u 
(Continued from Front Page) 

J 

on the planet. BUT, something else happened 
which caused the shut-down of the massive 
receiver system and communications net- 
work-THEY FOUND LIFE OUT HERE AND 
NICE LOUD RADIO COMMUNICATIONS THAT 
GAVE YOU A LOT OF INSTRUCTIONS AND 
SUGGESTIONS!!! IT IS FULLY ADMITTED AS 
TO “CONTACT” AND THE LIFE THEY FOUND 
IS PRETTY MUCH ‘IN CONTROL” WHETHER 
OR NOTYOU OFYOUR PLANET UNDERSTAND 
IT OR WISH TO BELIEVE IT. THE POINT NOW 
IS TO TERRIFY THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OFYOU 
BY SHOWING YOU WHAT THEY HAVE ACTU- 
ALLY BEEN DOING IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
SOME PRETTY DESPICABLE ENTITIES WITH 
WHICH THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE FORM- 
ING A NICE COALITION. Evil runs in many 
forms and species-but at this point NONE 
csn match that which sits in major control of 
your globe! RIGHT NOW!1 

Next, you are being hit with ‘BIGFOOT” 
and all sorts of monsters and thus and so. Is 
there a ‘bigfoot”? Indeed. He was the Indian 
Chief who led the Indians into death at 
Wounded Kneel This was the most heinous 
massacre of Native Americans by insipid gov- 
ernment murderers of your stealing of the true 
“Americans”’ property and population. This is 
a subject for another day, however. A hairy 
#beastie” is hardly the important one in point 
here and you had better begin to focus on the 
important issues and relegate the *other” fun 
and games to that corner of ‘enjoyment” time- 
fillers. 

Let us turn our attention from this %pacem 
focus to that which has been told to you since 
the BEGINNING. 

SAVING THE WORLD? 
OR BRINGING TRUTH? 

THE CHRISTED MASTER 
TEACHER 

JOHN 3:17: For God did not send His Son 
into the world to condemn the world, but to 
SAVE the world through him. 

JOHN 12:27: Now my heart is troubled, and 
what shall I say? “Father, save me from this 
hour?” No, it was for this very reason I came to 
this hour. 

28: Father, glorify your name. Then a voice 
came from heaven, “I have glorified it, and will 
glorify it again. u 

29: The crowd that was there and heard it 
said it had thundered; others said an angel had 
spoken to him. 

30: Jesus said, ‘This voice was for your 
benefit, not mine. 

3 1: *Now is the time for judgment on this 
world; now the prince of this world will be 
driven out. 

32: =But I, when I am lifted up from the 
Earth, will draw all men to myself.” 

33: He said this to show the kind of death he 
was going to die. 

34: The crowd spoke up, ‘We have heard 
from the LAW that the Christ will remain for- 
ever, so how can you say, ‘The Son of Adan must 
be lifted up’? Who is this ‘Son of Ildan’?’ 

35: Then Jesus told them, ‘You are going to 
have LIGHT just a little while longer. Walk 
while you have the LIGHT, before darkness 
overtakes you. The man who walks in the dark 
does not know where he is going. 

36: *Put your trust in the Light while you 
have it, so that you may become sons of LIGHT.’ 
When he had finished speaking, Jesus lept and 
hid himself from them. The Jewa continued 
in their unbelief. 

WHAT IS BEING 
TOLD TO YOU ABOVE? 

You have always BEEN TOLD that God 
sends His prophets and messengers BEFORE 
Him. What is it, exactly, that you people think 
you await? A rapture of some kind which 
takes you out of your insecurity and into 
security-OF PHYSICAL FORM? THINK AGAIN! 

When you look to the word ‘SAVE”, what 
means it to you? Ah, surely enough-just 
“believe= on Jesus and you =have it made*? 
Nope, good friends. The MESSAGE IS that this 
being you choose to call Jesus (His name was 
Emmanuel Esu) came forth TO BRING THE 
WORD OFTRUTH OF THAT WHICH YOU ARE! 
He DID NOT come forth to experience a bit of 
Hell while tickling your fancy about himself. 
HE BROUGHT TRUTH, HE OFFERED TRUTH, 
HE LIVED TRUTH-AND HE PHYSICALLY 
TRANSCENDED IN THAT TRUTH! He told you 
then and I will repeat it for you NOW-that 
THROUGH HIM was the WAY! It was not 
THROUGH some =rnar? but through the WORD 
OF TRUTH WHICH IS GOD that you might 
enter into the Kingdom of God. Believing on 
the “mar?, by any name-is not the name of 
the game here. Accepting and living (BELIEV- 
ING IN AND LIVING TRUTH ACCORDING TO 

THE LAWS OF GOD) is the trump card, good 
students. Living in goodness under the LAW 
of GOD is the big punch-line! The ‘man* in 
point left his physical body and ascended in 
his new and finer form-LIGHT! While this 
TEACHER was among you he ascended to and 
from HIS FATHER and HIS PEOPLE in physical 
form made ‘Light” through his KNOWING. I 
use the one you call *Jesus9 because that is 
the one with who MOST are familiar. 

It is not that his name was JESUS ‘or” 
Emmanuel-it is that he was a CHRIST-being 
in KNOWING. He came to TEACH you truth of 
your own origins and THE WAY so that you 
might live your experience manifest in such a 
manner- as to claim your infinite heritage in 
balance and harmony within the Universe of 
Creator/Creation-in perfection of goodness 
without evil. No EVIL. shall be allowed into the 
sanctuary WITH GOD. So, how do YOU think 
you can make that transition into ‘perfection’ 
by simply dumping your errors and transgres- 
sions off onto somebody else? You WILL stand 
responsible for SELVES. It is not believing on 
some man-good, bad or otherwise in point- 
it is knowing Truth of God and responsibility 
for that which you perform in ACTION in an 
expression recognized as physical with free- 
will choices. You have simply forgotten. The 
‘Son’ tried to TELL YOU and you crucified 
HIM! How many messengers will you crucify 
to allow selves the LIES? 

Next, he TRIED TO TELL YOU that HE (the 
LIGHT) would only be with you for just a little 
while. He urged those present to walk in THAT 
LIGHT OF TRUTH AND THE WAY while it was 
possible, He said that the DARKNESS 
(UN.knowixq-the opposite of God).would be- 
fall them if they changed not. He urged them 
to make use of.the. LIGHT’while there was yet 
time-and then they (you) would’ be the 
‘Lightbearers”. . . 

I stand as a HOST MESSENGER-and,can 
only urge you to SEE AND HEAR! You have 
but a little while longer before the DARKNESS 
overtakes you-to move within the LIGHT, 
understand the LIGHT and become one with 
THE LIGHT-lest you perish in the physical 
form before you FIND YOUR TRUTH AND THE 
WAY. 

WHY ARE WE HERE? 

Well, it is NOT to save your assets OR your 
nations-not even the WORLD. We are given 
a commission to BRING THE WORD AGAIN IN 
PREPARATION FOR THE RETURN OF THE 

If you come not LIGHT UNTO YOUR PLACE. 
into TRUTH then you cannot recognize the 
consequences. However, God will bring HIS 
people into security. The task of the Hosts, as 
such, is to prepare a place for the 3etui-n~ and 
prepare l theD remnant for safe passage and 
survival DURING the time of ‘tribulation”. 

It is also told unto you that before the 
ending there would be a period of “time-, as 
you perceive it, wherein Satan would rule the 
Earth. THAT is defined as: DARKNESS SHALL 
SWEEP OVER THE WORLD! 

Is this ‘literal*? It can be, literally, dark- 
ness as ‘absence of sunlight” AND it means 
that Evil shall rule and ye shall be as in the 
“Dark Ages- of ignorance and slavery. 

WHO WILL BELIEVE? 

GOD’S PEOPLE! I think you readers had 
best consider this quite seriously. This is NOT 
“religion” of which we speak-this is YOUR 
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LIFE, JOHN AND MARY DOE. JUST AS THE bound by your physical ‘senses”. In the opinion matter? 
CHRISTED BEING CAME TO SHOW YOU THE LIGHTEDTRUTH universe you are BOUND BY I have received some five copies of a little 
WAY AND BRINGTRUTH FORYOUR DISCERN- NOTHIN<)LYOU ARE FREE, FOR YOU ARE booklet based on alecture by someone among 
MENT--WE TOO COME AS MESSENGERS TO WITHIN THE LIGHT OF EXPRESSION INTO you called Dr. J. Chiappalone, Centre of Knowl- 
TELLYOUTRUTH AND HOW 1T”IS”. FORCE IS AND WITHIN THE “KNOWING” AND NO edge 8s Supremacy, P.O. Box369, Nunawading, 
NOTOFGOD-ANDTHEREFORE, KNOWTHAT LONGERTRAPPEDBYTHESENSING EXPRES- Civ. 3131, Australia. We have a bit of a ‘rule 
WE WILL BADGER OR COERCE YOU =!I SION. of thumb” as to printing a thing when we have 
Your journey and your intents are YOUR GOD IS LIGHT. CHRIST IS LIGHT. YOU received numerous copies asking for the shar- 
business-NOT MINE NOR THE HOSTS’ ARE LIGHT (you have just forgotten). I, for ing. 
NOR THE GOVERNMENT’S, NOR WILL GOD instance, work for, dwell within, serve, func- With the focus in the media being on the 
DECIDE FOR YOU. YOU WILL MAKE tion within-GOD AND CHRIST! I AM, THERE- upheavals and prophecies lately-why notjust 
THOSE CHOICES. OUR MISSION ISTO BRING FORE, LIGHT-AND A CHRISTIAN! I have NO offer you the information and you can discern 
YOU TRUTH UPON WHICH YOU CAN MAKE ‘organized church or man-indoctrined” RELI- and judge for selves as to the probable, pos- 
VALID CHOICES-NO MORE AND NO LESS. GIONI I AM A CHRISTIAN IN TRUTH AND sible, or negative value of the whole. I cer- 
CHOOSE TO NOT USE THE INFORMATION WITHIN THE LIGHT OF GOD, MY FATHER! tainly do not need to comment, for you have 
AND SO BE IT, FOR WE SHALL NOT OVERLY Oh, you don’t like your “E.T. commanders YOU and you have GOD and you are GIVEN 
URGE YOUR PARTICIPATION NOR YOUR to be goodly, real, or Christed?” Well, good TRUTH. It is time for the students to take 
FALSE BELIEFS. IT IS NOT OUR BUSINESS buddies, sorry aboutTHAT. I AM WHAT I AM- examinations and check out in dry-run for 
WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO. WE WILL, HOW- AND, I AM WITH GOD AND CHRIST IN PRES- graduation failure or passage, no more and no 
EVER, GUIDE ‘OUR” PEOPLE “THROUGH” ENCE-WHERE MIGHT YOU BE????? You less. 
UNTILTHETIME IS PROPER FOR GOD’S NEXT most certainly do not need to follow me on I will offer first that which is on the back of 
MOVE. some kind of mission or another but YOU HAD the little booklet written in reference to the 

Ones can study ‘religions” until the pro- BEST GET RIGHT WITH GOD (AND CHRIST) material by someone called Eddie Roman0 (no 
verbial ‘hell freezes, and not even touch the OR YOU ARE IN FOR A HECK OF A RIDE! In information given) and John G. Stone, BU& 
fringes of TRUTH! Religions are conjured by addition, when you get that all nice and ness consultant and teacher of metaphysics 
MAN-TRUTH IS THAT WHICH IS. “Morality” straight-you WILL come to appreciate my for 27 years. 
is that state of being which isinclusive in presence as well. 

Is this a good reference or a bad 
I stand ONLY on truth in reference? It JUST @. YOU DO NOT KNOW 

actions WITHIN the LAWS OF GOD. By the conception and that TRUTH shall stand into ANY EDDIE ROMAN0 OR JOHN G. STONE, 
way, the laws in the Commandments are easy infinity-on its own validity. I have time to IN ALL PROBABILITY, AND YOU MOSTLY 
to discern-whether or not the edict is from wait-DO YOU? . DONT KNOW THE AUTHOR, DR. J. 
God or Man. Keeping that ‘Sabbath” on your CHIAPPALONE-BUT THEN, HOW MANY OF 
‘duffs* is one loser and there are several oth- STATE OF AFFAIRS YOU ACTUALLY KNOW NOSTRADAMUS OR 
ers which are so obviously set forth by JOHN THE REVELATOR?? I thank our friends 
churches for control andgain (for the churches) My state of affairs is/are in very good or- from Virginia, in the District of the U.S.A. of 
as to be laughable if not downright fraudulent. der. How are yours? I don’t have trouble the United Nation’s ONE WORLD ORDER for 

On the subject of ‘giving” let it be seen, making decisions as to my actions- for truth the document I will utilize. 
right here and now, that demands of a CHURCH serves me properly and sufficiently EVERY At first perusal we find no information- 
club upon your assets is NOT GIVING. It is TIME. I speak of truth of BEING-not empty even as to dates printed. Perhaps as we move 
TAXATION! WHERE YOU HAVE TAXATION words. I ACT IN TRUTH 
YOU HAVE THE GREED-MONGERS AND YOU AND JUSTICE-EVERY 
ARE ENSLAVED-BE IT TO A CHURCH CLUB TIME-AND EXPECT MY 
OR YOUR SPOUSE. ‘GIVING” IS AN “ACTION” CREW TO DO LIKEWISE. 
WHEREIN THE “CAUSE” IS ESTABLISHED IN Your business is YOUR 
THE EMOTIONAL BEING CALLED SOUL-RE- OWN-but ifyoureflect that 
FLECTED IN THE “EFFECT”, ‘ACTION” OF THE which I offer, falsely or in 
PHYSICAL IN RESPONSE TO THE CAUSE pretense of intent, you are 
WITHIN. NOT of my crew-you sim- 

ply FOOL SELF. You who 
WHY THE ASSAULT OF THE ACT in evil manner or in 

ADVERSARY OF GOD? false intent are NOT MY 
ENEMY, EITHER-YOU 

Well, students, the POINT OFTHE HIGHER SIMPLY SERVE MY ENEMY 
GAME-IS BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL-GOD who will, I might add, 
AND SATAN, IF YOU WILL. This game is squeeze you dry, use you 
played over the SOULS of God’s prime prop- badly and DUMP YOU L\ 

erty and most wondrous creation which frag- WHEN FINISHED WITH 
ments HIMSELF through YOU. Worse for the YOUR SERVICES-HOPE- 
‘bad guys” -IF God can WIN through simply FULLY, ON HIS PART, 
YOUR holding to the LIGHTED TRUTH, you WHILE YOU ARE BOUND \ 

EN0 i5 NW!.. ” 
will CREATE (your finest heritage) your pas- TO HIM. THE ENEMY 
sage, and the enemy loses. Evil intent can WILL PREFERABLY MUR- 
only control through bribery, trickery, games, DER YOU OR LEAVE YOU 

~ )  ̂

force, fear, and otherperceptions of physical UNABLE TO RECOVER 
.,. 

PERCEPTION. IF YOU DO NOT FALTER AND WITHIN THE LIGHT, FOR 
TURN AWAY FROM THE ‘LIGHT” HE CAN- IF HE LOSES YOU TO THE 
NOT TRAP YOU WITHIN THE PRISON OF LIGHT-HE LOSES! 
DARKNESS WHICH BINDS YOU TO THE 
PHYSICAL SHACKLES. THEREFORE, THE WHAT OF SOOTH- 
“BAD GUYS- LOSE. THEY HAVE ALREADY SAYERS. PROPHETS 
LOST-YOU ARE SIMPLY THE REMAINING AND SUCH? 
PAWNS! 

So, what have we? We have the REALITY of Friends, I don’t need to 
making choices. You can come up out of the or wish to comment on all 1 

ignorance and denial and INTO TRUTH (LIGHT), the confusion ,and chaos 
or, you can do whatever else you wish to do in going on about you. You 
forever searching in unrest for that elusive are IN CHAOS-LOOK 
gold ring (brass?) as urged on by the individ- AROUND YOU! Is it good Ancient techniques of starting religions. 
ual ego binding the ‘sensed- being. In the chaos or bad chaos? If you 
human format you are in a’sensed” universe- can’t tell, then does my 
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through the material there will be clues as to 
.dates” inclusive. But fast, Mr. Eddie Romano: 

[QUOTING:] 

-REVELATION OF THE TRUTH”- 
THE BOOK 

This is the ‘book of booksI for the times. 
This book is direct information free of all 

the waffle, padding, and glamour which often 
fill up many similar books. 

This book is not full of paradoxes, contra- 
dictions or semantics. it is claimed to be the 
science, the strategy, and the outline of events 
which are to culminate in the restoration of 
The Divine Plan on Earth! 

According to the book’s author, this is the 
real thing-no more hoaxes, IT’S TIME! This 
book outlines very dramatically the events 
behind and before us-it explains WHY to 
everythiFyou’ve ever wondered about the 
injustices and suffering which have plagued 
this planet for so long. 

The book is both evolutionary and pro- 
phetic; both esoteric and realistic. This is the 
book-for those who work for good; those who 
are in the Light; the ‘Light-besrers’, and those 
who aspire to truth, beauty, and goodness and 
quality of life for all! 

These are the people who will instinctively 
KNOW and recognize the truths presented in 
this book. These people will know and rejoice 
that many things are ON THE MOVE on this 
planet to restore its original Blueprint and 
purpose. 

This book outlines the schedule of events 
and circumstances which are to affect every 
individual life on this planet. This book can 
act as a pl snning guide, a handbook to the 
New Age, which is NOW! 

THE BOOK, although complex, is not an 
intellectual exercise. It is just what its title 
indicates, a revelation, a statement, even a 
decree1 This is a book to be shared with all 
those who have the ears to hear and the eyes 
to see. It is the book to be shared with all new 
age leaders and communicators. Indeed, it is 
“THE BOOK”! I personally recommend it1 Eddie 
Roman0 

[NOW MR. STONE:] ‘This is the most excit- 
ing book I have ever read. It at last really lifts 
the veil, packed with 4 12 pages of mind-blow- 
ing truth never before revealed. You will never 
be quite the same again after reading it.” 
(John Stone) 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We are now left in a quandary? Well, no, 
you are NOT going to have to sueer through 
4 12 pages of copy. This portion offered is from 
a LECTURE by the author. I would raise some 
flags FOR you, however. The reference to the 
“new age” is a bit of a clue ss to using CAU- 
TION until you find out what the writer MEANS 
by ‘new age”. 

[LECTURE, QUOTING:] 

CLEARING OF THE PLANET 

As more and more people become aware _ _ _ - _ 
and as information is accurately brought forth 
via meditation and other techniques, many 
will have revealed to them that Earth has 
entered the phase I have termed, ‘CLEARING 
OF THE PLANET”. 

This involves the death of over 90% of the 

Earth’s population in the next 15 years. [H: 
Oopsl low we already have a PROBLEM- 
from Ywhena do you have only lb years? 
Why do authors have such difficulty dating 
their material? Could it be to cover their 
bases IF THEY BE WRONG? It is both rude 
and a cop-out to fail to give sequence dates 
and “times” Thb. edict includes 90% of 
YOUR POPULATIOR 80 I would assume the 
dates would be interesting to YOU?] The 
consciousness of these beings is being dis- 
placed and will undergo a fate each has cho- 
sen for itself. 

In this chapter I will briefly give the Plan to 
be followed: 

(a) mechanism for clearing 
(b) the sequence of events 
(c) why these steps are being taken. 

What is occurring now on this planet is the 
final stage of a struggle of Evil against Good. 
Clearing of the planet is for the restoration of 
conditions suitable for proper evolution. At 
present the original DIVINE EVOLUTIONARY 
PLAN for this planet is not being followed. 

All units of consciousness in all levels, 
realms and dimensions are involved in the 
clearing. 

Naturally not all will accept that what is 
occurring is a phase of purging and clearing of 
the planet. 

The population will divide itself into three 
groups: 

(1) The first will reject outright this expla- 
nation of occurrences. It will attack me, the 
explanation and philosophy at the outset. 

(2) A second group will accept this rela- 
tively quickly and will come forward to play a 
part in this clearing phase. 

They have been prepared at other levels 
and dimensions for this announcement, for 
the disasters, for the healing and retraining. 
This is to occur before re-establishment of the 
new order. 

(3) The rest fall into a third group. They 
will be unsure. 

These are the ones who should put effort 
into digesting this information, contemplate 
what is given, connect to their true identity 
and ask for confirmation. 

A meticulously prepared plan for clearing 
this planet is being followed. The co-ordina- 
tion and supervision are the responsibility of 
the Sons of Light. 

The plan has seven recognizable stages. 

Stage 1: 

A period of warnings and reminders by 
prophets, seers, gnostics, clairvoyants, mys- 
tics, etc., over many centuries occurred. 

All cultures have had multiple repeated 
warnings that a time of personal accounting to 
a Superior Being would arrive. 

A day of atonement would occur., Writings 
and utterings of St. John of the Gospels, St. 
Malachy, Nostradamus, Edgar Cayce and oth- 
ers are examples of these warnings. 

Unfortunately, through the evil corrup- 
tion, distortion and pollution of these wsrn- 

ings over many generations, the reminder of 
personal responsibility and a Day of Atone- 
ment has been dismissed by most. 

These warnings have been reduced to al- 
most mythical stories of little worth; most 
think they are fairy tales. 

These messages have been distorted to 
levels of childish jibberish-very much by an 
evil purposeful usurper. 

Stage 2: 

A period in which minor but significant 
occurrences such as tragedies and the ever- 
increasing incidence of natural disasters would 
herald an unprecedented change in the des- 
tiny of the planet. 

The tidal waves, earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, droughts, famines, accidents of all. 
types, brushfires, riots, strikes, wars and vio- 
lence of all types have been numerous enough 
in the recent past. 

Stage 3: 

Has been revelation of the Truth and deliv- 
ery of this message via these books and activi- 
ties of the Centre of Knowledge and Supremacy. 

Stage 4: 

This is the stage we are now in as this book 
is being written. It is marked by the rejection 
of this Truth, this message, these revelations. 
It is punctuated by pseudo-intellectualization 
of these writings by pseudo-intellectuals, vari- 
ous academics, authorities, institutions, self- 
appointed teachers, mystics, gurus, etc. [Ii: 
Well, that is certainly pretty inclusive.] 

These people and hiersrchies will give ev- 
ery reason under the sun why the things now 
revealed sre not to be believed. 
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Continuation of Lecture ‘CLEARING OF 
THE PLANET-: 

Stage 5: 

This is the occurrence of massive disas- 
ters. Stages 4,5, and 6 will overlap somewhat 
because Stane 6 is the phase of realization by 
people that what was given was correct. 

The acceptance may be a reluctant one, 
forced by the occurrences of Stage 5. 

Nonetheless, the realization of Stage 6 
brings people to the inevitability of Stane 7 
which is the period of JUDGMENT and TRANS- 
MUTATIONS of all the Unities of Conscious- 
ness. 

They will be judged for the part they played 
in creating or supporting this mess. 

The JUDGMENT will be by a projection of 
the consciousness of the Supreme into all 
realms. On this level He will appear as the 
SUPREME BEING. 

After this stage will follow the periods of 
healing, retraining and re-establishment of 
the New Evolutionary Plan. 

Only those judged fit to continue will do 
so. All others will be transmuted back to 
primordial energy. They will lose their con- 
sciousness forever. 

The mechanism of clearing includes: 

1. Increasing number of minor accidents- 
motor car, shipping, aeroplane, industry, etc. 
2. Exposure of Evil at all levels and subse- 
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quent actions-at individual, corporations, 
institutions. national and international lev- 
els. It will involve any and every walk of life 
including religious sects and gurus. 

3. Persistent minor disasters which increase 
in frequency and severity with an ever-in- 
creasing death toll-floods, bush-fires, hurri- 
canes. volcanoes, landslides, famines, earth- 
quakes, etc. 

4. Spread of fatal diseases: 
l A.I.D.S. 
l new strains of influenza viruses 
* other new viruses, etc. 
The mode of distribution of these will be 

Rore diverse. AIDS will become transmuted 
y seafood, particulsriy crustacean flesh. 

. Persistent and ever increasing fighting- 
;ots, violent strikes, minor battles and wars. 

: hese will extract an ever-increasing toll of 
.joth civilians and military personnel. 

,i . Major disasters-these will affect Central 
ilurope and the Mediterranean area, the South 
China Sea area, plus Japan and North America. 
Flooding will also affect Asia, Australia, Ant- 
arctica, New Zealand. The result of these 
major disasters will include famine, more fight- 
ing with riots and looting, disease and pesti- 
!ence, rodents and pollution. 

i. Rotation of the planet on its Axis. 

A review of the very recent past will leave 
one in little doubt of such occurrences. The 
accidents and disasters have included: 

* tidal waves such as in Bangladesh with 
over 11,000 dead 
* earthquake in Mexico-over 3 5,000 
dead 
* volczuroes and landslides in Colombia- 
over 25.(?00 dead 
l droughts and famines in Africa-count- 
less dead 
* motor car accident deaths all over the 
world-we are now insensitive to the sta- 
tistrcs unless personally involved. 
l air accidents-unprecedented number in 
1985. [H: Clue, readers. The speaker 
refers to 1986 as if it were current. That 
would also add up to the change of major 
intent coming in year 2000. 80 we can 
probably be looking at a dateline within 
year 1986.1 
There are violent strikes, riots, wars, bomb- 

rngs, terrorism and War in the Middle East, 
Yicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Afghani- 
stan, South America, Cambodia and so on. 

Many riots, acts of violence and tragedies 
apart from those in South Africa, Great Britain 
and the Philippines occur. Most are censored 
and not released to the outside world. [H: 
Remember, readers, this is coming from 
Australia-not downtown Burbank, USA.] 

By the time this book is being read by the 
public the Plan will have revealed major disas- 
ters in Japan and the Mediterranean. 

The plan cannot be stopped or changed. 
[H: Interruption to remind you of some- 

thing: WITH GOD ALL THIBGS ARE POS- 
SIBLE AND TO SAY IT CANNOT BE STOPPED 
IS EITHER AN ERROR IN PERCEPTION OR 
MIS-SPEAK! WORSE YET, TO CLAIM IT 
CAN’T BE CHANGED (ALTERED) IS TOTALLY 
INCORRECT IN CONCEPT-IF YOU BELIEVE 
IN AN ALMIGHTY GOD CREATOR.] 

The Sequence of Events is Fixed. With 

regard to timing, there is a minor variability 
factor, however, because the Energy pattern 
translating frompne level to another to cause 
the changes can be varied in the translation. 

This has to do with inter-actions of many 
other factors, nonetheless, the sequence of 
events is FIXED and not only that, the vari- 
ability factor means that the predictions may 
occur slightly ahead of the time revealed here, 
or they may be slightly delayed. 

The South China Sea srea will be sub- 
jected to fault line shift and the Japanese 

can’t tell WHO is giving the information- 
but when there ars flawa of a major kind as 
pointed out above--it is something staged 
at the time of writing as a terror tactic. All 
of the things mentioned as probable so fah 
ARE-if things move on without change, no 
more and no less.] 

World economies wilI be reduced to sub- 
sistence farming. 

The African and South American Conti- 
nents wilI be subjected to flooding, famine, 
riots and wars, looting and disease and pesti- 

islands roll into the sea in the last quarter of lence. 
1986. Breakdown of control in hygiene will allow 

Massive flooding will occur along the East- pests, including insects, birds and rodents, to 
ern Asian Coastline -Korea, China and South multiply very quickly. They will compete for 
East Asia will be affected. The wash will affect available food among themselves and against 
the Philippines, Indonesia, Australia, New humans. They will spread disease from areas 
Zealand, etc. of catastrophes and will be unstoppable. 

At approximately the same time, sn equiva- Australia will be subjected to flooding on 
lent movement in the Swiss and Italian Alps the occasion of the South China Sea shift in 
will cause massive earthquakes in Southern 1986 and when the North American Continent 
Italy. Eventually massive land chunks break breaks up, New Zealand will be likewise af- 
off the peninsula and fall into the sea. fected and eventually will be reduced to small 

Sea levels rise and flooding of adjacent islands. 
lands occurs-flooding in Greece, Turkey, Australia will be divided into four by the 
Middle East, Spain, North Africa. slow flooding. 

Compensating land elevation in the Atlan- As stated in Book No. 1 Revelation of the 
tic Ocean will occur. Truth Australia is the Centre for co-ordinating 

Central Europe will experience sporadic redevelopment and plays important roles in 
land collapses, earthquakes and massive migration. 
destruction. Intercontinental communications will be 

Flooding will also affect Northern Europe, reduced severely. 
Denmark, The Netherlands, British Isles, etc. Air travel and sea travel will be greatly 

The result will be loss of farming land, loss reduced. Skilled personnel will be missing. 
of crops, farm animals, severe cuts in commu- Fossil fuels will be unavailable. The danger of 
nication, destruction of road and rail links. disease transmission will make travellers un- 

Eventually, all these factors will reduce welcome. 
the population of Europe to less than 5% of The Antarctic Continent will thaw out as 
the present number. the Earth changes its axis in 1998. 

In Northern America minor earthquakes Communications with the race inside the 
will herald the major shift in the San Andreas Earth (the planets are all hollow) will occur as 
fault line in early 1992 {H: Whew... missed inter-dimensional barriers are broken. 
that one...] this is the year in which the New The net effect of sll these changes is to 
Sun will appear in our Solar System. [H: reduce the population of the Earth to less than 
Gosh, I guess you guys missed that too?] 10% of the present number. 

As the West Coast of the North American The reason for all these changes is quite 
Continent breaks off and falls into the Pacific simply stated. 
Ocean, the new border rises. The Eastern This planet is no longer fit to continue in 
border falls and flooding will occur from Bos- the present pattern of evolution. 
ton to Miami. [H: Does he ACTUALLY mean the “planet” 

Water will also flow in from Hudson Bay 1s not worthy or *man of the planet” i8 not 
going south to join the Great Lakes. These will worthy-there is a whole great big bunch of 
then drain easterly and south into the Gulf of difference. What is meant by “fit”? IS it too 
Mexico. sick, too underevolved, overevolved or just 

This flooding will mean loss of the area %&it”? She is sick, brothers, but she is 
known as the corn belt of the U.S.A.; world already evolved-mankind is the one who 
famine will result. makes big noise and destroys. I would 

[H: Because I insert notations does NOT watch my backsides if I were mankind- 
mean you should simply pass this off as a because when Earth cleanses self-it will be 
figment of imagination for these points are with a very big fly-swatter.] 
very well worthy of your attention. You just There is a need to separate the Wheat from 

AND YOU VJANT TO bn 
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the Chti. Units of consciousness are made up of a Nutrition in the real plan was by direct 
There is to be a time of ‘Reaping and Hsr- fundamental Permanent Atom (PA beings). pranic absorption. After the completion of the 

vesting’! This has a Nucleus and Rings ofJAware- transformation period, by the year 3,000, that 
The original Divine Plan of evolution for ness. is how it will be again. 

the Earth has been distorted. It is created for the Universe by the corre- No being was to kilI another in order to 
An intolerable level of fear, pain and suf- sponding Absolute. fulfill an artificial instinct. 

fering has been reached. Its function is to experience, express and Some foods are more dangerous than oth- 
The anguish, confusion, depression, tor- experiment and progress from Class 1 to Class 7. ers to the spiritual well-being of conscious- 

ture and emotional exploitation to which TRUE In this Universe a polarization experiment ness, and cause more programming than oth- 
BEINGS have been subjected have demanded resulted in the Units of Class 7 manifesting ers. 
a STOP to all this. evil. 3. TRANSLOCATION 

An end has been ordered to all the suffer- OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
ing and Evil. [H: Oh? Who did this ‘order- [H: Everybody with us so far? Good, 
ing”? Would this author be suggesting that because this writer lost me back at the Some consciousnesses have been kid- 
it would be that GOD who can’t “change opening paragraph! Indeed, right at para- napped from, and translocated to other plan- 
anything now in motion”? I would look at graph original, numero uno, number0 one, ets, solar systems, galaxies and even other 
this edict most carefully, readers.] alpha and I suppose it will continue in its universes-all in order to mix, confuse and 

Those judged not worthy to continue will absurdity right through paragraph Omega exploit. (H: Kidnapped, yet! I find that idea 
cease to exist. so let us go on as we now get a lesson in how interesting since YOU have the prime “ban- 

evil works.] ishment” (check meaning of banishment 
REASON FOR CLEARING with the Native Americans) planet for ones 

THE PLANET EVIL CREATED SYSTEMS with LESSONS TO BE LEARNED. YOU ARE A 
PRISON PLANET! You cannot get off the 

This Cleansing and Purging of the Planet is 1. REINCARNATION AND KARMA planet. If you go out you hare to come back, 
necessary because a great drop in awareness if you go up you have to come back down. 
of the True Beings has occurred and this in Reincarnation is also an evil plot. It is a You have problems, friends!] 
turn has allowed takeover by Evil. plot to filter memory, to confuse, to frustrate There are approximately 1 billion people 

Society is Evil and unjust. [H: %ociety” and to cause a fall in awareness. [H: BS!!] on Earth today who do not belong here. (H: 
In itself is nothing-society is a compila- Once a Permanent Atom being is created Absurd! If you are on the Earth today-you 
tion of people and people begin with the by the Absolute, that Unit of Consciousness most certainly belong here.] 
individual-YOU, as a matter of fact. Soci- could only be adjusted or transmuted by the Due to these evil creations and practices, 
ety is whatever PEOPLE make it to be. It is Absolute, that is, it could not die, but the a near total replacement of all original strut- 
not some entity with its own resource-it bodies given to it by the Evil Mind do die. tures occurred. 
requires YOU, AND YOU AND YOU!] Between bodies the consciousness is forced to As was outlined in the book, Revelation of 

The physical. emotional and spiritual suf- reside in etheric and astral worlds created for the Truth, all the Maya and evil structures, evil 
fering of the True Beings can no longer be this very existence. agents and emotions will be destroyed totally 
tolerated. (H: By WHOM?] Memory is filtered every time the bodies and forever to allow the re-establishment of 

The social breakdowns at all levels, in- are entered or left. the DIVINE Plan. 
eluding individual, family, national and inter- In these other worlds, mastership ladders, When distortion to this Universe was noted, 
national levels, could not be tolerated any hierarchies, schools for initiates were all in- rescuers were sent to investigate, review, re- 
further. [H: Again, by WHOM? I warn you vented as tricks to fool the consciousness. [H: port back, then rectify and reestablish order. 
now that I can hardly make it through this Sounds more like “unconsciousness” to me.] That is what is occurring now. 
material, readers. I respect the offering, Reincarnation is a plot, therefore, used to Initially they presented as teachers to re- 
but I cannot concur with almost ALL of the expose beings to the same circumstances of awaken people to what had happened. 
reasoning, if there be any such thing. If you exploitation again and again and again. Some of the teachers presented as well- 
have a SUPREME BEING of CREATOR stat- KARMA (or accumulated merit or demerit known spiritual philosophers-Rsma, Krishna, 
ure-that ONE can do anything, stand any- of these lives) is also EVIL. It is a punitive law. Moses, Buddha, Jesus, Mohammad, Sai Baba, 
thing and CREATE ANYTHING-including Perfection in this realm is impossible be- Babaji (Heidskhan). Others were not as promi- 
your evolution.] cause the agents of evil programming cannot nent, but helped with teaching, philosophy, 

The planet was heading for self-destruc- be completely avoided under present circum- the arts, etc. 
tion. stances. Even the life force is tainted with an Others worked quietly and incognito for 

This could not be allowed to happen. evil intent. the good of the planet. 
Why this mess has resulted and how things What this has meant of course is that the The beings were reminded by these teach- 

became this bad was explained in the book beings entering this evil universe are trapped ers again and again and again, that a distor- 
Revelation of the Truth. for they are forever paying KARMA for trsns- tion had occurred. 

Briefly, the main points csn be summa- gressions. Unfortunately, the warnings fell j deaf 
rieed here: Not only that, but also the KARMIC LAW ears. The society became evil. The t :hings 

Creation is massive. It is divided into invented by EVIL MIND has been dispensed were pounced upon and distorted total so that 
sectors. unjustly! through the sges they have become ineffective. 

Each sector is the responsibility of the The punishment metered out to the true The truth of their teachings has been 
Supreme. There is a hierarchy, however. In Permanent Atom Beings has not been the just g r o s s 1 y 
this sector three Higher Absolutes control punishment for the transgressions commit- disfaured. ZIGGY/ BY Tom Wiison 
seven Absolute Creators each. [H: SAY ted. They have been exploited. [H: Yes, 
WHAT???] Having no memory of transgressions has and I be- 

Each Absolute Creator is responsible for allowed this evil practice to continue. gin to see 
seven Universes. Only a few special beings have escaped WHO has 

Our Universe is one of seven under one this evil system. [H: Do you suppose the h e 1 p e d 
Absolute. author made his escape?] that dis- 

Each Universe has a hierarchy of con- figure- 
sciousness. There are seven classes of con- 2. THE FOOD CHAIN ment 
sciousness. 8long!] It 

An interdependent food chain was created has be- 
1. Mineral into the bogus creation. This locks all beings come hid- 
2. Vegetable in the physical into fear, emotional exploita- den in the 
3. Animal tion and dependence. proclama- 
5. Spiritual Not only that, programming can occur at tions ofhi- 
6. Galactic any link in the chain, hence AUTOMATIC and erarchical 
7. Universal INVOLUNTARY programming occurs because structures 

everything is CONTAMINATED. in ever-in- 
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chasing rules, regulations, dogma, rhetoric, etc. least he is giving you longer than his tions that each individual must return within 
All these merely confused the issue. The otiqlnal 15 year-plan.] and contact the inner nuclear mind. (Ht It 

resultant institutions (called religions) have sounds to me as if the individual should 
stifled the True Divine messages. [H: My 8. Tho&e to continue will be awakened, healed connect and contact his own BRAIR.) He 
golly, can’t the kettle ever see his own black if spiritually injured, and retrained to the must contact his Essences within. He must 
backsides while pointing fingers at the pot? 
Has this speaker in authority done better? 

modes required for the New Era. [H: Awak- find out his identity, his very own and unique 
ened? If all %onsciousness” is gone- blueprint, his aIlegisnce and his WORTHINESS. 

Worse? Do you see the difficulty we have as what is there to awaken?] The faithless and evil will superficially re- 
ordinary old Hosts in your incredibly UN- ject all this because they will not wsnt to 
CONSCIOUS world? The simplicity of TRUTH The Trtisformation period of 1,000 years believe. They will attack or deny all this. Deep 
is so incredible and magnificent. Why do will occur after this. In it a reversal of the down they know it is all true. There is no 
you continue in the offering of more and bogus changes to the environment, King- escape and they know it. Their protests are in 
more ridiculous garbage to be heaped upon doms, creatures, etc., will occur. vain. They have had countless chances. [H: 1 
you? BECAUSE--rrith KNOWING TRUTH- 
COME8 RESPONSIBILITY AND EVERYONE 

guess I know where I fit.] 
The body for the New Age will evolve with They know all these things ate inevitable 

WANTS TO HIDE FROM RESPONSlBlLlTYf I] the passage of each generation. The new and they will crawl away to exist within their 
These institutions have been overrun by non- body will not need: self-created bubble, containing that Gloom of 
PA beings who serve evil. Doom until they are judged and transmuted. 

These institutions have restricted free * respiratory To the skeptics I suggest that they tabu- 
thought, confused, caused prejudice, intoler- l alimentary, and late what is given and that they tick off the 
ante and fanaticism. They have become re- * sexual tracts. [H: That ought to events as they occur, and of course see their 
vengeful and punitive. bring terror to the hearts of Dr. Ruth, own skepticism crushed by the occurrences. 

They have fostered wars, bigotry, hatred not to mention the laxative industry. [H: I also suggest you do this for you will feel 
and tortuous inquisitions. Why have Yhuman” if you arm not going ever so much the better for having noted 

They have imposed punishments and re- to be HUMAN? I guess this is just an- that most has not come off, on time at the 
strictions. other limitation of God?] least, and never at best.] 

They have highlighted their own differ- To the truly faithful beings this informa- 
ences so that there would be more violence, It will be impervious to injury, disease and tion will help bring enlightenment, joy, happi- 
confusion, hatred, intolerance and wars. death. ness and fulfillment. [H: He has got to be 

The result has been persistent religious Improvements will occur with each new kidding.] 
wars and persecutions with all sides claiming generation. They will look with excitement to the fu- 
to represent God. Genetic and congenital abnormalities and ture World of Peace, harmony and blissful 

[H: Ah, but did this author not give you malformations will be rectified. progress to their True abode-the realm of the 
a LIMITED God who couldn’t change any- Consciousness will be continuous when Absolute. [H: The “absolute” WHAT?] 
thing in thk FIXED and wondrous plan? Is the shell is dropped-we are the generations The faithful will focus on the New World 
this some other God or Absolute that is which will not know death. [H: Ah, I see he and not on the painful and inevitable steps 
going to DEPOPULATE AND ORDER TO has included himself within “the genera- needed to rid this planet of evil. 
DOOM A WHOLE BUNCH OF YOU BUMS? tions” which will not know death.] They will inherit the EARTH. (H: Good Hf, 
My, my, how interesting. Well, let us go on Nutrition will eventually be by direct en- who would want an unccusciow earth with an 
for this is at the least entertaining and ergy absorption. [H: I hope so-with no l beoluta (fool perhaps) for a creator?] 
amusing in conceptual lack of understand- alimentary systems.] They will NEVER look back! (H: Never look 
ing of TRUTH.] Killing of other for food will not occur. back? I thought they would inherit the 

With the cleansing phase, as conscious- The various classes of consciousness in thing so where is what to look “back” at?] 
ness is cleared out of the physical, other things the physical bodies will be revealed and be- Dr. J. Chiappalone 
will happen: [H: I’m sorry to interrupt again come recognizable. 
but it appears this person is going to have Many are undergoing changes to their [END OF QUOTING] 
all consciousness cleared out of the physi- physical and subtle bodies to bring down 
cal. I thought the masses on Earth planet connections to a Sunra-Mental consciousness May God in His great Wisdom-HELP US 
were already without consciousness.] for the rest of the population. ALL, PLEASE! 

It would not have been possible to restore Enough ‘Karma” for today, scribe. Go forth 
1. The Evil Mind will be trapped and destroyed this dimension to order without: and be glad-that it is not this aforegoing 

and a benign replacement given. [H: What PLAN which is the Divine Plan in the Mind of 
a relief.] 1. Destruction of the EVIL MIND, its evil GOD! Bless and thank GOD for HIS infinite 

society and its evil non-PA beings. GRACE and unlimited capabilities from 
2. There will be a systematic placement of all which can flow CREATION of such magnifi- 

beings in their proper class. [H: Class?] 2. Clearing of the planet. cence as to stagger the imaginings. Praise 
God that consciousness is RETURNING unto 

3. Those from other worlds will be returned. 3. Introduction of new unpolluted energy God’s people and unconsciousness is being 
[H: I don’t want any of your unconscious into this Universe (in this solar system it lessened. 
ones in MY WORLD! Keep it in your will be dispensed by a new Sun). May, further, this ‘Chip off the old 
hearts.] Baloney” (Chiappalone) be honored and 

What is happening is necessary and inevi- blessed for the lessons he offers, for there is 
4. A New Sun will introduce anewunnolluted table and for the aood of all faithful true not a measure to be paid in value as is the 

energy. [H: Your OLD sun doesn’t pro- beings in creation. EXAMPLE. 
duce pollution-YOU do.] It is with this knowledge of these revela- 

5. The bogus creations will be replaced. [H: 
Creation IS. How can you simply replace “Pick the topic you like: the Middle East, international tetir- 
that which IS? Further, since Creation 
IS, then there, by the laws of universal 

ism, Central America, whatever it is - the picture of the world 

physics, be NO “BOGUS,, CREATIONS. that’s presented to the public has only the remotest relation to 
Think about it.] reality. The truth of the matter is buried under edifice after- 

6. All will be judged. [H: No, all will JUDGE 
SELVES!] 

: ~ecliiice of lies..%s not like a -totalitarian state, where it’s done: ‘: 
I 

’ : .by .force. Th&e a&iev&&r& ‘are. under tindition& of fiSed&.“’ 
7. All found unworthy will be transmuted - 

within the next 40 years-this is the 
Noam Chomsky (M.I.T.), Media Control. 

TRANSMUTATION PERIOD. (H: Well, at 

salu. 
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New Gaia : Products 
SPELT 

Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. 
SpeZta is a grain of its own unique being. It is the 
best fiber resource, and has large amounts of B- 
17 (anti-carcinoma). It is the grain GOD gave to 
the planet as ‘Imanna” when humans were placed 
upon it. 

Spelt was brought from the Middle East more 
than 9,000 years ago; it is a well tested product. 
It has since spread over the European Conti- 
nent. Very recently, Spelt has enjoyed renewed 
popularity in Europe as a result of translations 
of mystical writings of the 12th century healer, 
St. Hildegard of Bingen, who praised Spelt as the 
grain best tolerated by the body. The OZd Testa- 
ment mentions Spelt in Exodus 9:31, 32 and 
lcd&iel4:9. 

Today it is used in the West in much the same 
way as wheat; one main distinction is that the 
people with allergies to wheat frequently do not 
react to Spert Although SpeIt contains gluten, 
those with gluten sensitivity, even celiacs, can 

many disorders, especially chronic digestive prob- recognized as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) . 
lems of all kinds, chronic infections (herpes, About 95% of the energy needed to ‘run the 
AIDS), nerve and bone disorders (Parkinson’s machinery’ that keeps each cellgoingand healthy 
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, arthritis), cancer is produced in the mitochondria. Unfortunately, 
and antibiotic side effects. the mitochondria are particularly damaged by 

free radicals and cumulative levels of so-called 
GAIAlVDRIAIVA ‘background” radiation in our modern environ- 

ment. These compromised mitochondria, like 
Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic half-dead batteries, then lead to impaired cellu- 

which provides basic ‘foods’ to help cells, weak- lar functioning and health. Thus is the impor- 
ened by the stresses of modern life, to return to tance of AquaGaia, with its assimilatable supply 
a state of health. of healthy mitochondria - like ‘fresh batteries” 

The better our cells function, the greater is for the body’s cells. 
the stamina returned to our internal defense The better our cells function, the greater is 
systems, and the better we can counter the the stamina returned to our internal defense 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- systems, and the better we can counter the 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 
of course, being well. ers. 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as 
“chondriana” in the Biological literature) are 2/11/93#2 HATom 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a GAIAlVDRIAlVA & AOUAGAIA 
‘pat-man* operation of sorts. However, bevond 

that, - “the To help in understanding the workings of 
Gaiandriana are ca- these organic l pac-menm you must realize that 
pable of stimulating there is a protein covering ‘cap’ on viruses. The 
cellular structural protein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom 
repairs due to dam- and is the part of the virus that recognizes and 
age caused by, for binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to 
instance, free radi- reproduce. 
cals and cumulative AquaGaia, in con’unction with the 
levels or so-called Gaiandnana, knock out d e zinc atom (a simple 
‘background” radia- ‘charge” change), which renders the protein 
tion in our modem ineffective. This is a breakdown of ‘parts” of the 
environment. Gaiandriana male-female DNA structure which 
Healthy DNA and releases many working variants but frees the 
RNA within the nu- Gaiandrionettes or Qillers~ to take out that zinc 
clei of our cells then atom and pass right into the affected cell. With- 
lead to properly out the ‘cap”, the virus cannot reproduce and 
formed and concen- infect more cells-further, the damaged virus 
trated enzymes, feeds the Gaiandriana unified cells and the 
upon which healthy circulating mitochondria. 
cellular function de- Healthy cells are not affected because they 
pends. lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus. 

Gaiandriana Iiq- These ‘Gaia, compounds have an effect on 
uid is made entirely cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on the 
from wholesome cancer cells from producing a’messengei mol- 
natural ingredients. ecule that blocks a second enzyme from attack- 

ing the cancer cell’s DNA The compounds (Gaia) 
AOUAGAIA have been seen to actually take out leukemia, 

breast, brain and colon cancer cells. We have no 
CompleLientary claim to anything other than stating that people 

to the Gaiandriana utilizing these simple and natural substances do 
product, AquaGaiais show improved well-being and do report feeling 
also a non-alcoholic generally and, often remarkably, improved as to 
health tonic which state of health, thought processes and stamina. _ _ . _ 

Spelt is richly en-’ 
dowedwith nutrients. In 
general, it is higher in 
protein, fat and fiber 
than most varieties of 
wheat. An important feature is its highly water- provides basic “foods” to help cells, weakened by The.obvious conclusion is that there might 
soluble fiber, which dissolves easily and allows the stresses of modem life, to return to a state of well be good reports of better health and faster 
for efficient nutrient assimilation by the body. healthy function. recovery, following infection by other viruses, 
S#t also contains essential amino acids, which AquaGaia contains mithndria. These are than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
combine with the protein in Spelt constitute a themajorbiochemicalenergyaprocessors”within react in generally the same manner. 
source for human plasma. To use Speltin baked cellular metabolism. First, enzymes begin the It is known that many diseases are due to 
goods, cereals-and other dishes calling for wheat breakdown process of organic nutrients (like retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
or other grains, substitute it one for one. You will fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to intermedi- viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal 
likely always have to add gluten (from wheat) to ate substances such as amino and pyruvic ac- forms). We, again, make no medical claims-we 
give satisfactory yeast products. ids. Then, in the next ‘bucket brigade” step, are simply reporting in an effort to explain WHAT 

At a major clinic in Konstanz, Germany, Spelt these various acid molecules are processed within takes place within the cellular structures of 
has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of the mitochondria to release chemical energy living organisms. 

usually tolerate it. In ad- 
dition, SpeZt is appreci- 
ated as much for its 
hearty nut-like flavor as 
for its healing qualities. 

The grain berry 
grows an exceptionally 
thick husk that protects 
it from pollutants and 
insects. It is stored with 
its husk intact, so it re- 
mains fresher. Thus, 
unlike other grains, it is 
not normally treated 
with pesticides or other 
chemicals. The strong, 
protective husk may also 
be a metaphorical sig- 
nature of this grain’s 
capacity to strengthen 
immunity. Spelt con- 
tains special carbohy- 
drates (Mucopolysac- 
chat-ides) which are an 
important factor in blood 
clotting and stimulating 
the body’s immune sys- 
tem. 
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NOTE the teaitself-but as you know, even the MO-GU glutamic acid, proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, 
tea can make you quite light-headed. There is no valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, 

If any product you receive has an unpleasant alcohol in the beverage although you may very phenylalanine, ornithine, tryptophan. 
odor - it is from the finishing culture process. welI think so as the body rushes to uptake the The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly fuel supply. This is not a medical-chemical per day. 
dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- concoction so you could take the entire bottle GaiaTrim 
ence-refrigerate after opening and reclosing. without damage or hazard-but you might well 

IMPORTANT: Do not r&x the two, 
Gaiandriana and AquaGab, together for &or- 
age as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are ag- 
gressive and begin to “cat” the Gaiandriana 
for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their 
appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they 
are not particularly compatible once the avail- 
able fuel supply is exhausted. Juices are 
excellent to take with the AquaGaia because 
the mitochondria must have the fuel derived 
from same, the most effective juice being 
from the tropical %uavaW fruit. Any juice is 
fiae, however, and ia most pleasant to intake. 
Diabetics should utilize whatever juices are 
available on their food plau to keep within the 
de guidelines for calories and other require- 
ments 

Themostinnocuousandeasyintakeavail- 
able is simply a few drops under the tongue, 
both products taken at the same time or at 
Mereat times of the day. Ona the ‘%itial” 
program is completed, and the maintenance 
level of intake isbeing followed, certainly the 
drops under the tongue are the least annoy 
bag to say daily rtlptmnA. 

GaiaLsvte 

GaiaLyte is brought forth from KargasokTea 
This IS the basic component of MO-GU tea as we 
have used the teaby that name. TheGaiaLyte is 
a fulIy integrated electrolytic liquid. The %ink’ 
is a %oncentrateg (3 to 1 minimum-as much to 
one as you like maximum). It contains EVERY- 
THING supplemental to Ga.iandriana-INCLUD- 
ING A GROWING-PROGRAMMING BASE OF 
GAIANDFUANA AND BASIC DRIANAS. It also 
containsenoughCarbragaiatoequalafullsched- 
ule of what is being used in Mexico-(shark-fin 
cartilage). If you are using MO-GU-keep on-it 
can only enhance your full-rounded intake-but 
it WILL NOT be the same. However, the “neti 
drink will supply all you need without it. This is 
NOT A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We 
are not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are 
not anythinvcept hopefully, sharers of infor- 
mation. 

The GaiaLyte has a full spectrum of vitamins, 
minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, Oxy- 
genators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary to 
‘program* the cells in the tea membrane AND 
the Gaiandrianaincluded. This does not replace 
the Gaiandriana used otherwise, This is a 
PERFECT medium to enhance the ability of the 
Gaiandriana you already take to enhance it- 
self-reinforcement fuel, if you will. 

You can dilute the concentrate with water 
AND/or anything you like. May we recommend 
apple juice and/or Cranberry. The apple juice is 
to flush out the gallbladder and the cranberry 
juice flushes out the bladder (urine). You may 
use as much as you like of either OR both and we 
would hope you would do so on a continuing 
basis because of the value of these two products 
and their focus of use. 

We believe you will find it a very tasty bever- 
age but we ask that no matter how ‘good”, just 
keep to the ‘program” amounts or you may find 
yourself a bit ‘Iwoozy’ immediately after intake. 
This is due more to the Aloe Vera present than 

not feel so great for a bit afterward-and it ii totally 
UNNECESSARY for any expected positive re- 
sponse. 

Excerpt from 3/l/94 
CONTACT. P. 10 

This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or 2/23/94 #1 HATOm 
sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic en- 
hancement. It sometimes, as with other per- I have been nagged and badgered to put 
sons’ elixir-takes weeks or months to feel any together something that would help to remove 
difference. ONCE balanced, however, you will and keep off excess body fat. You people are so 
note that at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you focused on the purely physical aspect of experi- 
take around six ounces of Gaiandriana and ence as to concern me. However, there IS need 
double up on the GaiaLyte-you will probably among the population for some help in con- 
note positive response in about an hour. Re- trolling the negative problems of ‘lipoid and 
member-you are activating the enhanced im- horizontally challenged” people. Of course there 
mune system and it takes a while to accomplish is an array of natural herbal assistants for the 
this task. problem. There are also the very practical pro- 

grams available for self-hypnotic training for the 
ALOE JUICE body. Our people will, my request was by mid- 

(Whole Leaf, Cold Pressed March, have a full #program” in herbal form to 
Aloe Vera Co~~eAtrak) interact with the fat molecules which will cause 

them to “liquefy” and then with abundant fluid 
Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history intake, wash away the surplus cellular material. 

that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and The reason this is so valuable is that you are 
cultures, and appears in countless ‘folk rem- leavingyournecessary muscle tissue untouched 
ediess as a plant revered for its healing qualities. which produces the end results of alean, healthy 

Aloe Juioe is a whole-leaf concentrate pre- body. You will have to check with the ‘Gaia, 
pared from the freshly harvested leaves of the people for we don’t stick our noses into the 
&ubadensis M&r Aloe Vera plant. Aloe Juice business of the product offerings. Do #I” present 
guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of muco- the formulas and ‘create” the products? Not in 
polysaccharides per liter. all instances-but yes, I do. Dharma is stuck 

The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include with the nasty job of physicaIly combining the 
mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides substances and doing the #gardening. How- 
(ghcomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, man- ever, shethea~haa~othiagfurther to dowiththe 
nose, galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, ste- management or presentation. I can promise 
roids, organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucu- you, for instance, that she thought she could 
ronic acids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and make bread until she reaches Heaven’s gate. I 
amylase), trace sugars, calcium oxalate, a pro- watched her ‘tryi@ to put a loaf together from 
tein containing 18 amino acids, ‘wound heali&’ a batch of spelt which had lost its instruction 
hormones, biogenic stimulators, saponins, vita- label-and GONE were the steps and amounts. 
mins B 1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, folic acid, We remove these tid-bits from her memory 
chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, sodium, for the most part for she has enough other topics 
potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many other with which to deal and we want NO connections 
metabolism-assisting components. with the other entities and companies handling 

product-FOR OBVIOUS REASONS! 
cHLoRELLA 

Chlorella is a nutritionally balanced whole 
food and contributes to the health and growth of 
human cells like no single vitamin or mineral 
possibly can. 

ChlorelIa is extremely high in protein (60%) 
and contains more than 20 vitamins and miner- 
als, 19 of the 22 essential and non-essential 
amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth fac- 
tor. It is one of the richest sources of RNA and 
DNA known and has twenty times as much 
chlorophyll as alfalfa, 10 times more than other 
edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times 
more than barley grass. 

Chlonlla is a natural vitality enhancer. The 
vitamins found in ch.lorelIa cells include: vitamin 
C, provitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophyll-A, chlo- 
rophyll-B, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), pyri- 
doxine (B6), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folic 
acid, vitamin B-12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, 
PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-aminoben- 
zoic acid. The “minerals include: phosphorus, 
potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, iron, 
calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and cobalt. 

The amino acids include: lysine, hi&dine, 
arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, serine, 

Now as to the self-help training program-it 
IS hers. She developed it in 1986 for a totally 
different purpose but it has a weight reduction 
program built in (or NO program at ail is accept- 
able-you can still fully utilize the tapes). The 
tapes have been abundantly used in the man- 
agement ofbulemiaand anorexiaaswell America 
West offered the sets for a while until she with- 
drew them. There are probably a hundred or so 
sets left. The contact addresses, of course, are 
now different but the personal interaction re- 
mains open and valid. They are recognized as 
positive help programs and even the Master 
Hypnotist Teacher and head of the Council of 
Hypnotist Examiners have featured and ‘sold” 
the program to students. 

It DOES mean however that you can’t fail to 
attend your own personal care for self-the 
tapes or the capsules DO NO GOOD IN THE 
CLOSET-RESULTS ALWAYS DEPEND ON THE 
DESIRE FOR CHANGE-THEY ONLY HELP YOU 
ACCOMPLISH THAT CHANGE. 

To order call... 
l-800-639-4242 



Water Purification 

l Carbragaa--Fibrin 

l Kargamk, T&a l 
a &licious be 

New Gaia’ Products 1994 Order Form 

New Caia Products, 
P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

(Please Print) 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 

Name Date 

Street Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

Daytime Phone No. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

Ugnature For Credit Card Orders 

Nonsubscribers 

1 ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (90 TABLUS) I s24so I I I I 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 

CARBRACAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz. 

l l SUPER OXY (1 qrJ (CHERRV-BERRVJ (CRANBERRV-APPLQ 

SUPER OxY (1 ad.1 (CHERRY) (CRANBERRY) 

$24.95 

$ 8.50 
$18.00 

$60.00 

I TOTALTHIS COLUMN 1 1 1 1 

*ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 
l -ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 
. . *ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS. 
PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR &I. NON- 

RREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. 

l * SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CtjNTlNENTAL USA 
WY, NV 

f 10%: 
56.00 S o-1 00 58.00 
57.00 s 101-200 59.00 

S 201-300 58.00 S 201-300 s10.00 
s ‘301-400 59.00 s 301-400 $11 .oo 
s 401-500 slO.OO s 401-500 $12.00 
S Sol-600 $11 .OO S Sol-600 $13.00 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

* For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
H For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
n All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 
tc When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

I FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 
TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. I 

I 

Item 

IITACHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 
FACTORY BLEMISHED/RFFURBISHED) 

iAIA SPELT BREAD VIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt) 
. 

;AIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Pure Spelt) 

YHOLE SPELT KERNEl$ ,; 1;:: = f;iiss’:k, 

YHOLE GRAIN 2 tbs. @.Sl.ZS/lb. 

iPELT FLOUR 4 Ibs. @ $1 .ZS/lb. 
. 8 Ibs. 0 Sl .ZS/lb. 

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
Bottle Calandriana (1, qt.) 
Bottle AquaGala (1 qt.) 

: Bottles Ga.iaLyte (2 liters each) 
. Pkgs. Spelt Bread MIX. 
i Audio-cassettes 

’ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
I Bottle Calandriana (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles.‘CaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs.Spelt Bread Mix 

GAlASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 oz.) 
NlCOTlNE~CAFFElNE.ALCOHOL~. 
SUCROSE-STARCH, 
CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

I 

Please make 
all checks and 
money orders 
payable to: 
New Gaialhducis, 
P.O.‘Box 22710, 
Las Vegas, NV 
89126 

for 
CONTACT 

subscribers 
only. 

$115.00 

rot !%ET 
subscribers 

only. 

S 6.OOea. 

s 15.00 

I TOTAL THIS COLUMN 

I 
~. 
TOTAL FROM OTHER COLUMN 

I SHIPPING & HANDLING 

I ‘SUB TOTAL 

bLESTAX add m Nevada residents only, 

, tOTAL ENCLOSED 

Amount 
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CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS 
AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO AS- 
SIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF 
LONG-STANDINGDECEPTIONSAND 
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS 
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE 
JOURNALS ARE $6.00, ANY 4 JOUR- 

10ORMORE NAJ&ARE$5.50 EACH, 
JOUFNALS ARE $5.00 EACH 
(Shippingextra- see right). 
**Thesemarked JOURNALSareout 
of stock untiI further notioe. 
**l. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 

2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 

3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL RE- 
MOVED 

4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 
*5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 
*6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 

FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

n9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
**lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
-11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
** 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 
*14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 

PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
*18. BLOOD AND ASHES 

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
-20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
*2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 

UNIVERSE 

**24. SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENTH 
SEAL 

-25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
**26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 

THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY 
NAME: KHAZARS 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 

**28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
*29. END OFTHE MASQUERADE 

38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

PLANET--ZIONISM ZS RACISM 

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LO’ITERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. “REALITY= ALSO HAS A 

DRUM-BEAT1 

62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
69. TATTERED PAGES 
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
71. COALESCENCE 
72. CANDLELIGHT 
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. I 
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE 

UNFOLDED VOL. II 
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES 

VOL. III 
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA 
79. MARCHINGTO ZOG 
80. TRUl’H FROM THE ZOG BOG 
81. RUSSIAN ROULElTE 
82. RE’l-lREMENT RETREATS 
83. PoLlTICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTlVES 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LlFEBOAm 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLmoN 

LEGION 
89. mUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 

60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 

93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 
OTHER PLAGUES 

94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase %o) 

Copyright Statement 

COPYRIGHT 1994 by CONTACT, Inc. Reproduction 
ofthisnewspaperforpivate,non-profituseisexDresslv 
encouraged, as long as the content and integrity remain 
absolutelyuncbanged. Forcommercialpurposes,xepr+ 
duction is strictly forbidden unless and until permission 
is granted in writing by CONTACT, INC. 

I, 

SUBSCRIBE 
TO- CONTACT CALL 

Foreign, call or write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENLY 

LIBkRATOk or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $2.00 each. Quantity 
back issue prices are as follows: I- 10 copies $2.00 each; 1 l-50 copies 
$20.00; 5 l-100 copies $30.00. Shipping included, postpaid in the 
Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please 
call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above 
address or by phone to I-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 
52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label. 

. . 
v Sum $65.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); 

$97.50 for 25 copies of 13 issues( $135. for 50 copies of 13 
issues (US); $250 for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or li 1,000 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). 
UPS postpaid Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and 

;‘OR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
JlENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
?APER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegam, Nevada 89126 

l-800-800-5565 
Canadians call 
l-805-822-9655 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & HawalD 
l.PSS3.75 1st title, J1.00 ea add’1 

Bookrate-S2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, S 1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA 6 HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title. I1 .OO ea add’1 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea ad&l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title. $1 ea add’1 
CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’1 
Airbook-S4.SO 1 st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’1 

Airbook-$8.00 pertitle estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

on all book orders) 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 
This is a service for 

>ur dedicated readers. 
Today’s Watch teie- 
Bhone hotline carries 
the latest news and 
:omments from Com- 
mander Hatonn’s most 
‘ecent writings. This is 
Dur way of keeping yplc 
informed about fast- 
breaking news and 
Bven ts. 

The message ma- 
chine will answer after 
2 rings if there are any 
new messages for that 
day, and after qrings if 
not. Thus daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
snd save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The 
message update(s), if 
any, occur by 6 PM Pa- 
cific Time. 
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